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GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE AGENCY

Cauayan City Water District (CCWD) is the major service provider in the City of Cauayan.
It is currently serving twelve (12) out of sixty-four (64) barangays. It was established by virtue of
Presidential Decree 198 otherwise known and referred to as “The Provincial Water Utilities Act
of 1973” in response to a popular clamor for a reliable, sufficient and potable water system for the
industries and residents of Cauayan City. It was awarded with its Conditional Certificate of
Conformance on February 4, 1982, after complying with the minimum requirements of the Local
Water Utilities Administration (LWUA).
The Cauayan City Water District acquires, installs, improves, maintains and operates water
supply and distribution systems for residential, industrial, and commercial uses for residents and
lands within the boundaries of Cauayan City, Isabela.
Under the Local Water District Manual on Categorization, Re-categorization and Other
Related Matters (LWD-MaCRO), Cauayan City Water was re-categorized as Category “B”
effective June 18, 2019. Category B is defined as local water district having atleast 10,000 service
connections but not more than 30,000 service connections.
Cauayan City Water District envisions to be “The leading water district in the innovative
delivery of safe and potable water to every firm and households built on sustainable development
and excellent workforce.”
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WATER DISTRICT HISTORY
The Cauayan City Water District was established by virtue of PD 198 otherwise known
and referred to as “ The Provincial Water Utilities Act of 1973”. It originally started as two (2)
Rural Waterworks and Sanitation Association (RWSA) namely the Turayong RWSA and San
Fermin RWSA. These water systems, were constructed courtesy of the United States Agency for
International Development (USAID) funds thru the defunct Rural Water Development Council
(RWDC) which is the regulatory and supervisory agency of RSWA’s. The two (2) water systems
started operation on July 1, 1988 with two reservoirs and two deep wells located at Turayong
Water System and San Fermin Water System respectively. Consequently, management of these
two water systems was merged into one which gave rise to Metro Cauayan Water District, duly
registered with the Department of Trade and Industries. This was undertaken upon the suggestion
of the late Hon. Faustino N. Dy, then the Provincial Governor of Isabela, in fact, antedating
Executive Order 24, dated January 30, 1987, issued by the late President Corazon C. Aquino,
effectively abolishing Rural Water Development Council (RWDC) and transferred its functions to
Local Water Utilities Administration (LWUA).
In line with the program of then Mayor of Cauayan City, the late Hon. Benjamin G. Dy,
that is “Unity for Development and Progress”, the Metro Cauayan Water District organized the
Federation of Isabela Rural Water Works Sanitation Association (FIRWASA) with the objective
– to have unity of purpose and action, and share training of RWSA employees of member water
systems, to wit, Aurora RWSA, Gamu RWSA, Jones RWSA, Naguilian RWSA, Minante 1
RWSA, and Cauayan RSWA. The Metro Cauayan Water District, whose employees were trained
by LWUA and shared and cascaded the same training to the other water systems under FIRWASA.
The MCWD which later evolved into what is now called the Cauayan City Water District
(CCWD) was organized pursuant to Board of Directors Resolution No. 27 Series 1997 and
Conditional Certificate of Conformance No. 183 issued by LWUA breathing into it its corporate
life, the CCWD further animated its public responsibility thru the stewardship of the late Mr.
Vicente D. Talosig, the Chairman and General Manager, the Members of the Board of Directors
Mrs. Patria Q. Uy, Dr. Mariano C. Alera (deceased), Amor G. Sabas, Nestor Daquioag (deceased),
with a lean organization of 9 employees to service some 1,000 connections from 5 Barangays.
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VISION
The Cauayan City Water District cognizant of the life giving preciousness of water prides itself as
the leader and spearhead in the efficient provision of water and its conversation as a valuable
natural resources, and the lead entity entasked with sanitation and sewerage concerns serving as
the shining exemplar of dedicated corporate entity and public utility and government service
steward.
MISSION
“To service the need of the community for potable, safe and premium quality water in sufficient
quantity and to promote sanitation and sewerage services with the least minimum of operational
downtime, manned by employees of high caliber and high degree of professionalism under a
corporate structure that allows maximum effectiveness and efficiency and ensures customer
satisfaction to the highest level possible.”
PERFORMANCE PLEDGE
WE, THE God fearing, honest and dedicated officials and employees of the Cauayan City
Water District (CCWD)
C – Committed to give the best water service.
C – Customer satisfaction is our concern.
W – Welfare of clients we serve is given utmost importance.
D – Deliver adequate safe and potable water to our concessionaires 24/7.
GOALS & OBJECTIVES
To provide 24-hour safe and potable water supply with consideration to withstand shared
neighborhood faucets. Increase hygiene consciousness and improved health situation to the target
population of Cauayan City.
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INTENDED USER AND USES OF THE WATER SUPPLY
Intended Users

Intended Uses
The water is intended for general
consumption

Water is provided to the general population.

This may include of the following:
Drinking, cooking, bathing, laundry, washing
utensils.

Intended consumers do not include industries

These groups are advised to provide

with special quality needs.

additional point-of-use treatment.
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ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
Cauayan City Water District’s current set-up is built on its need to efficiently serve its market,
being a Category B water district. It consists of four (4) departments – Administrative & Human
Resource Department, Commercial Services Department, Finance Services Department &
Engineering & Operations Department.
CATEGORY B
OFFICE OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

OFFICE OF THE GENERAL MANAGER

Administrative &
Human Resource
Department

Commercial
Services Department

Finance Services
Department

Engineering &
Operations Department
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ADMINISTRATIVE/FINANCE DIVISION
Provides the core of Agency’s operational service requirements covering human resource
management, budgetary allocations, accounting and audit procedure, record-keeping functions,
and general services, and is tasked to effectively provide the critical support system for the
aforementioned operational, financial and administrative requirements.
ADMINISTRATIVE
Recruitment, Selection and Placement
Recruitment, selection and placement procedures are based on current guidelines by Civil
Service Commission (CSC) are customized to meet the agency’s needs and requirements that are
accompanied by a process flowchart.
Recruitment Criteria
1. On Publication and Posting of Vacancies
a. The vacant position to be published should be found in the approved Qualification
Standards (QS) and Index of Occupational Service, including the agency’s Plantilla of
Position;
b. Vacant positions in the career service, including vacant executive/managerial positions in
the second level that are authorized to be filled, together with their corresponding
qualification standards and plantilla item numbers, shall be published and posted in three
(3) conspicuous places for a period of at least ten (10) days in accordance with the
provisions of RA No. 7041 and its implementing guidelines.
c. The HRMO shall submit a list of vacant position authorized to be filled and their
corresponding qualification standards and plantilla item numbers using CS Form No. 9,
Revised 2018, in electronic and printed copies to the CSCFO concerned. The printed copy
shall be submitted to the CSCFO for posting in its bulletin boards. The electronic copy
shall be submitted to the CSCFO email address (cscreg2isapub@gmail.com) which shall
forward the same to the CSC Regional Office No. 02 for publication in the CSC Bulletin
of Vacant Positions in the Government in the CSC website.
d. The vacant positions may publish through other modes such as in the agency website,
newspaper (local and or/ national) and other job search websites. The reckoning date of
publication will be the publication/republication date, regardless of the mode, as certified
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by the HRMO; Provided, that the request for publication of vacant position/s has been filed
at the CSC FO on the same day of publication in the agency website or newspaper or other
job search websites.
e. Any incorrect information in the publication of vacant positions, i.e. item no., position title,
or qualification standards shall be a ground of disapproval/invalidation of appointments.
f. All positions occupied by holders of temporary appointments, except positions under
Category II of CSC MC No. 11, s. 1996, as amended, shall be continuously posted in three
(3) conspicuous places in the agency and published in in the CSC Bulletin of Vacant
positions until filled by permanent appointees.
g. The following positions are exempt from the publication and posting requirements:


Primarily confidential;



Policy-determining;



Coterminous with that of the appointing officer/authority, including other noncareer positions such as contractual and casual identified under Section 9, Subtitle
A, Title I, Book V of EO No. 292;



Reappointment (change of status to permanent) of those appointed on temporary
status for Category II positions under CSC MC No. 10, s. 2013, as amended;



Those to be filled by existing regular employee in the agency in case of
reorganization/rationalization/reclassification; provided, the approved staffing
pattern is posted in the agency bulletin boards and other conspicuous places in the
agency.

h. The publication of a particular vacant position shall be valid until filled but not to extend
beyond nine (9) months reckoned from the date the vacant position was published.
i. Should no appointment be issued within the nine-month period, the agency shall cause the
re-publication and re-posting of the vacant position.
j. Anticipated vacancies may be published in case of retirement, resignation, or transfer. The
publication should not be earlier than 30 days prior to retirement, resignation, or transfer.
k. The assessment of applicants to vacant positions shall be made after ten (10) calendar days
from publication.
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2. On the Filling and Evaluation of Applications
a. Once a position becomes vacant and upon publication thereof, all interested and qualified
applicants can apply. They shall signify their interest in writing to the head of agency, copy
furnished HRMO.
b. Selection of employees for appointment shall be open to all qualified men and women
according to the principle of merit and fitness.
c. There shall be equal employment opportunity for men and women at all levels of position
in the agency provided they meet the minimum requirements of the position to be filled.
d. The agency shall not discriminate candidate based on sex, civil status, disability, religion,
ethnicity, or political affiliation and those who are pregnant, solo parent, handicapped and
with disability which does not directly impair or affect performance of functions and
responsibilities of the position filled.
e. Incumbents of next-in-rank positions who also adequately meet the qualification
requirements of the vacant position shall likewise signify their interest in writing. They
shall not automatically be considered for assessment.
f. Employees from other government agencies seeking transfer shall undergo the regular
process of assessment for the position being applied for.
g. The HRMO shall receive and evaluate applications to vacant positions, and shall inform
the applicants in writing the evaluation results of their applications vis-à-vis positions
applied for.
h. Applicants shall be allowed to apply and undergo assessment for only one position at a
time. However, the agency head, upon assessment and/or recommendation of the
HRMPSB may consider the applicant to other positions, even higher or lower, in the same
occupational group based on job fit.

An applicant may also be allowed to apply and

undergo assessment for two positions at a time, if these positions belong to two different
occupational groups.
i. Applicants with pending administrative cases shall not be disqualified from applying for
promotion during the pendency of the case. In case there is an executory judgment/decision
against the applicant, the applicant may be promoted only after serving of suspension. If
the period of suspension was converted to fine, the penalty of fine shall carry with it
disqualification from promotion corresponding to the period of suspension.
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j. Newly promoted employees can apply for next higher position only after performing the
duties and responsibilities of their present position, and shall have been rated for at least
VS for one rating period in his/her present position.
k. Applicants who are applying to positions with the same salary grade or higher position
shall be evaluated based on the existing policies, and shall undergo screening if found
qualified.
l. Applicants who are on scholarship, study grant, training (either local or foreign), on bar or
board review, on approved leave of absence (maternity leave, prolonged sick leave or
vacation leave), may also file their applications and undergo assessment should they be
found qualified.
m. Promotions from first to second level entry positions, the performance rating of at least
Very Satisfactory (VS) in the last rating period shall not be required.
n. Promotion within six (6) months prior to compulsory retirement shall not be allowed except
in meritorious cases
o. An employee may be promoted to a position which is not more than three (3) salary grade,
pay or job grades higher than the employee’s present position. All appointments issued in
violation of this policy shall be disapproved/ invalidated, except when the promotional
appointment falls within the purview of any of the following exceptions:
o The position occupied by the person next-in-rank to the vacant position as identified
in the Merit Selection Plan and the System of Ranking Positions (SRP) of the
agency;
o The vacant position is lone or entrance position, as indicated in the agency staffing
pattern;
o The vacant position is hard to fill, such as Accountant, Medical Officer/Specialist,
Attorney or Information Technology Officer/Computer Programmer positions.
o The vacant position is unique and/or highly specialized, such as Actuarial, Airways
Communicator positions.
o The candidates passed through a deep selection process, taking into consideration
the candidate’s superior qualifications in regard to:
 Educational achievements
 Highly specialized trainings
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 Relevant work experience
 Consistent high performance rating/ranking
 The vacant position belongs to the closed career system, i.e. those that are
scientific, or highly technical in nature that include the faculty and academic
staff of state colleges and universities and the scientific and technical
positions in scientific and research institutions, all of which establish and
maintain their own merit systems.
 Other meritorious cases, such as:
 When the appointee is a lone applicant who meets all the
requirements of the position and passed through the deep selection
process
 When the qualified next-in-rank employees waived their right over
the vacant position in writing
 When the next-in-rank position, as identified in the agency SRP is
vacant
 When the next-in-rank employee/s is/are not qualified
 When the qualified next-in-rank employees did not apply
p. The three (3) salary grade limitation shall apply only to promotion within the agency. This
prohibition shall not apply to the following human resource actions which involve issuance
of an appointment:
o Transfer incidental to promotion provided that the appointee was subjected to deep
selection
o Reappointment involving promotion to non-career to career provided the appointee
was subjected to deep selection
o Reappointment from career to non-career position
o Reemployment
o Reclassification of position
In the selection process, agency head is enjoined to strictly observe the above conditions
to avoid disapproval or invalidation of promotional appointments.
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The reasons or justifications of the appointing authority on the promotional appointments
shall be submitted to the CSCRO and CSCFO which shall make a thorough evaluation of the
manner and merit of the issuance of the appointment before taking action on same.
3. On Performance Ratings
a. No employee shall be considered for promotion unless his/her performance ratings for the
last rating period in his/her present position is at least Very Satisfactory;
b. Applicants from other government agencies who are applying to positions shall have
obtained at least Very Satisfactory for the last rating period in the present position from
former office.
c. Applicants on scholarship, study grant, training (either local or foreign), study leave (bar
or board review or completion of master’s degree), or on approved leave of absence
(maternity leave, prolonged sick leave or vacation leave), shall use their performance rating
for the last rating period in the present position before the grant or leave of absence.
d. An employee should have obtained at least Very Satisfactory performance rating in the last
rating period prior to the assessment or screening for promotion or transfer.
e. The performance rating of at least Very Satisfactory (VS) in the last rating period shall not
be required for promotion form the first to second level entry positions.
f. The performance rating prior to the reclassification of the position shall be considered as
performance rating in the reclassified position for the purpose of promotion.
4. On Assessment Tools, Methods and Procedures
a. Assessment forms, tools and procedures shall be uniformly used to provide opportunity to
compare applicants’ scores or standing across offices.
b. The HRMPSB shall establish internal selection procedures and set passing score for the
written examinations to determine who should undergo further assessment. Dimensions
and criteria for rating the written examination and even the oral examination may be set by
the HRMPSB.
c. The HRMPSB with the involvement of the Agency Head, shall establish databank of test
items and test answers, areas to be looked into, scoring and rating in cases of unanswered
or improperly answered items.
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d. The HRMPSB shall administer the written examination to applicants. They shall also check
or rate the test papers/answers of applicants.
e. The HRMPSB shall also conduct the oral examination which shall be in the form of
interview or group discussions to assess applicants’ essential skills and abilities. The oral
examination may provide additional information in assessing the capability of the applicant
to perform the specific functions of the position applied for.
f. The potential shall take into account employee’s readiness to perform the duties and
assume the responsibilities of the position to be filled and other higher positions. An
applicant’s potential, may be assessed in practically all assessment strategies that may be
adopted.
g. The HRMPSB may utilize other tools that evaluates functional/technical qualifications of
the PWD applicant like auxiliary aids (e.g. braille, hearing aids), availability of wheel
chairs and ramps, and other services that are responsive to special needs for applicants with
physical disability
h. For dearth position where applicants are not qualified, there must an authority granted by
the Civil Service Commission before filling the same.
i. Outsider applicants who are appointed to the position shall be required to undergo medical
assessment conducted by a government physician.
5. The Head of the Division or Department where the vacant position exists shall:
a. Provide the general description and other special qualifications, if any, of the vacancy.
b. May suggest or offer examination questions/test item and even procedures for the conduct
of assessment activities especially for unique positions; and
c. Shall submit to the head of agency the preferred candidate for the vacancy.
6. On Assessment Forms
The HRMO shall prepare the following assessment forms to guide the appointing authority in
the judicious selection of applicants.
a. A profile which contains basic information as follows: education, relevant or supervisory
training and experience as required and eligibility; and other essential information which
may include sex, performance rating, pending case, if any,
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b. A Roster of Candidates which summarizes and provides a comparative view of the ratings
garnered by the applicants according to the different criteria or factors used for assessment
and all other significant findings on the applicants as shown in the Neuropsychiatric and
medical report, if any. This form bears the signature of the Chair and members of the
HRMPSB.
c. Comparative Assessment Results which summarizes all information about the applicants
including the ratings in the various skills/competencies, the ranks and other relevant
information about the applicants.
SELECTION CRITERIA
1. Pre-Qualifying Criteria
a. Preliminary evaluation of applicants’ qualifications shall be conducted based on the
following basic criteria:
o ETEE is the approved Education, Training, Experience and Eligibility requirements
of the position to be filled.
o Performance refers to the performance ratings of the applicant for the last rating
period in the present position prior to the date of assessment which should at least
be VS
The preliminary evaluation shall ensure that applicants meet the minimum qualifications
for the position and determine who among the candidates will go to the next phase.
b. Applicants who do not meet the training and/or experience requirement/s may be included
for further assessment on the following instances:
o The positions to be filled belong to the dearth category;
o Applicants possess exceptional or superior qualifications which may include
education, highly technical skills, relevant work experiences, outstanding
accomplishments and contributions; and
o There is a dearth of qualified applicants for the position to be filled.
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2. Assessment Criteria
The assessment criteria, weight allocation and assessment tools and strategies per position per
group of positions shall be established. This shall be done by the HRMPSB, head of agency and
other staff possessing the expertise and skills required of the positions.
Criteria for Rating
a. Proficiency Requirements of the position. These shall consider the nature of work and
functions to be performed by the position.
b. For purpose of assessing attitude or behavior of a candidate, the results of the following
assessment strategies can be taken into consideration:
o PSB Observation on written exam, group discussion and/or panel interview
o Result of the Neuropsychiatric and Psychological Assessment
c. Performance, pre-qualifying criteria, is again rated. However, in instances when a
candidate from the private sector or those who are unemployed cannot present or do not
have the required performance rating for the last rating period, performance rating is set
aside. Adjustment in the weight allocation of the other selection criteria may be done by
the HRMPSB.
d. The groups of position are as follows: managerial and executive; supervisory; technical;
administrative support; and skills, trades, and crafts.
Managerial and Executive Positions include the positions of Department Heads and
Division Heads.
The Special Personnel Selection Board (SPSB) shall establish the assessment
criteria and the appropriate assessment tools, procedures and standards to screen applicants
for the positions.

e. The assessment criteria for all levels of positions, either supervisory, technical,
administrative support and skills, trades and crafts are as follow:
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Criteria Weight Assessment Strategies
Written Exam

20%

Result of the written
examination

Oral Exam

20%

Result of the individual or
panel interview/group
discussion

Performance

20%

Performance Report Form

Psycho-Social Attributes and 20%

Characteristics or traits of a

Personality Traits

person which involved both
psychological and social
aspects. Psychological
includes the way he/she
perceives things, ideas,
beliefs and understanding and
how he/she acts and relates
these things to other and in
social situations

Potential

20%

Capacity and ability of a
candidate to assume the
duties of the position to be
filled and those of higher or
more responsible positions

Total

100%
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f. Medical or Health Profile
To help assist the Head of Agency in deciding among the applicants with equal or similar
qualifications, information on the candidates’ medical or health profile may be presented.
The health and well-being of a person is a critical component of the person’s total image
and how consequently she/he will perform in a work environment. It is important to
identify applicants who are not only able and competent but also physically fit and healthy.
SELECTION PROCESS
Selection of employees for appointment in the agency shall be open to all qualified men
and women according to the principle of merit and fitness. There shall be equal employment
opportunity for men and women at all levels of position in agency, provided they meet the
minimum requirements of the position to be filled.
The selection process consists of three major phases which should be progressively
undertaken and passed by the applicants for them to advance or progress to the next phase/s of
selection.
1. Evaluation of Pre-Qualification Criteria
a. Review/evaluation of applicant’s Personal Data Sheet (PDS) and/or Resume’, performance
evaluation reports or ratings, and other employment documents to support job applications.
If found qualified, the profiles of applicants are prepared to include ETEE and other
relevant information.
b. Preparations of a Roster of Applicants per position and submission of the same to the PSB
for further review. The Roster should indicate whether the applicants squarely meet the QS
of the position and other information that would assist the PSB in the evaluation of said
applications.
c. Writing of letter to the applicants on the status of their evaluation and next steps to be done.
Should there be additional advice or instructions to be complied by the applicant, then there
shall be reflected in the said letter.
2. Actual Assessment of Candidates
This phase includes the following assessment methods or activities:
a. Administration of the written test of skills test.
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b. Conduct of structured oral exam which may include the Group Discussion and Panel
Interview;
c. Preparation and submission of Assessment Results which include the Summary
Information about the Candidates’ scores and rating earned in the different assessment
activities, and Roster of Candidates as reviewed by the HRMPSB

3. Selection Decision and Release of Assessment Results
a. The Appointing Authority shall be encouraged to select preferred candidate/s from the
Roster of candidates.
b. The Appointing Authority shall judiciously decide on the appointments based on existing
CS Law and Rules and choose the applicant to be appointed from the top five ranking
candidates recommended by the HRMPSB.
c. The Appointing Authority may appoint an applicant who is not next-in-rank but possesses
superior qualification and competence, and has undergone selection process.
d. The HRMO shall disseminate information on all appointments approved by the Head of
Agency: post in the bulletin board; announce during flag ceremonies and include human
resource actions in internal publications; and send all applications individual notice about
the assessment results including actions taken by the agency head.
OMNIBUS RULES ON APPOINTMENT AND OTHER HUMAN RESOURCE ACTIONS
REQUIREMENTS FOR REGULAR APPOINTMENT
1. Permanent, Temporary, Coterminous, Contractual, and Provisional Appointment
a. Electronic file (e-file) stored in compact disc (CD/flash drive or sent thru email plus
2 printed copies (CSC copy and agency copy) of Appointment Transmittal and
Action Form (CS Form No. 1, Revised 2018)
b. 3 original copies of Appointment Form (CS Form No. 33-A, revised 2018) –
employee copy, CSC copy and agency copy
c. Personal Data Sheet (PDS) (CS Form No. 212, Revised 2017) except for
reappointment (renewal) to temporary, contractual, and provisional appointments
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d. Original copy of authenticated certificate of eligibility/rating/license for original
appointment, promotion, transfer, reappointment (change of status to permanent or
reemployment
o Certificate of Eligibility issued by the CSC or Career Executive Service
Board (CESB);
o Valid Professional License issued by the Professional Regulatory
Commission (PRC)/Supreme Court (SC) for positions involving practice of
profession; or
o Professional License or Certificate of Registration or Report of Rating
issued by the PRC/SC for positions not involving practice of profession
o Valid Licenses issued by authorized regulatory agencies such as Land
Transportation Office (LTO), National Telecommunications Commission
(NTC)
e. Position Description Form (DBM-CSC Form No. 1, Revised 2017)
f. Oath of Office (CS Form No. 32, Revised 2018)
g. Certification of Assumption to Duty (CS Form No, 4, Revised 2018)
2. Casual Appointments
a. Electronic file (e-file) stored in compact disc (CD/flash drive or sent thru email plus
2 printed copies (CSC copy and agency copy) of Appointment Transmittal and
Action Form (CS Form No. 1, Revised 2018)
b. 3 original copies of Plantilla of Casual Appointments (CS Form No. 34-A or C,
revised 2018 or CS Form 34-E or F, Series 2018) – employee copy, CSC copy and
agency copy
c. Personal Data Sheet (PDS) (CS Form No. 212, Revised 2017) except for
reappointment (renewal) to temporary, contractual, and provisional appointments
d. Original copy of authenticated certificate of eligibility/rating/license for original
appointment, reappointment to another casual position or reemployment to position
requiring licenses or involving practice of profession
o Valid Professional License issued by the Professional Regulatory
Commission (PRC)/Supreme Court (SC) for positions involving practice of
profession; or
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o Valid Licenses issued by authorized regulatory agencies such as Land
Transportation Office (LTO), National Telecommunications Commission
(NTC)
ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS REQUIRED IN SUPPORT OF THE APPOINTMENT
Specific cases where additional documents are required. The specific cases requiring submission
of additional documents in support of the appointment are as follows:
a. Erasures or Alterations on Appointments
When there are erasures or alterations made on the appointment, they should be duly
initialed by the authorized official. For this purpose, authorized official shall refer to the
highest ranking Human Resource Management Officer (HRMO) / General Manager (GM)/
Chairman of the Board of Directors or to the official who issued or prepared the document.
However, the certification shall be signed by the appointing authority/officer.
The appointing officer/authority may delegate the signing of the Certification of Erasure/s
to any authorized official. The delegation should be supported by an Office Order, a copy
of which should be furnished the CSC FO concerned.
Required Additional Document: Certification of Erasure/Alteration on Appointment Form
(CS Form No. 3, series of 2017) specifying and authenticating all erasures or alterations
signed by the appointing officer/authority
b. Appointee with decided administrative/criminal case
o The appointee had been previously found guilty in an administrative/criminal case.
Required Additional Document: Certified true copy of the decision issued by the
office/court/tribunal
o The appointment by promotion of an employee who had been found guilty in an
administrative case for which a penalty of suspension or fine was imposed.
Required Additional Document: Certification issued by the appointing
officer/authority as to when the decision rendered became final and when the
penalty imposed had been served.
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c. Discrepancy in Name, Date/Place of Birth as appearing in the Report of Rating or Certificate
of Eligibility, appointment, service card and the entries in the Personal Data Sheet
Required Additional Document: Resolution or Order issued by the Commission/CSC
Regional Office (CSCRO) concerned correcting the discrepancy.
d. Change of Civil Status on account of:
o Marriage
Required Additional Documents: Endorsement to the CSCFO concerned by the
agency HRMO.
Original Marriage Contract/ Certificate duly authenticated by the Philippine
Statistics Authority (PSA) or the Local Civil Registrar (LCR) of the municipality or
city where the marriage was registered or recorded
o Annulment or Declaration of Nullity of the same
Required Additional Documents: Endorsement to the CSCFO concerned by the
agency HRMO.
Authenticated copy of the Court Order and Marriage Certificate/Contract with
annotation.
e. Appointments requiring Board Resolution such as Head of the Agency appointed by the Board
Required Additional Documents: Copy of the said Resolution shall be submitted together
with the appointment.
f. Ban on issuance of Appointment during election period
Required Additional Documents: Resolution issued by the Commission on Elections
(COMELEC) en banc, Chairman or Regional Election Director, granting exemption from
the prohibition.
g. Temporary Appointment
Required Additional Documents: Certification issued by the appointing officer/ authority
vouching the absence of an applicant who meets all the qualification requirements of the
position (CS Form No. 5, Revised 2018)
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h. Reclassification
Required Additional Documents: NOSCA approved by the DBM/ Memorandum Order
issued by Governance Commission for GOCCs (GCG)
REQUIRED DOCUMENTS TO BE RETAINED IN THE AGENCY
The following documents shall be required from the appointee in support of his/her appointment
but shall be retained in the agency and filed in the employee’s 201 File:
a. Medical Certificate
(CS Form No. 211, Revised 2018) A medical Certificate issued by a licensed government
physician which states that the appointee is fit for employment is required for original
appointment, and reemployment. The result of the Pre-Employment Medical-PhysicalPsychological examinations consisting the Blood Test, urinalysis, Chest X-ray, Drug Test,
Psychological Test and Neuropsychiatric Exam, if applicable, shall be attached to the
medical certificate for employment. The result of the neuropsychiatric is required for
original, reemployment, reappointment and promotional appointments to positions which
involve the maintenance and peace and order and the protection of life and property.
b. Certificate of Live Birth
A Certificate of Live Birth duly authenticated by the PSA or the LCR of the municipality
or city where the birth was registered or recorded is required for original appointment and
reemployment. It shall be the duty of the HRMO or his/her designated staff to review and
compare the contents thereof vis-à-vis the information written on the employee’s PDS and
other documents.
c. Marriage Contract/Certificate
For married employees, a Marriage Contract/Certificate duly authenticated by the PSA or
the LCR of the municipality or city where the marriage was registered or recorded is
required for original appointment and reemployment.
d. Clearances
A valid National Bureau of Investigation (NBI) Clearance is required for original
appointment and reemployment.
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In case of promotion, reappointment, or transfer involving movement from one
department/agency to another and reemployment, clearance from money, property and
work-related accountabilities from the appointee’s former office is required (CS Form No
7, Revised 2018)
e. Performance Rating
For appointment by promotion or transfer, the Performance Rating of the appointee in the
last rating period prior to the date of assessment or screening, which should be at least Very
Satisfactory, shall be required.
The performance rating in the last rating period prior to the scholarship grant, which should
be at least Very Satisfactory, shall be used as basis for promotion of an appointee-scholar.
The performance rating of at least very Satisfactory (VS) in the last rating period shall not
be required for promotion from the first to second level entry positions.
The performance rating prior to the reclassification of the position shall be considered as
performance rating in the reclassified position for purposes of promotion.
f. Scholastic Record/ Academic Record
The certified true copies of scholastic record/academic record such as diploma and
transcript of records (TOR) or, if necessary, a Certification from the Department of
Education (DepEd) and/ or Commission on Higher Education (CHED) on the authenticity
and equivalency of the subjects/courses taken, are required for original appointment,
transfer and reemployment. It may also be required for promotion to positions where the
education requirement is different from the previous academic record submitted.
PROCEDURES IN THE PREPARATION OF APPOINTMENTS
The following procedures shall be strictly observed in the preparation of appointments for
authorized positions found in the Plantilla of Personnel and lump sum appropriation for contractual
employees
a. Appointment Form
The appointment form (CS Form No. 33, Revised 2018), which shall be in English, shall
be used for appointments in the career and non-career service except those for casual
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appointments. The appointment must be prepared in three (3) original copies: one copy
each for the appointee, for CSC and for the agency. CS Form No. 33-A, revised 2018 shall
be used.
The following items in the appointment form shall be properly filled in, as follows:
1. Name of the Appointee
The name indicated on the appointment must be the same name appearing in the Certificate
of Live Birth submitted by the appointee and the Certificate of marriage, in the case of a
married female employee who opts to use the surname of her husband. The name of the
appointee should be written in the following format: first name, middle name, initial, last
name extension, if any.
2. Position Title, Salary Grade and Step
The position title salary grade and step (if applicable) indicated in the appointment shall
conform to the approved Plantilla of Personnel and should be found in the Index of
Occupational Services (IOS), Position Titles and Salary grades.
3. Employment Status
The employment status shall be indicated on the space provided therefor. It may be
permanent, temporary, coterminous, fixed term, contractual, or provisional. For contractual
appointment, the duration of employment shall be indicated on the space provided for the
Status of Appointment.
4. Agency
The agency shall be indicated on the space provided in the appointment form.
5. Compensation Rate
The corresponding amount of the monthly salary of the position based on the salary grade
and salary step therefore shall be indicated.
6. Nature of Appointment
The nature of appointment, which may be original, promotion, transfer, reemployment,
reappointment, reinstatement, reclassification or demotion shall be indicated on the space
provided thereof.
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7. Plantilla Information
The name of the employee being replaced by the appointee should be indicated on the space
provided, in addition to the Plantilla Item Number of the position and the page where the
position can be found in the approved Plantilla of Personnel in the current year.
8. Signature of Appointing Officer/Authority
The three (3) original copies of the appointment must be duly signed by the appointing
officer/authority. The appointing officer/authority is the person or body authorized by law
to make appointments in the Philippine Civil Service.
In case the appointing officer/authority delegates the authority to issue appointments to a
next-in-rank official in the same agency, as authorized by law, a copy of the Board
Resolution or Order for the said purpose shall be submitted to the VSV FO with
jurisdiction.
In no case shall digital/electronic or rubber-stamped signature of the appointing
officer/authority on the appointment be allowed.
9. Date of Signing
The date of signing, which is the date of the issuance and the date of effectivity of the
appointment, shall be indicated below the signature of the appointing officer/authority
10. Certification as to the Completeness and Authenticity of the Requirements.
The HRMO shall thoroughly review and check the veracity, authenticity and completeness
of all the requirements and documents in support of the appointment. He/she shall sign the
certification at the back of the appointment.
11. Certification of Public and Posting of Vacancy
Vacant positions authorized to be filled shall be published and posted in at least three (3)
conspicuous places for a period of at least ten (10) days in accordance with RA No. 7041
and its implementing guidelines.
The certification on the publication and posting of the vacant position including the date
the deliberation was conducted by the Human Resource Merit Promotion and Selection
Board should be duly signed by the authorized HRMO.
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12. Certification of Human Resource Merit Promotion and Selection Board (HRMPSB)
Evaluation/Screening
All appointees should be screened and evaluated by the HRMPSB, if applicable. As proof
thereof, a certification signed by the Chairperson of the HRMPSB at the back of the
appointment specifying that the majority of the HRMPSB members was present during the
deliberation shall be submitted together with the appointment. The HRMPSB deliberation
shall not commence earlier than ten (10) calendar days from the date of posting and
publication of vacant positions.
13. Certification by the Placement Committee
Reappointment to a comparable position as a result of reorganization pursuant to RA No.
6656 or other laws shall be assessed by the Placement Committee. As proof thereof, a
certification shall be signed by the Chairperson of the Placement Committee at the back of
the appointment.
b. Personal Data Sheet
The Personal Data Sheet (PDS) (CS Form No. 212, Revised 2017) which should be updated
and accomplished properly and completely by the appointee, shall be attached to the
appointment. Said PDS shall contain an authorization from the employee that the CSC,
agency head or their authorized representative can verify/validate the contents therein. It
shall also be subscribed and sworn to before the HRMO or his/her authorized official in
the agency, any officer authorized to administer oaths or a notary public. The PDS be
accomplished by the appointee either through his/her own handwriting of via
typewriter/computer and must bear his/her signature on every page with a passport size ID
picture taken within the last six (6) months attached at the last page thereof.
c. Position Description Form
The Position Description Form (DBM-CSC Form No. 1, Revised 2017) which should be
properly and completely accomplished shall be attached to all appointments for authorized
positions found in the Plantilla of Personnel.
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OTHER HUMAN RESOURCE ACTION
Designation
Movement that involves an imposition of additional and/or higher duties to be performed by a
public official/employee which is temporary and can be terminated anytime at the pleasure of the
appointing officer/authority. Designation may involve the performance of the duties of another
position on a concurrent capacity or on full-time basis.
A designation in an acting capacity entails not only the exercise of the ministerial functions
attached to the position but also the exercise of discretion since the person designated is deemed
to be the incumbent of the position.
Officials designated as Officer-In-Charge enjoy limited powers which are confined to functions of
administration and ensuring that the office continues its usual activities. The OIC may not be
deemed to possess the power to appoint employees as the same involves the exercise of discretion
which is beyond the power of an OIC, unless the designation order issued by the proper appointing
officer/authority expressly includes the poser to issue appointment.
Designation shall be governed by the following rules:
1. Employees to be designated should hold permanent appointments to career positions.
2. Designees can only be designated to positions within the level they are currently
occupying. Employees holding first level positions cannot be designated to perform the
duties of second level positions except in meritorious cases as determined by the CSC
Regional Office upon request for exemption by the agency concerned, such as
organizational set-up, calamity, and due to exigency of the service. This executive shall
not apply to positions involving supervisory and executive managerial functions. Division
Chiefs may be designated to perform the duties of second level executive/managerial or
third level positions.
3. For positions with incumbents who temporarily cannot perform the duties of the position
(due to vacation or sick leave, maternity leave), the designation should be synchronized
with the absence of the incumbent, unless earlier revoked or recalled by the appointing
officer/authority. However, the designation of employees may be renewed every year in
the exigency of service but not exceed two (2) years.
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4. For positions without incumbents, a designation may be made only for a maximum of one
(1) year. However, the designation of employees may be renewed every year in the
exigency of the service but not to exceed two (2) years.
5. Designation shall be made through an office order issued by the appointing
officer/authority concerned.
6. Designees cannot be granted the salaries of the positions they are being designated to.
However, allowances that go with the performance of the functions such as RATA
(Representation Transportation Allowance) or EME (Extraordinary and Miscellaneous
Expenses) may be granted as provided under the provisions of the General Appropriations
Act (GAA), provided, the grant of the same is specifically stated in the designation order.
7. Only experience gained from designation compliant with the above stated rules shall be
credited as relevant experience for purposes of appointment.
PROBATIONARY PERIOD
Original appointees in the career service with permanent status of appointment, shall undergo
probationary period for a thorough assessment of his/her performance and character. The duration
of probationary period is generally six (6) months or depending on the duration of probationary
period as required by the position.
Probationary period refers to the period of actual service following the issuance of a permanent
appointment wherein the appointee undergoes a thorough character investigation and assessment
of capability to perform the duties of the position enumerated in the Position Description Form
(PDF)
The probationary period shall cover the following employees:
a. Those who are issued original appointments under permanent status in the career service
and who meet all the requirements of the positions;
b. Non-career service employees who are reappointed/reemployed to a career position under
permanent status;
c. Temporary appointees who after meeting the eligibility requirements for a permanent
appointment in the career service are reappointed (change of status to permanent);
d. Those who are reemployed under permanent status;
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e. Appointees to Category III positions as provided in CSC MC No. 11, series 1996, as
amended shall be under probation for a period of one (1) year;
f. Appointees whose positions require probationary period as may be provided by law.
The services of the appointee can be terminated for unsatisfactory conduct or want of capacity
before the end of the second performance review on the sixth (6 th) month or depending on the
duration of the probationary period as required by the position.
Unsatisfactory conduct or behavior refers to the failure of the appointee to observe propriety in
his/her acts, behavior and human/public relations, and to irregular punctuality and attendance
while performing their duties and responsibilities during the probationary period. This may include
cases of neglect of duty, misconduct, insubordination, habitual tardiness and absenteeism.
On the other hand, want capacity shall refer to the failure of the appointee during the probationary
period to perform the duties and responsibilities based on standards of work outputs agreed upon
and reflected in the duly signed performance targets despite the developmental intervention
provided by the immediate supervisor.
The appointee shall be issued a notice of termination of service by the appointing authority/officer
within fifteen (15) days immediately after it was proven that he/she demonstrated unsatisfactory
conduct or want of capacity before the end of the second performance review on the sixth (6th)
month or depending on the duration of the probationary period. Such notice shall state, among
other things, the reason for the termination of service and shall be supported by at least two of the
following:
1. Performance Evaluation Report
2. Report of the immediate supervisor (rater) on job-related critical and unusual incidents and
on unsatisfactory conduct or behavior of the appointee; or
3. Other valid documents that may support the notice of termination of service.
The notice of termination of the office shall be executory after fifteen (15) days from receipt of the
employee concerned. The same may be appealed to the CSC RO concerned, within fifteen (15)
days from the receipt of notice but shall be executory pending appeal. A copy of the Notice of
Termination of Service shall be included in the 201 file of the appointee and furnished the CSC
FO concerned for recording in the Service Card.
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If no notice of termination of office is given by the appointing officer/authority to the employee
before the expiration of the six-month or depending on the duration of the probationer becomes a
regular employee of the agency concerned.
EFFECTIVITY AND SUBMISSION OF APPOINTMENTS
An appointment issued in accordance with pertinent laws and rules shall take effect
immediately on the date it was signed by the appointing officer/authority. The date of signing shall
be indicated below the signature of the appointing officer/authority in the appointment form.
The date of the appointment shall not fall on a Saturday, Sunday or holiday, except in cases
where the date of issuance is specifically provided in a special law such as in the appointment of
personal and confidential staff of Constitutional officials and elective officials and where the
service should not constitute a gap such in transfer and reappointment
If the appointee has taken his/her oath of office and assumed the duties of the position,
he/she shall be entitled to receive his/her salary at once without awaiting the approval/validation
of his/her appointment by the Commission. In no case shall an appointment take effect earlier that
the date it was signed except in cases authorized by law.
No official or employee shall be required to assume the duties and responsibilities of the
position without being furnished with a copy of his/her appointment by the HRMO after it is signed
by the appointing officer/authority. The appointee shall acknowledge receipt of the appointment
by signing on the acknowledgement portion at the back of the appointment form.
The appointment of officials or employees who are on official leave of absence, training
or scholarship grant, shall be effective upon assumption or upon return from official leave of
absence, scholarship or training.
In case of temporary appointment, the twelve-month period of its effectivity shall be
reckoned from the date of the issuance of the appointment and not from the date the appointee
assumed the duties of the position.
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OMNIBUS RULES ON LEAVE
Entitlement to Leave Privileges
In general, appointive officials up to the level of heads of executive departments, heads of
departments, undersecretaries and employees of the government whether permanent, temporary or
casual, who render work during the prescribed office hours, shall entitle to 15 days’ vacation and
15 days’ sick leave annually with full pay exclusive of Saturday, Sundays, Public Holidays,
without limitation as to the number of days of vacation and sick leave that the accumulate.
(Amended by CSC MC Nos. 41, s. 1998 and 14 s. 1999)
Leave of Absence
Rights granted to employees not to report for work with or without pay as may be provided by law
and as rules prescribe in Rule XVI of Executive Order No. 292.
Accumulation of vacation and sick leave.
Vacation and sick leave shall be cumulative and any part thereof which may not be taken within
the calendar year may be carried over to the succeeding years. Whenever any official or employee
retires, voluntarily resigns, or is allowed to resign or is separated from the service through no fault
of his own, he shall be entitled to the commutation of all the accumulated vacation and/or sick
leave to his credit, exclusive of Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays, without limitation as to the
number of days of vacation and sick leave that he may accumulate provided his leave benefits are
not covered by special law.
Computation of vacation leave and sick leave.
Computation of vacation and sick leave shall be made on the basis of one-day vacation leave and
one-day sick leave for every 24 days of actual service using the tables of computation as follows:
(Provided for under CSC MC No. 41, s. 1998 and further amended by CSC MC No. 14, s. 1999)
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Table II
VACATION AND SICK LEAVE CREDITS EARNED ON A DAILY BASIS
NUMBER OF VACATION LEAVE SICK
DAYS

EARNED

EARNED

1

.042

.042

2

.083

.083

3

.125

.125

5

.167

.167

5

.208

.208

6

.250

.250

7

.292

.292

8

.333

.333

9

.375

.375

10

.417

.417

11

.458

.458

12

.500

.500

13

.542

.542

14

.583

.583

15

.625

.625

16

.667

.667

17

.708

.708

18

.750

.750

LEAVE
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19

.792

.792

20

.833

.833

21

.875

.875

22

.917

.917

23

.958

.958

24

1.000

1.000

25

1.042

1.042

26

1.083

1.083

27

1.125

1.125

28

1.167

1.167

29

1.208

1.208

30

1.250

1.250

Leave Administration
o Employees who render work during the prescribe hours are entitled to 15 days’ vacation
leave and 15 days’ sick leave credits annually or 1.25 days’ vacation and sick leave credits
monthly, with full pay.
o Application for leave of absence except for emergency sick leave shall be filed in advance,
whenever possible, five (5) days before the effectivity of leave.
o Employees who are continuously absent without approved leave for at least thirty (30)
working days shall be considered on absence without official leave (AWOL) and shall be
separated from the service or dropped from the rolls without prior notice. However, when
it is clear under the obtaining circumstances that the employee concerned, has established
a scheme to circumvent the rule by incurring substantial absences though less than thirty
working days three times (3x) in a semester, such that a pattern is already apparent,
dropping from the rolls without notice may likewise be justified. If the number of
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unauthorized absences incurred is less than thirty working days, a written Return-to-Work
Order shall be served to him at his last known address on record. Failure on his part to
report for work within the period stated in the order shall be a valid ground to drop him
from the rolls.
o Employees who are absent without approved leave shall not be entitled to receive their
salary corresponding to the period of their unauthorized leave of absence.

TYPES OF LEAVE
Vacation Leave
granted to employee for personal reasons, the approval of which is contingent upon the exigencies
of the service.


Leave of absence for any reason other than illness of an officer or employee or any member
of his family must be contingent upon the needs of the service. Hence, the approval or
disapproval of application for vacation leave is discretionary, always based on the needs of
the service. The office/unit head concerned shall recommend for approval only vacation
leave applications which are absolutely necessary and will not prejudice the interest of the
service. The mere filing of vacation leave application will not authorize the officer or
employee concerned to go on leave immediately. He or she has to wait for the action to be
taken on the application.



An officer or employee who is absent without approved leave shall not be entitled to
receive his salary corresponding to the period of his unauthorized leave of absence, but this
absence shall not be deducted from his accredited leave credits, if there are any.



An application for leave of absence for thirty (30) days or more shall be accompanied by a
clearance. The head of office concerned shall see to it that the said clearance has been duly
recommended by the Division Chief concerned or the immediate supervisor of the
employee applying for leave, before approval of such leave application or recommendation
of the same to higher authorities.



The Personnel Office should notify in writing the employee, who is absent without leave
(AWOL) for thirty (30) days, to report within five (5) days from receipt of notice,
otherwise, he shall be dropped from the rolls. Heads of offices/primary units are hereby
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held accountable for any failure to report on time to the Personnel Office absences without
authority in their respective units.


All proposals for travel under special mission, whether local or abroad, shall be coursed
through or at least noted in the Personnel Office.



Before going on vacation leave of absence, the Officer or employee concerned shall see to
it that his application for leave has been approved by proper authorities. The Personnel
Officer shall furnish the said officer or employee with copy of his approved or disapproved
application.



In the application for leave of absence, the purpose or reason thereof shall be clearly
indicated, and where the purpose or reason for such leave is for employment in private or
other government offices, either inside or outside the country, such application shall be
denied outright.



Any misrepresentation made in the application, for leave shall be ground for disciplinary
action.



The attached CS Form No. 6, s. 1984, known as the “APPLICATION FOR LEAVE” form,
which has been revised to conform to the new guidelines shall henceforth be used in this
Office.



Any violation of the foregoing rules or failure on the part of any officer or employee to
comply therewith shall be a cause for disciplinary action against such officer or employee.

Sick Leave
granted on account of sickness or disability of the employees or any member of their family
(parents, siblings, children, and spouse)


This leave covers sickness of immediate members of the family, i.e. spouse, children,
parents, unmarried siblings, parent-in-laws any relative living under the same roof or
dependent upon the employee for support.



Successive or straight sick leave of the three (3) days and above requires the submission of
a medical certificate from a government or private physician.



Employees must notify immediate supervisor if unable to report for due to sickness.



The sick leave cannot be scheduled in proximity with other leave benefits enjoyed.
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Five (5) days Forced/Mandatory Leave
Employees with 10 days or more vacation leave credits shall be required to go on vacation leave
whether continuous or intermittent for a minimum of five (5) working days annually under the
following conditions:


The head agency shall, upon prior consultation with the employees, prepare a staggered
schedule of the mandatory five-day vacation leave of officials and employees, provided
that he may, in the exigency of the service, cancel any previously scheduled leave.



The mandatory annual five-day vacation leave shall be forfeited if not taken during the
year. However, in cases where the scheduled leave has been cancelled in the exigency of
the service by the head of agency, the scheduled leave not enjoyed shall no longer be
deducted from the total accumulated vacation leave.



Retirement and resignation from the service in a particular year without completing the
calendar year do not warrant forfeiture of the corresponding leave credits if concerned
employees opted not to avail the required five-day mandatory vacation leave.



Those with accumulated vacation leave less than ten (10) days shall have the option to go
on forced leave or not. However, officials and employees with accumulated vacation leave
of 15 days who availed of monetization for 10 days, under Section 22 hereof, shall still be
required to go on forced leave. (Amended by CSC MC No. 41, s. 1998)

Special Privilege Leave (SPL)
In addition to the vacation, sick, maternity and paternity leave, officials and employees with or
without existing or approved Collective Negotiation Agreement (CNA), except teachers and those
covered by special laws, are granted the following special leave privileges subject to the conditions
hereunder stated:


Personal milestones such as birthdays/wedding/wedding anniversary celebrations and
other similar milestones, including death anniversaries.



Parental obligations such as attendance in school programs, PTA meetings, graduations,
first communion, medical needs, among others, where a child of the government employee
is involved.



Filial obligations to cover the employee’s moral obligation toward his parents and siblings
for their medical and social needs.
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Domestic emergencies such as sudden urgent repairs needed at home, sudden absence of a
“yaya” or maid, and the like.



Personal transactions to cover the entire range of transactions an individual does with
government and private offices such as paying taxes, court appearances, arranging a
housing loan, etc.



Calamity, accident, hospitalization leave pertain to force majeure events that affect the life,
limb and property of the employee or his immediate family.



An employee can still avail of his birthday or wedding anniversary leave if such occasion
falls on either a Saturday, Sunday or Holiday, either before or after the occasion.



Employees applying for special privilege leaves shall no longer be required to present proof
that they are entitled to avail such leaves.



Three-day limit for a given year shall be strictly observed: and employee can avail of one
special privilege leave for three (3) days or a combination of any of the leaves for maximum
of three days in a given year. Special leave privilege is non-cumulative and strictly nonconvertible to cash.



Immediate family in Rule I (Definition of Terms) refers to spouse, children, parents,
unmarried brothers and sisters or any relative living under the same roof or dependent upon
the employee for support.

Maternity Leave
Every woman in the government service who has rendered an aggregate of two (2) or more
years in service, shall, in addition to the vacation and sick leave granted to her, be entitled to
maternity leave of sixty (60) calendar days with full pay. Maternity leave of those who have
rendered one (1) year or more but less than two (2) years of service shall be computed in proportion
to their length of service, provided, that those who have served for less than one (1) year shall be
entitled to 60-day maternity leave with half pay.
It is understood that enjoyment of maternity leave cannot be deferred but it should be
availed of either before or after the actual period of delivery in a continuous and uninterrupted
manner, not exceeding 60 calendar days.
Employees who have rendered less than two (2) years of service may only receive full play
for a number of days based on the ration of 60 days to two years of service.
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Every woman, married or unmarried, may be granted maternity leave more than once a year.
Maternity leave shall be granted to female employees in every instance of pregnancy irrespective
of its frequency. (As amended by CSC Resolution No. 021420 published Nov. 1, 2002 in Today)
Every married or unmarried woman may go on maternity leave for less than sixty (60) days.
When a female employee wants to report back to duty before the expiration of her maternity leave,
she may be allowed to do so provided she presents a medical certificate that she is physically fit
to assume the duties of her position.
The commuted money value of the unexpired portion of the leave need not be refunded that when
the employee returns to work before the expiration of her maternity leave, she may receive both
the benefits granted under the maternity leave law and the salary for actual services rendered
effective the days she reports for work.
Maternity leave with pay may be granted even if delivery occurs just a few days after the
termination of an employee’s service.
Maternity leave with pay may be granted even if the delivery occurs not more than 15 calendar
days after the termination of an employee’s service as her right thereto has already accrued.
(Provided for under CSC MC No. 41, s. 1998)
Maternity leave of a female employee on extended leave of absence without pay.
If already entitled, a woman employee can still avail of sixty (60) days maternity leave with pay
even if she is on extended leave of absence without pay. (Provided for under CSC MC No. 41, s.
1998)
Paternity Leave
Every married male employee is entitled to paternity leave of seven (7) working days for
the first four (4) deliveries of his legitimate spouse with whom he is cohabiting.
The first of the four deliveries shall be reckoned from the affectivity of the Paternity Leave
Act on July 15, 1996.
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Married male employee with more than one (1) legal spouse shall be entitled to avail of
paternity leave for an absolute maximum of four deliveries regardless of whichever spouse gives
birth. (Provided for under CSC MC No. 41, s. 1998)
“Paternity leave of seven days shall be non-cumulative and strictly non-convertible to cash.
The same may be enjoyed either in a continuous or in an intermittent manner by the employee on
the days immediately, before, during, and after the childbirth or miscarriage of his legitimate
spouse. Said leave shall be availed of not later than 60 days after the date of the child’s delivery."
Parental Leave (Solo Parent Act)
The parental leave of seven (7) days in addition to existing leave privileges shall be granted to
any solo parent employee subject to the following conditions:


The solo parent must have rendered government service for at least one (1) year, whether
continuous or broken, reckoned at the time of the effectivity of RA 8972 on September 22,
2002 and regardless of employment status.



The parental leave shall be availed of every year and shall not be convertible into cash
unless specifically agreed upon previously. If not availed of within the calendar year, said
privilege shall be forfeited within the same year.



The parental leave shall be availed of on a staggered or continuous basis, subject to the
approval of the head of the agency. In this regard, the solo parent shall submit the
application for parental leave at least one (1) week prior to its availment, except on
emergency cases.



The solo parent employee may avail of parental leave under the following circumstances:
o Attend to personal milestones of a child such as birthdays, first communion,
graduations and other similar events;
o Perform parental obligations such as enrollment, and attendance in school
programs, PTA meetings and the like;
o Attend to medical, social, spiritual and recreational needs of the child; and
o Other similar circumstances necessary in the performance of parental duties and
responsibilities, where physical presence of parent is required.
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Rehabilitation Leave
Rehabilitation leave is a leave privilege granted to allow qualified government employees
to recuperate from wounds or injuries sustained while in the performance of duties.
“Performance of duty means situations where the employee is already at work. It may also cover situations
where the employee or official meets an accident while engaged in activities inherent to his/her work
including being on official travel, official business outside work station, authorized overtime, detail or
special assignment. Injuries from accidents that occurred while going to work and going home from work
may be considered sustained while in the performance of official duties.”

Rehabilitation leave is for a maximum of six months. The duration, frequency and terms
of availing this type of leave will be based on the recommendation of a medical authority.
Therefore, it can be for less than six months, or may be on half-time basis or intermittent schedule
for as long as the total period will not exceed six months.
Absences from work during the period of rehabilitation will not be deducted from the
accumulated sick or vacation leave credits of the employee/officer.
While on rehabilitation leave, the employee or officer will not earn/accumulate vacation
and sick leave credits.
Those who avail of this privilege will receive their salaries and regular benefits such as
Personnel Economic Relief Allowance (PERA), year-end bonus, and cash gifts mandated by law.
However, benefits which are enjoyed based on actual performance of duties such as representation
and transportation allowances (RATA) will not be received.
Claimants of this privilege are entitled to reimbursement by their agency for first-aid
expenses, preferably in government facilities. Reimbursement, however, is subject to the
availability of funds and must not exceed P5,000.00 unless expenditures beyond that amount are
necessary as certified by medical authorities and approved by the agency head. To be clear, firstaid refers to the basic medical treatment given immediately to the hurt/injured person.
Illness or sickness resulting from or aggravated by working conditions or the work
environment cannot be a basis for availing of the privilege even if it is compensable under the law
and regulations of the Employees Compensation Commission.
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Ten (10) Days Leave (Violence Against Women and their Children)
Violence against women and their children" refers to any act or a series of acts committed by any
person against a woman who is his wife, former wife, or against a woman with whom the person
has or had a sexual or dating relationship, or with whom he has a common child, or against her
child whether legitimate or illegitimate, within or without the family abode, which result in or is
likely to result in physical, sexual, psychological harm or suffering, or economic abuse including
threats of such acts, battery, assault, coercion, harassment or arbitrary deprivation of liberty. It
includes, but is not limited to, the following acts:
o "Physical Violence" refers to acts that include bodily or physical harm;
o "Sexual violence" refers to an act which is sexual in nature, committed against a woman or
her child.
o

"Psychological violence" refers to acts or omissions causing or likely to cause mental or
emotional suffering of the victim such as but not limited to intimidation, harassment,
stalking, damage to property, public ridicule or humiliation, repeated verbal abuse and
mental infidelity.

o

"Economic abuse" refers to acts that make or attempt to make a woman financially
dependent.

Any women employee in the government service, regardless of employment status and/or
whose child is a victim of violence and whose age is below eighteen (18) or above eighteen (18),
but unable to care of oneself, is entitled to avail of the ten (10) days leave. It may be on continuous
or intermittent manner to cover the days they have to attend to medical and legal concerns.
Special Leave Benefits for Women
All female employees regardless of age and civil status are entitled of two-month leave with
full pay based on her gross monthly compensation provided she has complied with the following
conditions:


She has undergone surgery due to gynecological disorders as certified by competent
physician;



She has rendered continuous aggregate employment service of at least six (6) months for
the last twelve (12) months prior to the surgery;
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She has filed an application for special leave at least five (5) working days prior to actual
date of leave; and



She has submitted ‘Admitting Order’ from the physician who is to perform the surgery.

Gynecological Disorder – refers to disorder that would require surgical procedures such as, but
not limited to dilatation and curettage and those involving female reproductive organs such as the
vagina, cervix, uterus, fallopian tubes, ovaries, breast, adnexa and pelvic floor, as certified by a
competent physician.
Special Emergency Leave
Five-day leave granted to those employees directly affected by natural calamities and
disasters. The special emergency leave can be applied for five straight working days or on
staggered basis and will not be deducted from the employees’ leave credits. The special emergency
leave may be availed of by the affected government employees within thirty from the first day of
calamity declaration by proper government agencies/authorities. The head of office shall take full
responsibility for the grant of special emergency leave and verification of the employee’s
eligibility to be granted thereof. Said verification shall include: validation of place of residence
based on latest available records of the affected employee; verification that the place of residence
is covered in the declaration of calamity area by the proper government agency; and such other
proofs as may be necessary.
Effect of Unauthorized Leave
An official/employee who is absent without approved leave shall not be entitled to receive
his salary corresponding to the period of his unauthorized leave of absence. It is understood,
however that his absence shall no longer be deducted from his accumulated leave credits, if there
are any. (Amended by CSC MC No. 41, s. 1998)

Rehabilitation leave for job-related injuries
Applications of officials and employees for leave of absence on the account of wounds or
injuries incurred in the performance of duty must be made on the prescribed form, supported by
the proper medical certificate and evidence showing that the wounds or injuries were incurred in
the performance of duty. The head of the department/agency concerned shall direct that absence
of an employee during his period of disability thus occasioned shall be on full pay, but not to
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exceed six (6) months. He shall also authorize the payment of medical attendance, necessary
transportation, subsistence and hospital fees of the injured person. Absence in the case
contemplated shall not be changed against sick leave or vacation leave, if there are any. (Amended
by CSC MC No. 41, s. 1998)
Effect of absences without approved leave
An official or an employee who is continuously absent without official leave for at least
thirty (30) working days shall be considered on absence without official leave (AWOL) and shall
be separated from the service or dropped from the rolls without prior notice. However, when it is
clear under the obtaining circumstances that the official or employee concerned, has established a
scheme to circumvent the rule by incurring substantial absences though less than thirty working
(3) days 3 x in a semester, such that a pattern is already apparent, dropping from the rolls without
notice may likewise be justified.
If the number of unauthorized absences incurred is less than thirty (30) working days, a
written Return-to-Work Order shall be serve to him at his last known address record. Failure on
his part to report for work within the period stated in the Order shall be a valid ground to drop him
from the rolls. (Amended by CSC Resolution No. 070631)
Application for vacation leave
All applications for vacation leave of absence for one (1) full day or more shall be
submitted on the prescribed form for action by the proper head of head of agency five (5) days in
advance, whenever possible, of the effective date of such leave. (Amended by CSC MC No. 41, s.
1998)

Approval of Vacation Leave
Leave of absence for any reason other than illness of an official or employee or of any
member of his immediate family must be contingent upon the needs of the service. Hence, the
grant of vacation leave shall be at the head of department/agency. (Amended by CSC MC No. 41,
s. 1998)
Application for sick leave
All applications for sick leave of absence for one full day or more shall be made on the
prescribed form and shall be filed immediately upon employee’s return from such leave. Notice of
absence, however, should be sent to the immediate supervisor and/or to the agency head.
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Application for sick leave in excess of five (5) successive days shall be accompanied by a proper
medical certificate.
Sick leave may be applied for in advance in cases where the official or employee will undergo
medical examination or operation or advised to rest in view of ill health duly supported by a
medical certificate.
In ordinary application for sick leave already taken not exceeding five days, the head of
department or agency concerned may duly determine whether or not granting of sick leave is
proper under the circumstances, in case of doubt, a medical certificate may be required. (Amended
by CSC MC No. 41, s. 1998)
Approval of sick leave
Sick leave shall be granted only on account of sickness or disability on the part of the
employee concerned or of any member of his immediate family.
Approval of sick leave, whether with pay or without pay, is mandatory provided proof of
sickness or disability is attached to the application in accordance with the requirements prescribed
under the preceding section. Unreasonable delay in the approval thereof or non-approval without
justifiable reason shall be ground for appropriate sanction against the official concerned.
(Amended by CSC MC Nos. 41, s. 1999)
LEAVE CREDITS ADMINISTRATION
Government employees are required to render 40 hours of service every week, or 8 hours
daily from Mondays through Fridays. Heads of agencies are mandated to ensure a system that will
monitor attendance. The agency could use a Daily Time Record (DTR) via Bundy clock, a
Biometric Machine, or an Attendance Logbook if the two other options are not available. Since
the public requires the delivery of efficient and prompt service, a civil servant is expected to be
available and be at his/her workstation during the regular office hours – that is, from 8:00 AM to
5:00 PM except in case of a flexible work schedule.
TARDINESS AND UNDERTIME
Under CSC MC 23, s. 1998, Tardiness refers to the failure of an employee to report for
work or resume for work on time. Employee shall be considered habitually tardy if he/she incurs
tardiness regardless of minutes per day, ten times a month for Two (2) consecutive months or Two
(2) months in a semester during the year. Technically, 8:01 AM is already considered tardy. The
15-minute “grace-period” known and commonly practiced among government offices has no basis
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in law or CSC regulation. He is subject to disciplinary action: 1st offense is reprimand, 2nd offense
is suspension for 1 day to 30 days and 3rd offense is DISMISSAL.
Under CSC MC 16, s. 2010, Any officer or employee who incurs undertime, regardless of
the number of minutes/hours, ten (10) times a month for at least two months in a semester shall be
liable for Simple Misconduct and or/Conduct Prejudicial to the Best Interest of the Service, as the
case may be; and Any officer or employee who incurs undertime, regardless of the number of
minutes/hours, ten (10) times a month for at least two (2) consecutive months during the year shall
be liable for Simple Misconduct and/or Conduct Prejudicial to the Best Interest of the Service, as
the case may be.
CONVERSION OF WORKING HOURS/MINUTES INTO FRACTIONS OF A DAY

Based on 8-Hour Workday
HOURS

EQUIVALENT DAY

1

.125

2

.250

3

.375

4

.500

5

.625

6

.750

7

.875

8

1.000

MINUTES

EQUIV.
DAY

MINUTES

EQUIV.
DAY

1

.002

31

.065

2

.004

32

.067

48

3

.006

33

.069

4

.008

34

.071

5

.010

35

.073

6

.012

36

.075

7

.015

37

.077

8

.017

38

.079

9

.019

39

.081

10

.021

40

.083

11

.023

41

.085

12

.025

42

.087

13

.027

43

.090

14

.029

44

.092

15

.031

45

.094

16

.033

46

.096

17

.035

47

.098

18

.037

48

.100

19

.040

49

.102

20

.042

59

.104

21

.044

51

.106

22

.046

52

.108

23

.048

53

.110

24

.050

54

.112

25

.052

55

.115

49

26

.054

56

.117

27

.056

57

.119

28

.058

58

.121

29

.060

59

.123

30

.062

60

.125

PROCEDURE ON LEAVE CREDITS PREPARATION
1. Download the attendance log from Biometrics machine to USB Flash drive.
2. Upload the data from USB Flash drive to Time Master (x639-LITE) Program
3. Print attendance logs individually.
4. Check employee’s attendance log if he/she incurred tardiness or undertime within the
month.
5. Compute employees leave credits every end of the month by adding 1.25 earned leaves and
deducting incurred leave, tardiness, undertime, and monetization (if any)
6. HRMO practitioner prepares the month end leave credit report and forward to
Administrative/Finance Officer for verification.
7. Disseminate employees leave credit balance for their information.
FIDELITY BONDING OF ACCOUNTABLEPUBLIC OFFICERS
BASIS
Treasury Circular No. 02-2009 series of 2009
This Treasury Circular is issued pursuant to Sections 313-335, Chapter 15, otherwise known as
Public Bonding Law, under the Revised Administrative Code of 1917, Executive Order No. 449
s. 1997in relation to Government Auditing Code of the Philippines (P.D. 1445).
PURPOSE
This Treasury Circular Revises Treasury Order Nos. 01-95 and 01-99 pertaining to regulations
promulgated for the effective bonding of accountable public officers pursuant to the provisions of
the Public Bonding Law.
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GENERAL PROVISIONS
Public Officers Covered
Every officer, agent, and employee of the Government of the Philippines or of the companies or
corporations, regardless of the status of their appointment shall, whenever the nature of the duties
performed by such officer or employee permits or requires the possession, custody or control of
funds or properties for which he is accountable, be deemed a bondable officer and shall be bonded
or bondable and his fidelity insured.
Others Covered
o Public officers accountable to others who are primarily accountable.
o Public officers designated as authorized signatories and counter signatories in the issuance
of checks and approval of disbursement vouchers.
o Heads of departments, bureaus, agencies and instrumentalities of the Government.
Accountability for Public Property
Every officer, agent and employee, accountable for public property shall be liable for its money
value in case of improper or authorized use or misapplication thereof, by himself or any person for
whose acts he/may irresponsible. He/ She shall likewise be liable for all losses, damages or
deterioration due to negligence in the keeping or use of the property, whether or not it be, at the
time of such loss, damage or deterioration in his actual custody.

Accountability for Public Funds
Every officer, agent and employee accountable for public funds shall be for all losses resulting
from the unlawful deposit, use, or application thereof and for all losses attributable to negligence
in the keeping of such funds.

Money and Property Accountability
An accountable public officer and employee who has both money and Property accountability in
accordance with the Schedule of Premium Rates
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REVISED SCHEDULE OF PREMIUM RATES
CASH ACCOUNTABILITY
MINIMUM CASH MAXIMUM CASH AMOUNT
ACCOUNTABILI

ACCOUNTABILIT

TY

Y

5,001.00

9,000.00

OF BOND

BOND

75% of their Total
Cash Accountability

PREMIUM

Bond

Premium

shall not be less
than P 150

9,001

12,000

9,000

150.00

12,001

15,000

11,250

168.75

15,001

18,000

13,500

202.50

18,001

21,000

16,750

251.25

21,001

25,000

18,900

283.50

25,001

30,000

22,500

337.50

30,001

35,000

26,250

393.75

35,001

40,000

30,000

450.00

40,001

50,000

37,500

562.50

50,001

60,000

45,000

675.00

60,001

80,000

60,000

900.00

80,001

100,000

75,000

1,125.00

100,001

250,000

100,000

1,500.00

250,001

500,000

225,000

3,375.00

500,001

750,000

350,250

5,253.75

750,001

1,000,000

500,000

7,500.00

1,000,001

2,500,000

750,000

11,250.00

2,500,001

5,000,000

1,500,000

22,500.00

5,000,001

25,000,000

3,500,000

52,500.00

25,000,001

75,000,000

4,000,000

60,000.00

75,000,001

100,000,000

5,000,000

75,000.00
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PROPERTY ACCOUNTABILITY
Government Securities

30% of their Total Value x 1.5% = Premium

Equipment

30% of their Total Value x 1.5% = Premium

Supplies and Materials

30% of their Total Value x 1.5% = Premium

FOR ACCOUNTABLE FORMS
a. Internal Revenue Stamp
b. Documentary Stamp
c. Customs Documentary Stamp
d. Cash Tickets
e. Postage and other Stamp Stocks
f. Cattle Registration Certificates

10 % of their total
value rounded off to
the nearest hundred

x 1.50% = Premium

g. Marriage Certificates
h. Auto Driver Certificates
i.

Motor Vehicle License

j.

Other Accountable forms having face value

AMOUNT OF BOND AND DETERMINATION OF PREMIUM
1. Amount of Bond - The amount of bond shall be based on the total accountability (cash,
property and accountable forms) of the accountable public officer as determined by the
Head of Agency.
2. Authority to Fix Schedule of Premium – The Treasurer of the Philippines with the approval
of Secretary of Finance shall fix and, from to time, review the uniform rate of the bond
premium chargeable for insurance under the Public Bonding Law and this Circular.
3. Rate Premium – The rate of premium of the fidelity bond is equal to One and One Half
Percent (l.5%) of the amount bond but shall not be less than
4. One Hundred Fifty Pesos (P150.00). The Revised Schedule of Premium Rates (Annex C
see attached schedule) shall form an integral part of this Circular until amended or revised.
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Procedure for New Application, Renewal, Increase in Accountability and Cancellation of Bond

NEW APPLICATION
The applicant shall accomplish in duplicate General Form Nos. 57A (Request Form) and 58A
(Application Form), copies of which can be secured from Bureau of Treasury region office.
General Form No. 58A shall be subscribed and sworn to before any officer authorized to administer
oath, attaching therewith two (2) passport size identification pictures taken within the last three (3)
months prior to the date of application. The Request Forms shall be accompanied by the following:
a. Latest Sworn Statement of Assets, Liabilities and Net Worth (SALN)
b. List of bondable public officers/employee certified by agency official in charge of
Administrative and/or Finance Department/Division.
c. Agency Certification the bond has no pending Administrative and /or criminal case.
d. Latest approved appointment to bondable position
RENEWAL
The Fidelity bond of an accountable public officer shall be renewed before the expiration of the
bond. The application for renewal of bond shall be accompanied by the following.
a. List of bonded public officers/employees subject for renewal certified by the agency
official in charge of Administrative and/or Finance Department or Division.
b. Agency Certification that the bond has no pending Administrative and /or criminal case.
c. Copy of the latest BT r approved bond or copy of the Confirmation Letter.
d. Processing of Payment of bond shall be accompanied by the following:
o Check Advise
o Authority to Accept Payment (ATAP)
o Payment deposit slip of Authorize Government Depository Bank
e. Proof of payment of bond premium deposited at AGDB.
INCREASE IN ACCOUNTABILITY
Any increase in the amount of accountability, resulting to an increase in the amount of bond
shall be subject to increase in premium.
The applicant shall accomplish and submit General Form 57A to the concerned District
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Office/Provincial Office (DO/PO) together with the following:
A. Special Order increasing the amount of accountability.
B. List of bonded public officers/employee, certified by the agency official in charge of
Administrative/Finance Division and Commercial Division.
The amount of bond premium shall be computed based on the increased amount of bond. The
bond shall take effect upon the time of payment of premium on the new bond application. The
Chief Treasury Operation Officer (CTOO) concerned shall cancel the previously assigned risk
number to the applicant and issue a new risk number to the new bond application.
CANCELLATION
The Head of the Agency or authorized representative shall immediately submit a written
request for bond cancellation to the concerned BTr District or Provincial Office involving
accountable public officers who are no longer accountable by the reason of retirement, separation
from the service, promotion, transfer, suspension from office or for any other cause rendering them
not bondable to their present position. The head of Agency or Authorized representative requesting
for cancellation of the bond shall accomplish and submit General Form No. 57(A)
EFFECTIVITY OF BOND
Approved Fidelity Bonds are valid for one (1) year.
PENAL CLAUSE
Unjustified failure of an accountable public officer to comply with the requirements to apply
the Fidelity Bond pursuant to Treasury Circular No. 02-2009, shall subject the responsible
official/employee to applicable criminal, and/or administrative liability under revised penal Code
and PD No. 144.
FACILITATION & SUBMISSION OF STATEMENT OF ASSETS, LIABILITIES AND
NETWORTH
1. The Admin/Finance Division issues a memorandum on the accomplishment and deadline
of submission of the Statement of Assets Liabilities and Net Worth (SALN).
2. The personnel officer disseminates the forms individually.
3. The personnel officer receives and checks all accomplished SALN forms.
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Note: All SALN forms with correction will be sent back to the concerned division or
employee.
4. After all the SALN forms are all submitted by the different divisions and checked, it will
be forwarded to the Office of the General Manager for signature to be sworn to and
subscribed.
Note: The General Manager and all accountable employees’ accomplished SALN form will
be sent to the attorney’s office for notarization.
5. After all the SALN forms are all signed and sworn in to and subscribed, it will be submitted
to the Office of the Ombudsman not later than June 30 of every year.

PHILGEPS POSTING PROCESS
1. Login with your user ID and password;
2. Upon successful login, you will be directed to the splash page (MyGEPS>Pending Tasks);
Click on the 'My Notices' link beside 'Pending Tasks' and you will be directed to 'My Bid
Notices';
3. Click the 'Create Notice' link beside and you will be directed to 'Notice Creation';
4. Notice Creation (Step 1): Basic Information - you will have to fill up the information
needed with those marked (*) as mandatory fields:
o Classification: choose the appropriate box
o Solicitation No.: this is PE assigned; you may use any numbering scheme as approved
by the PE
o Notice Type: choose the appropriate type from drop down menu
o Category: choose the appropriate category from drop down menu
o Procurement Mode: choose the appropriate mode from drop down menu
o Approved Budget: enter the ABC for the project
o Published Date: any day starting the following day that would be the bidding docs will
be available
o Closing Date/Time: enter the deadline for submission and receipt of bids as reflected
in the bidding documents
o Area of Delivery: the province where to deliver or implement the project
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o Delivery Period: self-explanatory
o Trade

Agreement:

choose

'Implementing

Rules

and

Regulations'

for

locally/domestically funded projects
o Funding Source: GOP (Government of the Philippines)
o Pre-Bid Conference: fill in the details if there will be Pre-Bid; otherwise, just leave it
o If you need to change the contact person for the bid notice, click the user icon;
otherwise, just leave it
o Click 'Continue' button
5. Notice Description (Step 2):
o Title: Type in the title of the procurement
o Description: Copy-paste the content of the Invitation to Bid and other details here
o Line Item: choose this if you are intending to award per line items or individual lots;
this must be indicated in the bidding documents
o Click 'Continue' button
6. Add Associated Component (Step 3):
o Document Type: choose 'electronic' (default)
o Document Name: type in your assigned name for the document
o Content: choose from the drop-down menu what kind of document is to be uploaded
o Format: choose from drop-down menu the appropriate size of paper for the document
o File Name: click the "choose file" box and locate the electronic file you will be
uploading
o Once located click 'select' and then click the "attach" button
o You may need to click 'refresh' button until you can check on the box and click "accept"
button; you will be able to see a date entry on the 'accepted' column once this operation
is successful
o Repeat steps a) to g) until all files have been uploaded then click "done" button
7. You will be returned to 'My Bid Notices again; notice the presence of the bid notice with
status (column) 'in-preparation'; check the bid notice's box in the 1st column and click the
"post bid" button;
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8. When asked "Are you sure you want to post?", click "OK" if you have checked and
reviewed that bid notice and is actually ready for posting; otherwise, click "cancel" and
review the document again;
9. Notice how the status of your bid notice have changed from 'in-preparation' to 'pending';
this means that you bid notice is now ready for batching; after 12:00am I the morning, all
suppliers shall be notified accordingly and the bid notice shall now be 'active'.
10. Repeat steps 1 to 9 for all other bid notices to be posted. Don't forget to properly log off
after the activity.

BIDS AND AWARDS COMMITTEE
BAC Composition
Responsibilities of the BAC:
1. Recommend Method of Procurement
2. Create TWG
3. Advertise/Post Invitation to Bid
4. Pre-Procurement & Pre-Bid Conferences
5. Eligibility Check
6. Receive & Open Bids
7. Evaluate Bids (with assistance of TWG)
8. Post-Qualification
9. Resolve Motions for Reconsideration
10. Recommend Award of Contract
11. Recommend Imposition of Sanctions
•

Other Responsibilities of the BAC:
1. Invite Observers during all stages of the procurement process
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2. Furnish Observers with:
•

Minutes of BAC Proceedings

•

Abstract of Bids

•

Post-Qualification Summary Report

•

APP and related PPMP

•

Copies of “opened” proposals

3. Prepare Procurement Monitoring Report
4. Other related functions
The BAC Secretariat
–

Head of the Procuring Entity shall create a BAC Secretariat to serve as the main
support unit of the BAC

–

He may designate an existing organic office to serve as BAC Secretariat

–

To promote professionalization, he may reorganize the organic office by
designating it as BAC Secretariat and redeploying appropriate existing personnel
to it to perform this function and other procurement related tasks

Responsibilities of the BAC Secretariat:
–

Provide administrative support to the BAC

–

Organize all BAC and TWG meetings

–

Attend BAC meetings as Secretary

–

Prepare minutes of the BAC meetings

–

Custody and distribution of procurement documents

–

Assist in managing procurement process

–

Monitor procurement activities and milestones

–

Prepare APP from consolidated PPMPs

–

Arrangements for Pre-Procurement and Pre-Bid Conferences and bid openings

–

Central channel of communications for BAC with all parties

–

Assist BAC in preparing drafts of Resolutions
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Technical Working Group created by the BAC from a pool of technical, financial and/or legal
experts.
Responsibilities of the TWG:
–

Assist BAC in preparing bidding documents

–

Assist BAC in eligibility check/short-listing

–

Assist BAC in bid evaluation and preparation of reports

–

Assist BAC in post-qualification and prepare the post-qualification summary report

–

Assist BAC and BAC Secretariat prepare Resolution Recommending Award, with
regard to technical aspect, if necessary

Observers
•

In addition to the representative of COA, the BAC shall invite, IN ALL STAGES of the
procurement process, TWO (2) OBSERVERS to sit and monitor the procurement
proceedings, to wit:

•

–

Duly recognized private sector association

–

Non-government organization (NGO)

The observers shall come from an organization duly registered with the SEC, and should:
–

Have knowledge, experience or expertise in procurement

–

Have no direct or indirect interest in the contract to be bid out

–

Comply with other criteria determined by the BAC
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GENERAL SERVICES
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

Receiving Deliveries

Conduct Actual Inspection
upon delivery

Complete

Check the
Completeness of
the delivery

Incomplete

Prepare
documents on the
items received

Inform the supplier
of the incomplete
items received

Prepare documents on the
items received

Releasing and Updating of
file

End
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DISPOSAL MANAGEMENT
Year End Inventory

Submit report of Physical Count
of Property, Plant and Equipment

Prepare disposal recommendation and
submit to Admin/Finance Division

Is the
recommendation
approved/disapprove
d?

NO

End

Y
E
S

Comply COA requirements for disposal?

Collect & gather waste materials for inspection

Conduct Scrap Bidding

Opening and awarding of winning bidder

Conduct Disposal

Prepare and submit Report on Sale of Scrap

End
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REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF VEHICLE

Deposit the vehicle in the auto
mechanics as needed

Auto mechanic will check
thoroughly the vehicle

Prepare Job Order Request for outsource repair

Road Testing of Vehicle

Is the vehicle is
in good running
condition?

NO

Rechecking of damage
parts & conduct repair

Y
E
S

The vehicle is
ready for dispatch
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INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
Receiving
Deliveries

Conduct actual inspection of the items
received

Is the delivery
receipt tally versus
the purchase order

NO

Inform the supplier of
the incomplete items
received

Y
E
S

Encode/post the materials received to the
inventory system

Print Inspection and Acceptance Report

Released Materials with duly signed
requisition supply

Encode the materials issued to the
inventory system

Conduct and print monthly inventory
report
File printed monthly inventory

Conduct mid/yearend inventory report

Submit physical inventory report

End
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BILLING AND COLLECTION POLICY
EXISTING POLICIES:
A. All consumers are given bills every month. The due date of a bill falls on the 15 th day
from the date of reading.
B. A five percent (5%) discount is given to consumers paying their total billings on or
before the due date specified on the face of the bill. The discount is computed on the
current month’s billing only, which is the peso equivalent of the current month’s
consumption.
C. A penalty of ten percent (10%) is imposed on delinquent accounts. The penalty is
computed monthly basing on the total unpaid billings. Penalty is automatically
computed on the day after the due date.
D. Credit and Collection

1. A consumer is given a grace period of five (5) days from the due date. Disconnection will
be immediately done if no payment is received during the grace period. No other notice or
warning shall be issued.
2. Water service can only be restored after payment of all charges imposed by CCWD.
3. Only checks payable to CCWD are acceptable. Second endorsements will not be accepted.
4. Request for temporary and permanent disconnection from a non-delinquent consumer shall
be acted upon favorably.
5. Reopening
a. PhP 100.00 - If the accounts are paid on the following day from the date of
disconnection.
b. No reopening fee shall be charged to a consumer who pays his arrears in full on the
same date as disconnection date.
c. Reopening and reinstallation fees will be set up and adjusted by the Board of
Directors if deemed necessary.
d. A re-connection fee of PhP 300.00 - for excavated service line.
e. A PhP 200.00 charge for those disconnected service connections whose padlocks
were destroyed.
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Disconnected water meter not reopened after three (3) months or ninety (90) calendar days should
be pulled out.
f. An investigation report is necessary for the reopening (15-89 days after disconnection
date) and for reinstallation (after 90 days). This report will support the assessment to
be prepared by Customer Accounts Section.
g. The assessment will be prepared by the billing posting clerk, checked by the Head,
Customer Account Section and approved by Manager, Commercial Division. With
regards to the manner of payment and other arrangements, the Head, Credit and
Collection Section will take charge of this. The Collector receives the payment for
the unpaid water bills and the reconnection fee is paid to the Cashier.
6. List of disconnected water service not reopened after 15 days shall be forwarded to the
Apprehension Team for routine check-up on illegal reopening.
7. Demand letter will be sent to all consumers with inactivate accounts.
8. Inactive accounts refer to disconnected water service not reopened for over three (3) months
to one year from disconnection date.

PROPOSED ADDITIONS TO THE COMPREHENSIVE BILLING AND COLLECTION
POLICY:
CUSTOMER ACCOUNTS SECTION
As a general rule, only the Board of Directors can write off compromise fees and accumulated
penalty charges on active or inactive accounts. The request for write-off must be properly endorsed
by management. Write-off of compromise fees and penalty charges may be granted, but not limited
to, the following cases:
o “Honest Mistakes”, when it can be proven beyond reasonable doubt, that the consumers’
innocent of an alleged illegal act. However, the customer is always liable for the acts of the
members of his family which includes that of the house helps.
o Purchased Property. When the owner of the building was not aware of the accounts of the
previous owner.
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o Fault of the Water District. When due to negligence of our personnel, a certain connection
was illegally connected. Example, when a disconnected meter was accidentally and
erroneously attached to a newly activated distribution line by our personnel.
o Management can write-off penalty charges only if the consumer is entitled to billing
adjustment which reduces his water billings and if the office is at fault.
o Extension of the due dates or payment period is hereby granted to government offices under
the following conditions:
o The extension will be on a per bill per month basis.
o A formal written request is received from the Regional Head or his equivalent.
o When it is confirmed that the funds and or releases of payments of the requesting agency
is centralized or controlled by a national office located outside of Isabela.
o Donors of property or right of way are entitled to free water, the volume of which shall be
determined by a resolution passed by CCWD Board of Directors. Free water shall only be
granted for residential purposes and not for industrial or commercial purposes.

CREDIT AND COLLECTION
1. Consumers with arrears maybe allowed to issue promissory notes or maybe allowed a
restructuring of accounts if approved by the following authorized persons:

Frequency

Authorized Person

1

Manager, Commercial Division

2

General Manager

2. Consumers are not allowed to change promissory or to restructure arrears for more than two
(2) times.
3. Partial payments before execution of promissory is fifty (50%) percent of total arrears. This
50% is also the acceptable partial payment from all accounts.
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4. Only the General Manager, by his discretion can accept payment below the required 50% but
not less than Twenty-Five Percent (25%) and for as long as the interest of the District is fully
protected
5. Maximum Terms of Payment of Arrears; (This is applicable to accumulated arrears of more
than 6 months billing, high

billings due to leakages and billing adjustments imposed by

District resulting from investigators findings and errors in reading and computation)
Less than PhP 1,000.00

- 3 months

Php 1,001.00- Php 2,000.00

- 4 months

Php 2,001.00- Php 3,000.00

- 6 months

Php 3,001.00- Php 5,000.00

- 8 months

Php 5,001.00- Php 10,000.00

- 12 months

Php 10,000,00-

- 24 months

6. Authority to settle or negotiate for unpaid billings
Less than 6 months

-

Division Manager

Six to nine months

-

General Manager

Nine months up

-

Board of Directors

Management is liable for the negligence in collecting from such consumers unless there are
valid reasons beyond its control (of management). Example is when the paying consumer has
died and his bereaved family took some time to pay their bills.
7. For consumers whose payments is checks are returned by the bank due to “Drawn Against
Insufficient Funds (DAIF)” or “Closed Account”, the following rules will be applied:
o The water meter will be disconnected immediately.
o The consumer should redeem check by replacing it with cash plus reopening fee
o If for the second time, a consumer issued a bouncing check for payment of
water bills, then such consumer will never be allowed to pay his succeeding
Bills check.
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8. Postdated checks (PDCs) can be received as mode of payment to support promissory or to
simply assure payment in full of remaining accounts.
9. Acceptance of PDCs must be approved by Manager, Commercial Division upon
recommendation of Credit and Collection Chief.

10. In case the PDC is returned by bank due to “DAIF”, the meter will also be disconnected; the
first check and all other remaining PDCs shall not be honored and should be replaced with
cash.
11. Bouncing checks not redeemed shall be returned over to the legal counsel as basis for legal
action.
12. Waiver of right over a disconnection meter
o A consumer can have a right over the inactive or active connections upon purchase of a
property. A deed of sale must be submitted for the change name and ownership and the
consumer must pay the necessary fees imposed by the office.
o A consumer who is interested to assume the disconnected meter of his neighbor (living in
an adjacent property) can ask for the waiver of rights from the latter. The owner of the
water meter is responsible for all accountabilities of the previous owner upon execution of
waiver of rights.
13. The Commercial Division, specifically the Credit and Collection Section, is responsible of
informing the owner or the lessor of the unpaid bills of tenants or occupants. A formal notice
must be sent to the owner upon failure of the tenant to pay two months billings.

CUSTOMER SERVICE SECTION
1. As embodied in the new service contract which is signed by the consumer prior to the
installation of meter, in case of commercial and/or residential building lease and/or occupied
by the persons, both the owner of the building, and the occupant thereof shall be signatories of
the contract for water service and shall be joint and severally liable for the bills and for the
damage in case of breach thereof.
2. Service connection is hereby limited to one house, or building or premises. If the consumer is
not the owner of the house or premises where connection is desired, the application and the
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contract for water service must likewise be signed by the owner of the property who shall
guarantee the payment of all sums to be given due for a water service pursuant to the
application and contract in case of default of the consumer.

EXCEPTIONS:
A. COMMERCIAL BUILDING
Each tenant can apply new connection under the owner’s name c/o tenant.
B. APPARTMENT/DUPLEX/RENTED,

RESIDENTIAL

HOUSES,

with

complete

facilities, separate T & B and kitchen
Owner may apply for separate new connections c/o the tenant of each rented facility.
C. RESIDENTIAL HOUSE BUT WITH BUSINESS ESTABLISHMENT ATTACHED
Owner can apply for 2 (2) separate connections, one residential and one commercial.
The contract should be in the name of the owner. The door number of the building or
apartment space must be specified. The name of the tenant maybe specified after the
owner’s name to enable easy identification, but it should be the owner who will apply
and sign the contract.

3. Guidelines of granting of adjustmentsBasis of adjustment: Average of the (3) months normal but highest consumption on record
within the preceding 12 months period.

Meter Reading result : no reading, same reading
For case of

: Defective, inverted, and or unreadable meters

Basis

: Preceding three months average consumption

Meter Reading Result : High Consumption
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Case 1 : Leak at the tailpiece of the water meter or excessive air pressure
Basis : Average of three (3) months normal and highest consumption during a maximum
twelve (12) months period prior to the month during which the high and abnormal
consumption was incurred.

Case 2 : Leakages after the meter (not at the tailpiece)
Basis : NO ADJUSTMENT
Case 3 : Undetermined cause (even after all necessary investigations, test, calibration, etc.
have been exhausted, no leakages was found, number of occupants is minimal, the high
consumption cannot be attributed to negligence by the consumer)
Basis : Discretionary adjustment computed as:
Highest Consumption on Record (HCOR) for the past 12 months PLUS (+) 50%
of excess consumption (consumption for the month –HCOR)
The 50% is regarded as consumer’s share
A discretionary adjustment can only be given once to a particular consumer.
4. Meter calibration which is a test to determine whether a meter is functioning or not maybe
done on-site or at the motorpool. If the results of the calibration is “over-registering” or
“under-registering” and is over the normal accuracy limit of-2%, +5%, then the meter is
defective.
Base on adjustment

: Average of the three (3) months normal but highest consumption

on record within the preceding 12 months’ period.
5. Authority of responsible persons. (basing on total billing adjustment to be given to a single
consumer)
Below Php 2,000.00 - Head, Customer Service Section or Head, Customer Accounts
PhP 2,001.00 to Php 4,000.00 - Manager, Commercial Division
PhP 4,001.00 to Php 10,000.00 - General Manager or OIC
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PhP 10,001.00 and up - Board of Directors
6. A summary of adjustment approved by the above responsible persons shall be prepared
and submitted monthly to the Board of Directors.
7. Illegal Offenses a. The Customer Service Section is in-charge of preparing assessments of consumers’
charges with illegal offenses.
b. The policy on Apprehended Cases governs the fees to be imposed on illegal
offenses. The assessment is signed by the Manager, Commercial Division and by
the General Manager.
c. Compromise Charges imposed on illegal connection are automatically added to the
monthly bill.

8. New Service Applicants a. The consumer pays an Investigation Fee after filling up the application form.
b. After the application is cleared, i.e., the applicant is not including in the master list
and has no pending accounts for disconnected service, the consumer will pay for
the full installation charges. The application will then be schedule for installation.
c. Installation charges cover the investigation fees, installation fees, water meter
deposit and guaranty deposit for future water consumption. The last two charges
are refundable deposits and shall therefore be returned to the consumer upon
request for permanent disconnection of water service.
d. Consumer requesting refund of deposits shall submit or present a proof of payment
of new service connection fees (original or accomplished application form).
e. Requests for transfer of water meter, change of registered consumer name, change
of meter size shall be filed at the Customer Service Sections. Such request will be
properly assessed by the Customer Service upon submission of all supporting
documents or letter request as required
f. Water District employees are not allowed to follow-up application nor pay new
service connection fees for consumers.
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METER READING AND BILL TENDERING
1. Reasons for non-reading or same reading of water meter should be explained or noted by
each meter reader in the meter reading card.
2. If the water bill was not received by the consumer because there was no one to receive the
bill or the residence cannot be located at the time of tendering, or because of the reasons
certified as valid by the Head, Meter Reading Section, the penalty interest will be written
off and the due date will be extended ten (10) days after the receipt of the bill.
3. Office copies of the water bills tendered should bear the complete name and signature of
the consumer representative who received the bill to certify/signify acceptance.

ADDITIONAL INTERNAL MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES:
A. Disconnection can be waived on the following instances:
(Enclosed in the parenthesis is the extension time to be given to consumer)
1. Management has informed Credit and Collection Section that the area where disconnection
will be implemented has no water or has low water pressure. (30 days).
2. Bad weather. (1 to 3 days)
3. Breakdown of vehicle used by disconnection team. (1 to 3 days)
4. Absence of Disconnection Team members and when the workforce is reduced to three
persons only. (1 to 3 days)
5. Erroneous meter number, and incomplete addresses (1 day)
6. Lose control valves ( 3 days)
7. Flooded, buried meters and like (3 days)
8. When only the face of the meter can be seen and everything around it is cemented. (3 days)
9. When the Disconnection Team Leader during the actual disconnection has confirmed that:
A. There is a wake for a dead person in the house of the consumer;
There is a bedridden or sick person or a woman, who has just given birth.
(Extension – 15 days)
B. A special order of disconnection shall be issued by Credit and Collection Section
immediately on the day after the lapse of extension period.
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C. The Disconnection Team Leader can give a one half day allowance to consumers
who are ready to pay. Payment shall be confirmed over the radio. The leader has
this prerogative for accounts less than PhP 1,000.00 only.
D. For those consumers with Php 1,000.00 and up arrears, clearance from the Credit
and Collection Section shall be sought.
Meter Reading
1. Download Data from PC to gadget.
2. Reading of water meter using gadget.
a. Input reading to the gadget
b. Distribution of printed statement of accounts from the gadget to the
Concessionaires.
c. Inspection for leakages or tampering of water meter and disconnected stand pipes.


Prepare Service memo for leakages.



Submit Service memo to maintenance division.

3. Upload Data from gadget to PC.
Billing and Collection
1. Billing Preparation (Uploaded Data)
2. Collection of Bills
a. Receive statement of account from concessionaire
b. Payment Receive from concessionaire.
c. Print official receipt and give to the concessionaire
d. Print Daily collection report.
e. Remit payments to the cashier.
Disconnection
1. Printing list of Concessionaires for disconnection.
a. Remind concessionaires to pay their water bills
b. Disconnect delinquent concessionaires
2. Reconnection of service connection.
a. Prepare service memo upon payment of water bill and reconnection fee.
b. Submit Service memo to disconnection team for padlock
c. Submit Service memo to maintenance for pull out.
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d. Reconnect service connection.
3. Voluntary Disconnection.
a. Prepare service memo upon request of the concessionaire.
Concessionaire must be clear of arrearages.
b. Submit Service Memo to disconnection team for padlock
c. Submit to maintenance division for pull out.
4. Granting of Promissory Note
a. Granting of promissory notes upon request of the concessionaire
b. and should be done only once per concessionaire

Meter maintenance request for meter testing
1. Prepare Service memo for walk in concessionaires
2. Submit Service memo to Maintenance Division.
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APPLICATION FOR NEW SERVICE CONNECTION (NSC)

Inspector

Officer of the day

Applicant
Inquire and Fill-up
Application Form

Submit Filled-up Form
Record all information of the
Applicant including the sketch
or subdivision plan going to
the residence/location

Property Custodian

Prepare and withdraw
materials for
installation of new
service connection

Orientation of potential
concessionaire on contracts
and policies of the district

Site inspection
Estimate bill of materials

Sketch location of meter

Prepare Service Memo for
inspection

Classification of connection
(Residential/Government,
Commercial, Industrial, Bulk)

Eng’g & Construction Division

CASHIER

Upon payment, schedule
of installation/new service
connection

Issuance of O.R. of estimated
materials incurred on the
installation of new service
connection

Submit application forms to
Engineering and Construction
Division
Eng’g & Construction Division

Installation of new service
connection
Return the application form
to Admin/Finance Division

Administrative/Finance Division

Signed contracts and
application forms are
ready for filing

END
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Return inspected
Application Form for
verification

Verified application forms
are now ready for
payment at the Cashier

DISCONNECTION PROCESS;
1. Padlock – Printed List for Disconnection 2 months above (Standard Operation Procedure)
2. For Pull-Out - Water Meter which are padlock for almost 3 mos. are already
automatically pulled-out
3. For Excavation (Engineering and Operations Department)
a. Illegal connection/tapping
b. Unmetered service line (abandoned SL)
c. 6 mos. pulled-out water meter, shall be a ground for excavation
RECONNECTION PROCESS:
1. Commercial Division;
a. Collector/Teller - prepare Service Memo, verify and collect arrearages (if any)
2. Complaints Desk for control number and verify type of disconnection;
a. Padlock water meter –Php 100.00/ Recon. Fee
b. Pulled-out water meter –Php 100.00/ Recon. Fee
-Additional Php 200.00for excavated Service Line (2 to 3 days from date of
payment)
3. Admin. & Finance Division – for payment of reconnection fee
4. Return service memo to Complaints Desk for appropriate action
Note: Upon Padlock- Settled bills w/in the day “NO” Reconnection Fee.
TRANSFER WATER METER PROCESS:
1. Administrative & Finance Division;
a. Fill-up – Service Application Form & Construction Order
b. Schedule for Site Inspection (sketch Location Form-attached)
c. Verify and collect arrearages at Commercial Division
d. Payment of estimated materials
e. Scheduled Meter Transfer is 10 to 15 days upon payment.
RELOCATION OF WATER METER:
Engineering & Construction Division/Complaint Desk
a. Prepare Service Memo encode for control number
b. Determine “Why” to relocate – pay materials used if needed
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c. Schedule when to relocate.
CHANGE CONCESSIONAIRES NAME PROCESS:
Commercial Division;
1. Verify unpaid bills (both parties -old Concessionaires & new Applicant)
2. Get waiver form and duly signed by former owner
3. Payment of Change Registration Fee - Php.50.00 (Cashier)
4. Update registration to the system
5. File the waiver form with supporting documents
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SERVICE CONNECTIONS
The systematic inspection and replacement of consumption meters are important aspects of
routine inspection. Records regarding the condition of meters should be kept in order to guide
future procurement and to enable the water district to tale measure against water loss. In general,
to assure good performance, domestic water meters upon reaching 5,000 cubic meters, should be
taken out of service and be replaced by new meters. Leaks were corrected and losses of water were
avoided through regular checking of service connections during monthly reading of
concessionaires’ water consumption. Reports from concerned citizens and/or concessionaires
concerning leaks were also welcomed by the office to address the problem.
Inspection of Water Meters
1. Clean all water part thoroughly;
2. Make sure the gear train runs freely;
3. Check the action of the disc in the chamber;
4. Remember that friction is just as detrimental to correct registration (reading) as slippage;
5. Store meters away from heat;
6. Newly purchased water meters shall undergo and pass the standards of water meter
calibration as follows:
Discharge (Q)

Allowable
Percent

Nominal

150 L/hr

+2% to -2%

Transitional

120 L/hr

+2% to -2%

30 L/hr

+5% to -5%

Flow
Minimum Flow

7. If 20% less of the water meter failed the standard calibration, the said water meters shall
be returned to the supplier for replacement. However, if more that 20% of the water meters
did not pass the standards of water calibration, all water meters delivered shall be returned
to the supplier.
8. Water meters that passed the test will have placed under the custody of GSO and shall be
ready for issuance.
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9. The storekeeper shall record the brand, size, serial number and meter reading of the water
meter before issuance.
10. The Engineering Division shall be responsible for the installation of issued water meters.
11. Once the meter is installed, the concessionaire shall be the one responsible for the water
meter.
Water Meter Testing
1. Install water meter for calibration on fixed tested water meter
2. Open supply valve, close end valve and inspect for leaks
3. Record the initial reading
4. Open end valve, run the test and close end valve at desired volume
5. Record the final reading
6. Compute meter accuracy
7. Identify over/under registering meters
8. Calibrate by adjusting regulator or rheostat (+/-)
9. Re-test the water meter
10. Seal the water meter cover and regulator plug
VALVES AND PUBLIC FAUCETS
Valves and public faucets are flow control devices in the water distribution system. Their
useful life depends to a large extent on the manner they are operated and maintained.
Valves installed in a small water supply system may be manual or automatic. The valves
commonly used are the manual type. Globe, gate, angle and blow-off valves are manually
operated; while check air vacuum, foot and float valves regulate the flow of water automatically.
Prior to system operation, all manually operated valves should be located and data recorded
on the direction of opening and number of turns to either close or open each one.
REDUCING NRW
Non-revenue water (NRW) is water that has been produced but does not result in revenues
for the Utility. NRW may be due to “real losses” (as a result of leaks and wastage, sometimes
called “physical losses”) or “apparent losses” (for example through theft or metering inaccuracies).
High levels of NRW are detrimental to the financial viability of water utilities, as well to the quality
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of water itself. NRW is typically measured as the volume of water "lost" as a share of net water
produced.
Analyzing NRW Level
The percentage NRW can be determined by the formula:

NRW
(%)

=

Production (m3) - Billed Consumption (m3)
{

Production (m3)

}

X 100

If NRW for a new system is more than 10%, the Utility can benefit from an NRW reduction
program. To accurately determine NRW, reliable and functional meters must be installed at all
sources and service connections.

Better to Prevent Than to Cure
For water supply pipelines, always remember that “an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of
cure”. If, in the first place, the facilities were not constructed properly, there is probably very
little that can be done to reduce NRW. Therefore, for pipeline installation, all materials should
pass quality control/testing and should undergo pressure tests prior to backfilling.
Many leaks emanate from service connections joints. When installing service connections do not
skimp on Teflon tape on threaded joints and inspect for leakage before backfilling.

Benefits of NRW Reduction
a. Financial gains from increased water sales or reduced water production, including
possibly the delay of costly capacity expansion;
b. Reduced operational cost which will result in a lower tariff;
c.

Increased firefighting capability due to increased pressure;

d. More consumers can be served, or longer operational hours;
e.

Easier to sell increased tariffs; and
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f. Reduced risk of contamination.

Leakage reduction may also be an opportunity to improve relations with the public and
employees. A leak detection program can be made highly visible so that water conservation can
be at the forefront in people’s awareness. The reduction of commercial losses, while politically
and socially challenging, can also improve relations with the public, since some consumers may
be reluctant to pay their water bills knowing that many others use services without being billed or
being under billed.

Sources of NRW
NRW can be analyzed on whether they are physical or actual losses or losses due to commercial
policies or deficiencies.
a. Physical Losses
o Leaks/breaks
o Illegal connections
o Water usage by water district (flushing, etc.)
b. Commercial Losses
o Non-metered connections
o Under-registration of meters
o

Poor collection performance

NRW Reduction Approaches
A number of approaches have been used successfully by some of the major water utility
companies. These can be adopted by the LWDs to control their NRW ratios.
1. Isolation of zones and the continuous measurement and analysis of inflows to determine
areas with high NRW.
2. Programs to improve the reliability of customer metering and reading.
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3. Hydraulic analysis of the distribution system to determine calculated versus actual
pressures. (This requires updated system maps.)
4. Analysis of maintenance records to determine what repairs have been done, where, and
their frequency. This may lead to decisions to replace rather than repair some pipelines.
(For this reason, it is important to inculcate among field personnel the value of clear,
reliable reports, and to have a good user-friendly repository of records.)
5. Leak detection programs. While there should be a continuing program of leak detection,
periodic high-visibility campaigns involving the public have also been found to be
effective.
6. Modulation of pressure in the pipelines. Higher pressures will naturally increase the rate of
leakages.
7. Strengthening the procurement and stock management of critical and often used repair and
maintenance materials, so that these will always be available when needed. While many
repairs can be done with readily available substitute materials, temporary stop-gap
solutions cannot be relied upon to fix long term and recurring problems.
8. Continuous management attention: The reduction of NRW should be considered by
management and the board as a continuing oversight concern.
Location of Leaks
Leaks in water mains cause the loss of good water and at the same time increase the risk of
contaminants in the ground entering the piping system. These leaks may be due to ruptures or
disintegration of pipes and pipe joints, usually caused by corrosion; vibrations from vehicular
traffic, stresses generated by expansion and contraction, or ground movements.
Locating Leaks by Direct Observation
This method is the simplest and most applicable leak detection technique for use in small water
supply systems. This requires being alert to the following signs of leaks:
1. Appearance of wet spots at early dawn during dry season;
2. Greening of patches of ground in areas where plants generally could hardly grow;
3. A soft wet spot in the ground during dry season;
4. Abnormal drops in pressure.
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The consumers can help detect leaks if they are made aware of these indicators. If they look at
the Utility’s water service in a positive light, and consider it to be to their benefit, there is no
reason why they would not go out of their way to inform the operator if they notice any of these
signs.
Illegal Connections
Illegal connections can be detected by any of the following methods:
Block Census
Key in the information to be obtained in a block census is where those who are not connected
to the system are getting their water. If their source cannot be determined, the dwelling unit is
considered suspect.
Monitoring Consumption
A high NRW within a sub-zone without any leaks indicates the presence of illegal
connections. Any customer whose consumption drops to a small percentage of his average
consumption without any adequate cause should be suspect.
The Board should come up with a policy on penalties for those caught with illegal
connections, which would be the basis of management action.
Optimum Meter Replacement Cycle
Cauayan City Water District has adopted the Change Water Meter Program, an initiative to
reduce non-revenue water by replacing water meters 5 years old and above or consume more
than 5,000 cubic meters (m3)
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
Operation and maintenance of a distribution network is a continuous, systematic program
to ensure that every part of the system will receive the same amount of care as every other part.
Every measure and practice must be geared towards (1) operating the system as designed (2)
preventing untimely deterioration or damage to the system and (3) assuring satisfactory delivery
of quality water.
Consistency of the operation and maintenance work program is required and not just a
group’s day to day task or an individual’s reaction to presented operational problems. It involves
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systematic practices and measures meant for the present and future operation of the water system
with the use of past and present records.
GUIDELINES AND PRACTICES
To ensure consistency of implementation and flexibility of field men, the following are
recommended guidelines and practices of operations:
Water Distribution Lines
a. Always maintain positive line pressure to prevent backflow from private storage and
intrusion of foreign water that may pollute or contaminate the system.
b. When manipulating valves, operate it in such a manner as to prevent sudden surges, change
in velocity and flow reversal that might produce water hammer or stir up sediments and
make the water dirty.
c. Set up a routine program for flushing dead ends where chronic complaints occur.
d. In distribution areas having considerable deposits of sediments, implement a complete
flushing program. If necessary install additional blow-offs of hydrants.
Service Connections
a. Inspection of would be concessionaires’ household plumbing is a must. Prepare needed
materials (conforming to material standards) for connections and identify location
Leak Repairs
a. Prior to excavation for leak repair, consult isolation map and service connections cards in
the vicinity of leaks. Determine most probable source of leak. Check availability of repair
material. Leak repairs must be implemented with the least possible duration.
b. Inform consumers in affected area when isolating zone.
c. Excavate and verify source of leaks. Investigate cause of breaks, disconnections or any
damages made to the line and include preventive provision when implementing repair. If
necessary, isolate zone for dry repair.
d. Restore excavated earth and surface. Accomplish service memo.
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MAINTENANCE OF DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
Device a maintenance program that is commensurate with the need of the system. Zone
maintenance program is reconnected to ensure thorough inspection and conduct valve exercise
with the minimum manpower. The zoning will confine to a smaller area any untoward effects that
might be brought about by the exercise. Keep records of all inspection and valve exercise
conducted.
VALVES AND HYDRANTS
a. Valves and hydrants should be exercised twice a year. Note for leaks or signs of
deterioration. Repair/replace defective valve/s.
b. Do not leave fully open or fully closes, but back off 1 ½ turns.
c. Clean valve box and clear hydrant surrounding twice a year.
d. Inspect operability of air release valves, special valves and other appurtenances with
mechanical components twice a year.

PIPES
a. Conduct pothole checking for old pipes suspected to be fast deteriorating at least once
every three years and note pipe condition. This check-up is applicable to segment where
no new connection has been installed for three (3) years.
b. Conduct representative pothole checking of service connections with 5 years of service.
Do not wait for the line to leak due to deterioration.
FLUSHING
a. Conduct dead ends and strategic hydrant flushing weekly to dispose of accumulated silt
and stagnant water.
b. Flushing must be made by zone for better result and if possible, induce higher pressure to
flush zone.
c. Compare bacteriological test result and chlorine residuals before and after flushing.
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM MAINTENANCE
Flushing Mains
1. Isolate the water mains to be flushed from the whole distribution system.
2. Empty the water mains by opening a hydrant or blow-off at the lower end of the pipeline.
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3. Inject water at high-induced velocity.
4. Disinfect the pipelines.
5. Flush the pipeline with clean water until the chlorine odor is hardly detectable.
6. Put the pipelines back to operation.
Note: Mainlines should be thoroughly flushed at least twice a year.
Exposed Pipings and Mechanical Fittings
1. All exposed system pipings and mechanical fittings should be inspected for deterioration
due to corrosion or rusting.
2. Wire brush rust, make necessary repair or replacement of defective fitting parts.
3. Apply anti-rust paint on all pipings and mechanical fittings surfaces as primary coating.
4. Finally, apply the surfaces with the desired enamel paints (metallic base) as final coating.
Valve Exercises
1. Operate the valves in both directions, fully close and fully open. Refer the position and
number of turns as recorded.
2. If the number of turns is less than as recorded, open the valve 3 to 5 turns and induce flow
through it by opening a nearby hydrant of blow-off.
3. Check packing or O-rings for leakage. Tighten or replace as required.
4. Note

for

signs

of

deterioration/defective

valve

parts

and

make

necessary

repair/replacement.
5. Do not leave valve fully opened or fully closed but back off 1 ½ turns.
6. Use hand wheel or valve key wherever necessary to open or close the valve.
Note:

1. Valve exercising should be done at least once a year.
2. All valves installed above surfaced should be painted.

Fire Hydrant
1. Check for leaks below ground with a sounding bar.
2. Open and close noting any difficulty of operation and checking for water tight closure.
3. Check condition of turning nut, cap, chain and outlet threads. Repair or replace as
necessary.
4. Clear off any weeds or high grass around the hydrant.
5. If paint is maintained by the district, touch up or repaint the hydrant.
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Valve Boxes and Key Holes
1. Inspect valve boxes and key holes at least once a year.
2. Clean valve boxes and key holes of silt deposits, stones, dirt or garbage’s and dewater if
necessary.
3. Replace damaged/stolen valve box and keyhole cover. Install new lid if necessary.
4. Elevate valve boxes and key holes if necessary to prevent it from flooding.

CAUSES WHY MAINLINE BREAKS


Unusual stage of corrosion



Unusual surges in pressure



Unusual heavy traffic loads



Undermining the thrust block



Settlement of pipe



Earthquakes and floods

TYPES OF VALVES


Gate Valve



Check Valve



Butterfly Valve / Ball Valve



Air Release Valve



Pressure Release Valve



Altitude Valve



Relief Valve



Angle Meter Valve
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PROCEDURE FOR FILING SERVICE REQUESTS

STEP 1: APPROACH THE CCWD Public
Assistance and Complaints Desk (PACD)
You may raise any of your concerns about the
service of the District to any of the CCWD
employees stationed in the Public Assistance
and Complaints Desk (PACD)

STEP 2: THE PACD OFFICER WILL
INTERVIEW THE REQUESTING PARTY
AND FILL-OUT THE SERVICE MEMO
1. Requester/Registered Name
2. Account Number
3. Address/Location
4. Complaint/Request
5. Location
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FINANCE
Budget preparation is a process with designated organizations and individuals having defined
responsibilities that must be carried out within a given timetable. This process is normally
established and controlled by a legal and regulatory framework.
Budget planning and preparation are (or should be) at the heart of good public expenditure
management. To be fully effective, public expenditure management systems require four forms
of fiscal and financial discipline:
1. Control of aggregate expenditure to ensure affordability; that is, consistency with the
macroeconomic constraints;
2. Effective means for achieving a resource allocation that reflects expenditure policy
priorities;
3. Efficient means for achieving a resource allocation that reflects expenditure policy
priorities;
4. Minimization of the financial costs of budgetary management (i.e., efficient budget
execution and cash and debt management practices).
Government budgeting is the critical exercise of allocating revenue and borrowed funds to attain
economic and social goals of the Districts. It also entails from the production and delivery of
goods and services while supporting a healthy fiscal position.

Government budgeting is important because it enables the government to plan and manage its
financial resources to support the implementation of various programs and projects that best
promote the development of the Districts. Through the budget, the government can prioritize and
put into acting its plans, programs and policies within the constraints of its financial capability as
dictated by economic conditions.
The objectives of the budget include:


To provide structure in the agency. Budgeting offer useful guidance in designing an
agency’s plans and directions.



To provide allocation. Budgeting helps direct and efficiently utilize the agency’s
resources in implementing plans, program and activities.



To measure agency’s performance, budgeting serves as a practical basis for evaluating
an agency’s performance



The CCWD are executing the budget for the current and at same time engaged in budget
accountability and review of the past year’s budget.

Operation and Maintenance Budget
The O&M cost is the total estimated cost required to manage, operate and maintain the
water supply system. The projection of the O&M Budget usually is fairly straight forward, unless
major deteriorations of the facilities have created expectations of unpredictable cost levels, or
serious local or global events are expected to cause large spikes in the prices of some essential
supplies. It is projected from the results of past operations and adjusted to fit the current or
projected prices and costs.
Nature of O&M Costs
It is important to realize that in a well-managed water utility, there are two major groups of
expenditures:
1. Capital Outlay/ Investment, the costs of which are determined at the initial stages of the
business, or when it expands, upgrades, or replaces the physical facilities for water supply
and distribution. The annual costs incurred in their acquisition and installation, and actual
Capex disbursements during the year.

2. Operation and Maintenance, which involves practically all the activities of the business
whose focus is basically to employ its physical facilities to distribute the water, reliably
and efficiently, and to ensure that these physical facilities remain capable of continuing to
distribute the water, reliably and efficiently. From this it will be clear that the O& M cost
is one of the two major components considered in determining the initial water tariff of the
system and the necessary adjustments in tariff that may be dedicated by external factors
and as the system expands in the succeeding years of operation.

From this it will be clear that the O&M cost is one of the two major components considered
in determining the initial water tariff of the system and the necessary adjustments in tariff

that may be dictated by external factors and as the system expands in the succeeding years
of operation
Revenues Needed to Support O & M Costs
From the foregoing discussion, it becomes very clear also that the water district need to
collect water revenues continually and promptly in order to reliably operate and maintain the water
distribution facilities. In too many instances, insufficiency of funds is at the root of poor water
district maintenance.
Need to Educate Users
Each water user should be made to realize the importance of a well-supported O&M on the
reliability of their water system. They should be educated on what the O&M budget comprises and
why a collection is made for the Utility’s O&M.
O & M Cost Items
The following is a list and descriptions are generally included as O&M cost items:
1. Salary/wages refers to the gross personal services expenses;
2. Power costs and related expenses refer to the total electricity and fuel, oil, and lubricants
incurred in the operation;
3. Maintenance expenses refer to the repairs and maintenance costs of facilities, exclusive of
salaries and wages of water district staff who undertook the repairs and maintenance;
4. Permits/Regulatory fees are expenses incurred in obtaining or updating business permits,
licenses and payments for regulatory fees;
5. Board costs are expenses incurred during Board meetings as well as board per Diems;
6. Operation capex are disbursements made which do not enhance the physical distribution
system but are necessary in improving the office environment, work efficiency, or security,
examples of which are fax equipment, light fixtures, housekeeping equipment, vault and
filing cabinets, and computers;
7. Miscellaneous costs refer to other maintenance and operating expenses like representation
expenses excluding depreciation, interest and other bank charges. Capital Expenditure
(Capex) Budget.
The annual capex budget summarizes the cost of the projects that will implement during
the budget year. These are cost items that involve large amounts, like pipelines, reservoir,

connections, source development, major repairs or expansion of the network. The amount
is determined based on the project plans and the estimates of their cost.
Budget Monitoring and Control
Management must monitor the level of expenditures against the budget on a monthly basis in order
to control overruns that could lead to unexpected fund shortfalls. Monitoring the budgeted
expenditures enables management to take cost reduction measures, make decisions on budget
realignments, and consider the need for a supplemental budget if it is forecast that the approved
budget for essential expenditures will be exceeded.
Revenue Needs:
 Operation and Maintenance Budget
 Debts service schedule
 Capital expenditures programs
 Purchase water
 Other payables
 Revenues
 Subsidies/Grants/Donation, if any, shall be shown as deduction from the total revenue
needs.
The “Cash Flow Needs” Methodology
This method is being used by water districts whose tariffs have to follow the guidelines of
the Local Water Utilities Administration (LWUA).
The Cash Flow Statement is a plan showing the sources and levels of cash revenues that
will be realized, and the cash disbursements planned during the budget year. This document is
essential in matching and timing the expenditures with the cash that will be available. It prevents
fund shortfalls at the time critical items are scheduled to be purchased. When a cash shortfall is
foreseen, the budget planners (management) can adjust spending priorities, delaying the purchase
of non-critical items and, when needed, obtain additional funds from external sources. Serious
prolonged cash deficiencies that are foreseen should trigger the consideration of tariff adjustments.
Other Parameters for Rate Setting
Levels of service and the new tariff guidelines:

o Use of a 5-year tariff period based on the utility’s Business Plan. For this purpose, a section
on Water Supply Planning (Chapter 2.2) is included in the guidelines;
o Use of key performance indicators as benchmarks, where appropriate, to provide the basis
for projections;
o Use of an Excel-based tariff model;
o Calculation of an average ROI to reduce price shocks within the five-year period, and to
minimize administrative workload; and
o At the end of the 5-year period, a mechanism for calculation of disallowances / upward
adjustment which will permit adjustments for excess/ deficiencies in meeting the 12% ROI,
to be applied to succeeding tariff proposals.
Tariff setting Methodology:
This paper documents the methodology for determining tariffs of district. The objectives
are to present the tariff methodology in a simplified framework for the easy understanding by the
stakeholders.
It is quite evident that with the introduction of incentive enhancing aspects in the economic
regulations of the utilities, most costs are fixed for a period of time. The companies are only
allowed to adjust the tariffs for those factors beyond the control of the companies. Tariffs are used
by the government to generate revenue or to protect domestic industries from competition.
Tariff Goals
Tariff setting goals may consider the following:
 Financial Sustainability = requires the utility to have funds to cover all financial obligations
as they occur.
 Good Governance = requires that tariff should at the very least be simple, transparent and
predictable.

Good governance relates more to the implementation of the tariffs.

Transparency and predictability relate more to the process of setting a tariff, then to the
tariff itself. Simplicity, on the other hand, affects the tariff structure.
 Economic Efficiency = is achieved through demand management and water conservation
considerations in the tariff structure.
 Distribute Justice = requires the public service to be distributed to meet society’s standards
for the amount of the service that everyone including the poor, deserves or needs

 Fare Pricing = is achieved if users pay the net social cost associated with their use of the
public service, unless society has decided to subsidized some users.
A tariff proposal will set these goals and demonstrate clearly compliance with NWRB’s policy
objectives and priorities.
TARIFF ANALYSIS/ PRICING STRATEGY
SPECIFIC CONDITION

CORRESPONDING TARIFF POLICY

Abundant Water Supply

Encourage water consumption and sales

Limited Water Supply

Encourage water use conservation

Largely Variable Seasonal Demand

Conserve usage in high season and encourage
consumption in low season

High Fixed Cost Element in Revenue Needs

Consider both a fixed and variable elements to
price structure

Customer Group with Affordability to Pay

Off-set rates to subsidize initial “line-line”
quantities

Customer Categories have Similar Usage Apply a uniform pricing policy
Patterns

TARIFF STRUCTURE
o Classification of Service Connections
o Flat Rate
o Metered Rate (Minimum Charge and Commodity Charges)
o Revenue Unit Method
o Quantity Block Method
o Combination Method
o Legal Requisites
Tariff Setting and the Tariff Design Process
Revenue Requirements:

In providing adequate water service to its customers, every water utility must receive
sufficient revenue to ensure proper operation and maintenance of the system, its sustainability and
maintenance of the system’s financial integrity. The first step in utility rate making is to determine
the total annual separation revenue requirements for the period in which the rate are to be effective.
Revenue Requirements (RR) are the costs of service to be derived from water rates. These
are compound of Operating Expenses (OPEX), Depreciation (DEP) and the maximum allowable
net income which should result in a Return of Investment that should not exceed the 12% ROI
limitation (MaxNI).
RR = OPEX + DEP + MaxNI
The required tariff is arrived at by dividing the revenue requirements by volume sold.
Operating Expenses:
Include expenditures on labor (salaries & wages), management fees, power, Chemicals, materials
supply, taxes & other fees, and routine maintenance expenses on assets, expenses pertaining to
revenues that are not regulated are excluded. These expenses must be spent effectively and in
prudent manner.

Budget Preparation/ Nature of the Budget
The budget preparation usually starts with the issuance of a budget calls by the agencies (DBM)
which defines the budget frameworks; sets economic and fiscal targets; prescribe the priority thrust
and budget level; and spells out the guidelines and procedures, technical instructions and timetable
for budget preparation.

Depreciation pertains only to the property and equipment entitled to return (PEER). Property and
equipment entitled to return (PEER) are those assets in service that are directly used in the
operations of the water system, and were funded by the owner ‘sown funds, a loan, or internal cash
generation. These assets are entitled to return to compensate the owner for the risk and cost of
money on the investments. Assets funded by grants and donations or recovered in other ways aside

from water tariffs are therefore not entitled to return. Assets funded by a loan are entitled to return,
but interest thereon is not included in the revenue requirements.
Implementing an Average Tariff
The resulting tariff may go up or down from year to year depending on the actual
investments made and the number of customers contributing to the revenue requirements. A final
step at setting the average tariff is how to avoid erratic price increases over the 5-year period. This
calls for the use of the average ROI during this period. As follows:
1. Compute the total revenue requirements for Years 1-5.
2. Compute the total volume to be sold for Years 1-5.
3. Compute the average tariff per cubic meter sold:
Total revenue requirements, Years 1-5
AVERAGE TARIFF =
Total volume to be sold, Years 1-5
This average tariff per cubic meter sold, will now be the tariff to be applied for each of the five
years.
Budget Authorization is done under legislative Branch. Each agency/department and its head are
called to justify the budget they have submitted. When approved, the fiscal budget shall be
included in the approved bill by the President of the Philippines with then becomes the “General
Appropriation Act” (GAA).

“The General Appropriation Act (GAA)”is the legislative authorized that contains the new
appropriations in terms of specific amount for salaries, wages and other personnel benefits,
maintenance and other operating expenses and capital outlays authorized to be spent for the
implementation of various programs/ projects and activities of all departments, bureaus & offices
of the government for a given year.

Accounting Principles
TWC Section 49.192 requires the District’s Financial Statements to be prepared according
to generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) as adopted by the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountant (AICPA).
The phrase generally accepted accounting principles is a technical accounting term that
encompasses the conventions, rules, and procedures necessary to define accepted accounting
practice at a particular time. It includes not only guidelines of general application, but also detailed
practices and procedures. Those conventions, rules, and procedures provided a standard to measure
financial presentations.

Budget Accountability is focused on accurate recording and reporting of the income and
expenditures of the agency. It also shows the physical, financial and income accomplishments of
the agency. DBM evaluates agency performance by completing targets/plans. The result is the
basis for release/ realignment of funds, as input to budget preparation and reporting
accomplishment of the Agencies

Financial Operations
The financial aspects of Water District, especially those elements that plays important role
in the effective management and to a large extent determine its viability and sustainability. These
key financial elements include the tariff setting considerations and methodologist, and the financial
management and control system. Including the reporting requirements. There are three (3) main
financial features:
1. Budget preparation
2. Tariff setting Methodologies
3. Financial Management and Control System

Financial System and Controls
Cash Management is “The strategy and associated process for managing cost-effectively the
government short-term cash flow and cash balances both within government and other sectors”.
The primary objective of CASH management is to effectively maximize the use of CASH in
line with the direction, plans and goals of the District specifically CASH manage aims to:


Maintain the liquidity of the District/Agency. Cash management aims to ensure the
agency’s financial capacity to meet obligation as needed



To optimized CASH.

CASH management maximizes the value and use of CASH

resources


To manage and use of CASH management serves to regulate, control and monitor the use
of CASH resources to protect the agency against financial vulnerability and other risks.

Cash Security
Proper CASH Control is documented in CASH procedures, as part of the CASH management
process document clearly in an accounting process. The practice is vital for internal control for
CASH.
The proper control/security for CASH involves all elements;
 The collecting officer should be familiar with the laws and regulation affecting her work;
 Reconciliation of banking transactions should be done, and cash receipts should be
deposited in intact daily or as otherwise required by regulations
 Safes and other facilities should be provided to ensure protection of CASH and unused
accountable forms.
 No disbursement should be made from CASH receipts unless specifically authorized.
 The collecting officer as well as her assistants and collectors should be adequately
bonded.
 Control our CASH, including remittances should be established immediately after it has
been received.
 Collection should be acknowledging pre-numbered OR’s and recorded promptly and
properly.

 Surprise CASH examinations should be made frequently by internal and external
auditors.
Disbursements:
Constitute all CASH paid out during a given period either in currency (CASH) or cheque. It
may also mean the settlement of the government payables/obligations by CASH or by cheque.
The disbursement system covers the preparation and issuance of cheques; payment by
CASH; granting utilization and liquidation/replenishment of CASH advances.
The process of disbursement can be made through cheques, CASH, Petty Cash or Payroll.
General Requirement for all types of Disbursement
o Certificate of availability of funds issued by the chief accounted
o Loyalty of transaction and conforming with laws, rules and regulations
o Approval of expenditures by Head of Office or his Authorized representatives
o Sufficient and relevant documents to establish validity of claim (see COA Circular No.
2012-001 dated June 14, 2012)
General Guidelines
Granting of CASH Advances
o No CASH Advance shall be given unless for a legally authorized specific purpose
o No additional CASH Advances shall be allowed to any officials on employee unless the
previous CASH Advance given to him/her is first liquidated and accounted for in the books
o No CASH Advance shall be granted for payments on account of infrastructure projects or
other undertaking on a project basis
o A cash advance shall be reported as soon as the purpose for which it was given has been
served.
o Only permanently appointed officials shall be designated as disbursing officer. Elected
officials may be granted a Cash Advance only for their official travelling expenses
o Transfer of Cash advances from one accountable officer to another shall not be allowed.

Common Rules on Internal Control of Disbursements:
Disbursement of Cheques
 The disbursement officer should be familiar with the laws and regulations affecting his/her
work
 He shall maintain adequate records and shall submit required reports regularly on time
 Cheques should be countersigned; the signing and countersigning should not be made in
advance
 Disbursement procedure shall be designed to ensure that payment is received by the correct
party
 Voucher & supporting papers should be stamp “paid” upon payment
 Safe and other facilities should be provided to ensure protection of unused cheques & other
documents
 The Disbursement Officer as well as her assistant shall be bonded with the Fidelity Bond
Division of the BTR
 The sequence of cheque numbers should be checked when reconciling banking/ treasury
transactions.
Disbursement by CASH
 As a general rule disbursement should be made by cheque. Only transactions authorized
under existing regulation issued by the COA may be paid out of the CASH granted to a
duly authorized DO.
 Documents supporting the transaction should be reviewed before any payment is made
 Disbursement vouchers should eliminate the possibility of payment to wrong parties
 Payroll, vouchers and supporting documents should be stamp “PAID” upon payment
 Cash examination should be conducted as required under existing rules.
Safety Nets in Budgeting
There is no hard and fast rule in budget preparation that will ensure the water district’s
success. After several years of operation, the management had however, identified the
ratios to be observed for different budget items that is convenient on the part of the
water district:

Disbursement Process
Accounting Unit
Administrative Division
Received and check
Received and check
Supporting documents from
payor/claimant, and forward to
Accounting Unit for processing.

SDs

Completeness of documents and
prepare Disbursement Vouchers.
Forwards to Administrative
Division for verification of
accounts and availability of
fund.

Administrative Division
General Manager
Approves transaction

Verifies claim and
certifies fund
availability

DV,SDs

Veri
General Manager
Cashier
Prepares and Signs check

DV,SDs,
CHECK

Countersigns Check

DV,SDs,

Cashier

Duplicate of

Release check to claimant
and Stamp “PAID”

Records cheque in the Logbook information recorded include.
1.Date of cheque 2.Cheque No. 3.Payee 4. Amount of cheque

Accounting Unit
Records transaction to
Check Disbursement
Journal

Legend:

Process
Document
Data

Check

Disbursement through Payroll

Compute Employees
Wages

Prepare Payroll
And DV

Received Approved
Cheque, DV & Payroll
form the GM

CASHIERS for
Check encashment
to (GBS) is LBP

Legend:

Process

Document

Data

Released employees’
wages & signed by the
employees

Disbursement of Cheque
Procedures:
1. Received Disbursement Voucher
2. Verifies completeness of signatories of DV
3. Prepare checks in two (2) copies from approved DV(Original & duplicate copy)
4. Review the amount of the cheque against the signed DV
5. Signs cheque (Authorized Signature)

Received DV

Responsible
person
CASHIER

Verifies completeness
of signatories in DV

Prepare checks in
two (2) copies for
the approved DV

Review the amount
of the cheque
against the signed
DV

Responsible
Person
CASHIER

Responsible
Person
CASHIER

Forward cheque with
attached DV &
supporting documents and
signed by the head of
Agency (GM)

Received signed
cheques, DV &
Supporting document
from the GM

Responsible
Person
CASHIER
Government
Servicing Bank
(GSB) is LBP

Signs cheque
authorized
signatories
CASHIER & GM

ACCOUNTING WORKFLOW

DV & SDS

BUDGET UNIT

DV & SDS
Forwards to Accounting
Unit for Processing

Check documents received,
certified and records in the
registry of budget

ACCOUNTING
UNIT

JEV, DV &
SDS
Checks completeness of documents
and assigns DV number

DV & SDS
Received documents

Approves transactions

HEAD OF
AGEGNCY/
AUTHORIZED
APPROVING
OFFICER

DV, JEV & SDS

CASHIER

CASHIER

CASHIER

(Prepares and signs cheque)

(Releases cheque and
claimants)

(Updates cheque
disbursement record)

DV, SDS &

DV, SDS &

Duplicate of cheques

Duplicate of cheques

DV, SDS & Cheques

Cashiers & Collection
Receives CASH from clients per billing; validate the same, reconcile accounts,
prepare/extracts submits needed reports; and perform other related tasks as directed. Typical
duties being performed involved the following but are not limited to:


Operate CASH register; receives utilities payments from clients; calculates total amount of
CASH received for the day and deposit it to the district depository bank; keeps all
remaining payments collected to the vault for safekeeping.



Posts daily collection and deposit totals in the official water districts CASH BOOK



Prepares the following reports and for submission and subject for COA Audit.
1. Cashier Daily Collection Summary Report (CDCSR)
2. Daily CASH Position Report (DCPR)
3. Daily Posting Presentation of CASH BOOK
4. Collection Deposit Summary

Receipts and Collection Process

Receive payment from
concessionaire/ Bill collectors
and issue official receipts

Record Summary Collection
and prepare deposit slip

Deposit collection to
Government Servicing Bank
(GSB) is LBP

Payments from Customers (Collection)
1. As per policy, concessionaire should pay only at the CCWD office where official receipts
shall be issued.

There should be no collections from CCWD going to individual

consumers.
2. Customer/concessionaire records should be maintained (either manually or electronically)
and regularly updated, as soon as payments are received, they must be recorded before end
of the day.
3. All CASH accountable employees, such as the Bill collector/teller and cashier should be
covered by an adequate amount of fidelity bonds.
4. All collections of the Bill collector/teller are turned over to the Cashier Daily. Bill
collectors and those miscellaneous collections which the Cashier receives directly from the
concessionaires are covered by official receipts to be issued by the Cashier.
5. Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) between Land bank and CCWD were sign to collect
the daily collection within the day on the next banking day.
6. All collections which will not pick-up by the Land bank within the day shall be kept by the
cashier in the steel/safe cabinet/ vault during the night and pick-up in the following banking
day.
7. No other depositor bank except a Government depository bank is LBP.
Internal Control Policies and Procedures on CASH Handling Policy No. A-67
General Fund – CASH ON HANDS and CASH BANK:
a. Receipts
All cash receipts must be deposited intact the following business day. During Friday and
peak days, collection up to 4:30pm will be kept safe and prepare deposits on the following
banking day.
b. Disbursements
All disbursement exceeding one thousand pesos (P 1,000.00) must be in the form of Bank
checks. A PETTY CASH of P 15,000.00 must be maintained to answer the Daily Petty
Cash needs of the district.

c. Reconciliation of Daily CASH penalty report (DCPR) CASH on HAND and CASH in
Bank per book daily to strictly comply with these policies, the following procedures and
restrictions must strictly be adhered be adhered to:
CASH ON HAND:
1.

CASHIER and tellers be provided with a steel cash box/safe where they keep their check
and CASH accountability to be kept inside the tellers’ box among others is the 100,000.00
loose amount/bills and coins that will be used for change especially during the start of
business hour of Petty Cash Fund. CASH summary of the same be reported and elected
by the cashier during the day. Keys on the said steel boxes be turned over by the teller’s
petty cash custodian to the cashier together with their CASH accountabilities as of the
end of the day.

2.

Teller’s CASH and checks turnover to the cashier e properly documented using the
following forms.

a.

Summary of partial CASH /Check turnover

b.

Daily end of day CASH/Check turnover summary

c.

Summary of total CASH/Checks collections. Figures presented therein must tally with
the total amount computed against the official receipts collection.

3.

During CASH and Check turnover at the end of the day, the CASH/Check turnover
summary be promptly checked by the cashier to detect and correct mathematical errors
and promote accuracy of the reports submitted.

4.

Cashiers promptly receive CASH and Checks turnover from tellers and for security
reasons keep the same in safe on vault together with the keys of CASHIER and CASH
boxes. Lock combination number must be safe kept maintained by the CASHIER.

5.

Tellers and Cashier must balance the day’s cash transactions before during the office.

6.

Surprise cash count on tellers and cashiers be conducted by Audit team (COA), as per
COA Auditing schedule, COA audit report furnished copy for the General Manager &
BOD and other concern officers.

7.

In the Official Receipt (OR) issued by the ASHIER for her collections the amount of
CASH and details of checks be clearly indicated.

8.

A call back of Daily CASH transaction, (Daily collection summary). The Bookkeeper
check and record, this is intended to double check the accuracy of the previous day’s
CASH transactions and to guarantee corrections of the Daily CASH position request.

9.

Persons other than Tellers/Cashier and Division Heads should not be allowed to enter the
CASHIER booth (If any) anytime during the day.

10. Subsidiary CASH on HAND ledger should be maintained to show the daily movement of
the CASH on HAND account.
11. Pre balancing of teller’s/Bill collector transaction starting 4:30pm is refused.
12. Accommodation of personal bank withdrawals and encashment of personal checks of
CCWD personal is not allowed.
13. Accommodation of personal bank withdrawals and encashment of personal checks of
CCWD personnel is not allowed.
14. Subsidiary ledger on CASH shortage and overages be created and maintained,
unallocated CASH overage shall be reversed and closed to other income while CASH
shortage must be refunded by the CASHIER and teller concerned.
15. Alteration/correction in all CASH transaction documents be countersigned by the
Teller/CASHIER making the said corrections.
16. Refund/collection of returned check will be allowed on CASH basis only. Corresponding
official receipt e issued by the CASHIER indicating there with the nature of transaction.
CASH IN BANK:
1. Subsidiary ledger the Daily movements of CASH in BANK account must be
maintained by the Administrative/Finance Division figures must be equal to the CASH
in Bank amount as reported in the Daily Cash position report/ Collection Summary
Report.
2. Monthly report of returned checks e submitted by the Administrative/Finance Division
to the General Manager.
3. Amount of returned cheques be posted in the CASH in Bank subsidy ledgers.
4. File of all Bank debit and credit memos be maintained by the Bookkeeper/Accounting
Processor A – Designate

PETTY CASH FUND:
a. An impressed PETTY CASH of P15,000.00 must be establish and the designated
PETTY CASH custodian must be provided with a Petty CASH BOX which box must
be turned over to the CASHIER at the end of the day for safekeeping.
b. All disbursement of the Petty Cash fund must be supported with a daily approved and
pre-numbered PETTY CASH Working Fund Voucher (WFV).
c. Replenishment of the PETTY CASH fund must be made immediately when the Petty
cash fund balance falls below P1,000.00.
d. The Petty Cash custodian must have maintained an update CASH fund journal with
update balances.
e. A regular unannounced spot cash must be conducted by the Administrative manager
on the Petty cash fund and result thereof be reported to the General Manager.

Petty Cash Process:

Received collection
from the
concessionaire

Encode all
Disbursement made
through PETTY
CASH

Issue OR, RF, NCF,
MF, CF & Change
Name

Prepare Petty Cash
Fund Summary and
Replenishment

Before end of the Day
Remit Collection to the
CASHIER

Replenish

CASHIER
Check Cashier OR’s
And Reconcile

Deposit Government
Servicing Bank (GSB)
in LBP

*to comply with these policies the following procedures and restrictions must be strictly adhering
to:

Working Fund (Petty Cash Fund)
 A steel Petty Cash Box with lock must be maintained by the Petty Cash custodian to
contain the Petty Cash Fund and is to be turned over to the CASHIER at the end of the
day for safekeeping.
 A CASH on Hand and expense summary be attached to the CASH accountability
turned over to the CASHIER.
 Petty Cash Book should be maintained and updated.
Internal control policies and procedures on advances for purchase and travels and on
advances to employees account.
1. Cash advance in the amount of P1,000.00 and above must be in the form of bank check.
2. Liquidation of Advances must be done with three (3) working days after arrival from
official travel.
3. Failure to submit liquidation statement for a period of one (1) month after arrival from
official travel, the gross amount of Cash Advance must be deducted to the salary of the
employee concerned.
4. Partial liquidation of Cash Advance must be discouraged.
5. Cash Advance liquidation statement must be checked and verified.
6. Advances for purchase and travels as well as advances to officers & employees account
in the general ledger must always balance with subsidiary records.
7.
TELLERS AND CASH BONDS
As a guaranty for the faithful performance of the duties/functions of Teller, Bill collector,
Petty cash custodian, Supply officer & Cashiers the following CASH or property bonds are
required.
For this purpose, the market value of the property offered as property bond must be the
market value specified in the latest tax declaration of real property as duly certified by the
assessor. The property must not be encumbered to any person entity.

SIGNATORIES TO CCWD BANK ACCOUNTS
In order to operate the premium savings account, the regular saving account, and the current
account with the PNB & LBP Cauayan Branch, the authorized bank signatories to any withdrawal
of funds thereof as the General Manager (GM) and the CASHIER.
Under the New Government Accounting System per COA Circular No. 2004-008 dated
September 20, 2004, as amended, to the Revised Chart of Accounts for Government Corporations
under COA Circular No.2015-010 dated December 01, 2015, new, revised and deleted accounts,
and relevant accounting policies and guidelines in the implementation thereof.
Purpose
1. Provide guides and procedures on the conversion from the Philippine Government of
Account (PGCA) as amended to the Revised Chart of Accounts (RCA).
2. Provide additional accounts and revised code, title and/or description of accounts to
facilitate the proper implementation of the new and revised accounting policies;
3. Provide accounting guidelines on the implementation of the RCA for GCs prescribed
under COA Circular No. 2015-010.
Coverage
1. This Circular shall be adopted for all funds of GCs, except for Special Accounts in the
General Fund (SAGF) maintained by GOCCs which are covered by COA Circular,
prescribing the guidelines on the conversion from the PGCA under the new
Government Accounting System (NGAS)
2. The procedures on the conversion of electronic New Government Accounting System
(eNGAS) databases to the RCA for GCs shall be covered by separate guidelines.
3. The guidelines on the conversion of accounts for small and medium-sized entities
(SMEs) shall also be covered by another circular. Pending the issuance of the said
guidelines, all GGCs which qualified as SMEs may adopt either the full Philippine
Financial Reporting Standards (PFRS) or the PFRS for SMEs as adopted under
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC).
4. Separate supplementary guidelines on the preparation of financial statements and other
financial reports shall be covered by a separate circular.

General Guidelines and Procedures on the Conversion of Accounts
1. All GCs classified as Government Business Enterprises (GBEs) and non-GBEs under
COA Circular No. 201-003 dated April 16, 2015.
2. To Facilitate recognition of 2016 transactions in the books of accounts using RCA and
additional accounts;
3. For Calendar Year (CY) 2016, an entity’s first PFRS financial statements shall include
at least the following:
a. Statements of financial position as at December 31, 2016, December 31, 2015,
and January 1, 2015;
b. Statement of comprehensive income for the years ended December 31, 2016
and 2015;
c. Statements of cash flows for the years ended December 31, 2015;
d. Statements of changes in equity for the years ended December 31, 2016 and
2015; and
e. Related notes, including comparative information.
4. The accounts included in the RCA and additional accounts prescribed in this circular
based on the Philippine Public Sector Accounting Standards (PPSAS)/PFRD effective
as at December 31, 2015 shall be used for uniformity.
5. The Chief Accountants/Heads of Accounting Units shall be guided by the Matrix on
the Conversion of Accounts of the PGCA to the RCA for GCs and additional/modified
accounts.
6. The Chief Accountants/Heads of Accounting Units shall ensure that careful analyses
of the General Ledger (GL) and Subsidiary Ledger (SL) accounts are properly made
before the conversion, particularly for SL accounts in the PGCA that are classified as
GL accounts in the RCA and additional/modified accounts or vice versa.
7. Government banks, the Government Service Insurance System, and the Social Security
System, which were exempted from the use of the chart of accounts under the NGAS
in accordance with COA Circular.
8. GCs with existing computerized accounting system other than the eNGAS shall
convert/map their account codes to the codes of the equivalent accounts in the RCA for
GCs and additional and revised accounts.

New, Revised, and Deleted Accounts
Specific Accounting Policies and Guidelines
1. All GCs shall discontinue the adoption of the One Fund Concept provided under the
NGAS. A separate set of books shall be maintained by fund (i.e. Corporate Fund, Trust
Fund, Special Account, Foreign Assisted Project Fund, Prize Fund, Charity Fund, etc.).
Thus all balances of accounts as at December 31, 2015 and balances of accounts
covering transactions from January 1, 2016 up to the latest FS under the PGCA shall
be transferred to the appropriate new books per fund.
2. To facilitate verification, appropriate SLs shall be maintained for real accounts and for
some revenue/income and expense accounts, particularly those that were converted to
SL accounts.
3. Public infrastructure and reforestation projects that were transferred to the registries
shall be recognized in the appropriate fund using the Property, Plant and Equipment
(PPE) accounts.
4. Tangible items below the capitalization threshold of P15,000.00 shall be accounted as
semi-expendable property.
5. Adoption of the PFRS by all GBEs.
6. Adoption of the PPSAS by all Non-GBEs.
7. GCs with computerized accounting system other than the eNGAS shall be given one
(1) year from the effectivity of this circular to enhance/revise their existing systems to
conform to this Circular.
8. For monitoring purposes, GCs concerned shall maintain separate records of contingent
assets and liabilities.

BUSINESS PLANNING
On January 14, 2016, Local Water Utilities Association (LWUA) thru Board of Trustees (BOT)
Resolution No. 2, series of 2016, issued the Revised Guidelines in the Preparation of Cash Flow
Projection for evaluation of project loans, financial assistance, debt relief assistance and water
rates adjustments. Said revised guidelines incorporated, among many other documentation
requirements. The submission of Water District Board approved Business Plan.

A systematic process to ensure that the strategic operational, financial and project planning are
carried out regularly to enable the Board of Directors to direct and control the future of the Water
Utility vis-à-vis water and sanitation service delivery to its constituents.

ELEMENTS OF BUSINESS PLAN
I.

General Description of the Utility
o Historical background
o Present information

II.

Vision and Mission Statements
o Preferred future
o Guiding principle

III.

Management overview
o Major challenges
o Business plan monitoring and reporting
o Key performance indicators
o Investment and funding information

IV.

Assessment of Current Conditions and Priority Issues
o Areas concern (using SWOT Analysis)
o Priority issues (including listing and ranking)

V.

Strategic Goals
o Use of SMART criteria

VI.

Organizational Structure and Staffing
o Compliance with LWD-MaCRO
o Principles of organization and management
o Staffing ratio

VII.

Water Demand Management Analysis
o Water balance audit
o Forecast of NRW and water sales volume

VIII.

Performance Improvement Plan
o Action plan vs. strategic goals
o Elements of PIP

IX.

Capital Expenditure Program
o Underground assets
o Above-ground fixed and movable assets
o New capital investment

o Investment plan and financing sources
X.

Operations and Maintenance Expense Budget
o O & M expense categories
o Historical and future escalation factors

XI.

Debt Service Schedule
o Amortization on LWUA loans
o Payment of outside loans

XII.

Revenue Needs
o O & M expenses
o Debt servicing
o Capital expenditures
o Reserves provision
o Other expenditures

XIII.

Tariff Analysis/ Pricing Strategy
o Existing water rates
o Proposed water rates increase

Cash Flow Projection is a basic reference in the establishment and review of water rates. The cash
flow indicates the sufficiency/insufficiency of existing and proposed rates; determines the need for
any rate increase; serves as basis for monitoring the district’s operations; determines the ability of
the district to make forecasts; and presents the district’s financial picture for a given period as a
consequence of the rates.
1. Period of Projection
2. Contents of Cash flow
3. Compliance to minimum standards
REVISED GUIDELINES TO PREPARTION OF CASH FLOW PROJECTIONS
(BOT Resolution No. 2-2016)

I.

The projected cash flows shall be prepared for the evaluation of the following:
a. Project loans
b. Financial assistance
c. Deb relief assistance
d. Water rates adjustments
e. Water rates review

II.

The presentation of the 10-year cash flow projections shall adopt the format as presented
and shall contain the following:

GENERAL DATA

BASES OF COMPUTATION

Year-end Connections

Previous year-end active connections plus 12
months average annual market growth or per
WD’s target connections or LWUA
projections.

Connection growth shall be projected
considering:
a. WD’s marketing plan or expansion
project/s as reflected in the WD’s
Board of Directors (BOD)-approved

Business Plan or Capital Expenditure
(CAPEX) program,
b. WD’s existing maximum system
capacity utilization if without
expansion projects.

If with project study, whether in Program of
Work (POW) or Feasibility Study form, the
WD shall issue WD Resolution committing to
tap initial number of projected service
connections.
Mid-year Connections

The average of preceding year-end
connections and the current year-end
connections.

Market Growth

a. The increase in the number of
connections for the current year
computed by getting the difference
between current year-end connections
and preceding year-end connections.
b. Growth rate shall be based on
feasibility study projections as
updated by LWUA and/or historical
population growth rate or Municipal
Planning Development Office
(MPDO) data.
c. Acceptable Performance at 90% of
projection per LWUA BR No. 772014, “Approving the KPIs to monitor
WD Performance”.

Service Area Population

Population of all or portions of areas within
the WD Area of Responsibility where WD

potable water is accessible/ available. WD
potable water shall mean any Level – I, II, III
– which is managed/ operated by the WD per
LWUA BR 95-2006, “Definitions Relating to
Water Supply Coverage.”
Served Population (%)

No. of WD service connections x 5 (average
household size per Philippine Statistics
Authority)

Average Consumption/Connection/Month

Shall be based on 12 months consumption or

(cum/conn/mo)

projected demand per WD Business Plan or
POW or Feasibility Study

Billed Water

The mid-year connections multiplied by the
average consumption/ connection/ month
multiplied by 12 months per historical data or
POW or Feasibility Study or WD Business
Plan.

% Non-Revenue Water (NRW)

a. Historical or target percentage of
billed water and total production
subtracted from 100
b. Non-revenue water shall not be more
than 20% or < target NRW % per
LWUA BR 77-2014, “Approving the
KPIs to Monitor WD Performance”.
Otherwise the WD shall commit to
reduce historical NRW to at most 20%
through a POW supported by a Board
Resolution
c. LWUA-validated POW for NRW
Reduction should indicate timeless for
attainment of 20% NRW.

Production

Sum of WD-produced and Production from
outside sources.

Effective Water Rate (Php/cum)

Historical current water sales divided by
billed water. For initial year of the
projections, the historical water sales must be
based on the latest water rates. If the historical
period covers more than one rate schedule,
data must be truncated such that only the
period covered by the latest rates are used in
the computation of the effective water rate. If
a rate increase is proposed for the year, the
previous year’s effective rate is multiplied by
1 plus the percentage rate increase

% Rate Increase

The weighted average are increase computed
by applying the new water rates to the
average consumption per connection per
month.

Collection Efficiency

a. Historical collection efficiency shall
be derived from at least one-year data
b. Attainment of ≥ 90% target collection
efficiency per acceptable performance
levels of LWUA BR No. 77-2014,
“Approving the KPIs to Monitor WD
Performance”.

CASH RECEIPTS
Current Water Sales

Billed Water multiplied by effective water
rate multiplied by Collection Efficiency

Collection of Previous Years’ Arrears

Collection of previous years’ arrears per WD
commitment through Board Resolution,
Business Plan, Collection Program.

Presentation of this item in the cash flow is
mandatory
Other Receipts

a. Current water sales multiplied by the
historical percentage of other receipts
to current water sales
b. As some components of Other
Receipts, i.e. miscellaneous receipts,
may not necessarily increase with
every increase in water rates, % to
current water sales may take a
declining trend over the 10-year
projection period.
c. Breakdown of Other Receipts shall be
stated in the Assumption Sheet

Loan Proceeds/LGU Subsidy

Represents receipt of loan proceeds from
LWUA (net of Engineering Charges) and
from outside sources with drawdowns based
on the project disbursement schedule or
subsidy from LGU to fund specific projects or
finance operating costs for short term period

TOTAL CASH RECEIPTS

The summation of Current Water Sales
Collection of Previous Years’ arrears, Other
Receipts, Loan Proceeds/LGU Subsidy

CASH DISBURSEMENTS
Operations and Maintenance (O&M)
SALARIES

a. The number of regular, casual &
contractual and job order employees
(excluded are the project- based
personnel) multiplied by the average
salary per month multiplied by 13
months or per LWUA projections,
escalated by 15% per annum to account
for merit increases and promotions.

b. Implementation date of the approved
Organizational Structure/staffing Pattern
shall be stated in the Assumption Sheet.
Projected salaries of additional
employees shall be consistent with the
WD’s approved Organizational
Structure/Staffing Pattern.
c. Staffing ratio shall follow the Staff
Productivity Index of 1 employee per
120 connections for WD’s with more
than 1000 connections. The computation
shall include regular, casual, contractual
and job order employees (excluding
project-based personnel).
For WD’s with less than 1000
connections, the following staffing
ratios shall be followed as approved
under the Revised LWD-MaCRO:

POWER/FUEL FOR PUMPING

No. of
Maximum No.
of
Connections
Employees
801-1000
10
601-800
9
501-600
8
401-500
7
301-400
6
300 & below
5
a. Production in cu.m from WD sources
multiplied by historical power and/or
fuel for pumping cost per cu.m.
Produced by WD multiplied by
escalation factor; projections from
data submitted by WD.
b. Escalation factors to be used shall be
based on the WD’s 5-years historical
power and/or fuel for pumping cost
per cu.m. Production from WD
source. However, if the 5-year
historical power/fuel for pumping
cost/cu.m. Show an irregular trend,
the latest provincial inflation rate on
the Philippines Statistics Authority
shall be used.

c. If actual power and/or fuel pumping
unit cost exceeded the escalated
provision, the difference may be
passed-on directly to the consumers
via the Power/Fuel Cost Adjustment
Formula as presented in the public
hearing and upon compliance with
LWUA BR 109-2014, “Approving
the Revision of Power and Fuel Cost
Adjustment Formulas”.

CHEMICALS

d. For initial projects and/or initial
water rates proposal, the latest
provincial inflation rate based on
Philippine Statistics Authority shall
be used.
a. Production in cum. From WD
sources multiplied by historical
chemical cost per cum. Multiplied by
escalation factor of per LWUA
Projections multiplied by escalation
factor; projections from data
submitted by WD.
b. Escalation factor to be used shall be
based on the WD’s 5-year historical
chemical cost per cum. However, if
the 5-year historical chemicals per
cum show an irregular trend, the
latest provincial inflation rate based
on Philippine Statistics Authority
shall be used.
c. For initial projects and/or initial
water rates proposal, the latest
provincial inflation rate based on
Philippine Statistics Authority shall
be used.

Other O&M
a.
FIXED OTHER O&M

Fixed cost refers to expenses, which
do not get affected by the level of
service connections and computed as
annual fixed costs multiplied by
escalation factors.

b. Escalation factors to be used shall be
based on the WD’s 5-year historical
fixed other O&M costs. However, if
the 5-year historical fixed other
O&M costs show an irregular trend,
the latest provincial inflation rate
based on Philippine Statistics
Authority shall be used.

VARIABLE OTHER O&M

c. For initial projects and/or initial
water rates proposal the latest
provincial inflation rate based on
Philippine Statistics Authority shall
be used.
a. Variable Costs refer to expenses,
which vary with the level of service
connections, and computation is
based on the unit cost per annum for
every average served connection
multiplied by escalation factor.
b. Escalation Factor to be used shall be
based on the 5-year historical
variable other O&M costs. However,
if the 5-year historical variable costs
per service connection show an
irregular trend, the latest provincial
inflation rate based on Philippine
Statistics Authority shall be used.
c. For initial projects and/or initial
water rates proposal, the latest
provincial inflation rate based on
Philippine Statistics Authority shall
be used.

DEBT SERVICE
LWUA

OTHER LOANS

Amortization of existing loans shall be
sourced from LWUA’s loan records or
projected using approval documents of the
existing loans and applying the financial
terms and conditions approved by LWUA; to
include the projected debt service of loan to
be availed within the next 10 years.
a. Existing amortization of loans from
outside sources.

PURCHASED WATER

b. Projected debt servicing of loans
from outside sources to be availed
within the next 10 years.
Cost of purchased water shall be
based
On the Bulk Supply Agreement or
Contract entered into by the WD.

EQUITY CONTRIBUTION

All index pricing options or
automatic cost adjustment formula
stipulated in the Bulk Supply
Agreement or Contract shall be
stated in the Assumption Sheet.
Percentage of equity on total project cost or
the absolute amount required from the
District, as counterpart to LWUA’s
financing shall be included in this
disbursement if WD is listed in LWUAapproved Capital Investment Program or
foreign-funded loan package.
The prospective project equity contributions
of the WD within the next 10 years shall be
reflected.
a. Capital Expenditures (Capex) – NSC

CAPITAL EXPENDITURES
Actual cost of tapping New Service
Connection (NSC) per WD Utility
Rules and Regulations.
In projecting Capex_NSC for initial
projects and/or initial water rates
proposal, the actual cost of tapping
new service connections of nearby
WD shall initially be adopted.
b. Only WD Board-approved Capex for
NRW Reduction Program, water
supply, sanitation, expansion
performance improvements etc. shall
include.
Actual implementation should not be
less than 90% of scheduled CAPEX
as presented in the Flow per

OTHER PAYABLES

RESERVED

FRANCHISE TAX

Total Disbursements
CASH INFLOW/ DEFICIT

BEGINNING CASH BALANCE

Acceptable Performance levels in
LWUA BR No. 77-2014,
“Approving the KPIs to Monitor WD
Performance.”
Other payables may be reflected to account
for replenishment of customers’ deposits
which have been utilized for operations, or
payables to suppliers, etc.
3% of gross of water sales shall be allocated
to ensure the continuity of WD operations in
emergency situations.
Monitoring of the reserves allocation shall be
mandatory and regularly performed by
LWUA.
Application of franchise tax as pass-on
charge in the billings of the consumers.
Per LWUA BR 285-2004, “Methodology for
the Application of Franchise Tax in the
Water Districts”, to recoup a WD actual
franchise tax payment, a concessionaire’s
water bill shall be broken down into 1) basic
water bill; and 2) 2% of the basic water bill
for franchise tax/pass-on charge.
The summation of O&M, Debt Service,
Purchased Water, Equity Contribution,
Capital Expenditures, Other Payables,
Reserves, Franchise Tax (If applicable)
Only two (2) consecutive years of deficits
(disbursement being greater than receipts)
shall be allowed.
Actual cash balance free of customers’
deposits, loan proceeds and reserve funds
shall be reflected as beginning cash balance.
The projected cash position of the WDs shall
be maintained at a positive balance during
the entire projection period.

ENDING CASH BALANCE

WATER RATES

The ending cash balances plus the allocated
reserves should not exceed an amount
equivalent to three (3) months O&M costs.
Standard Blocks:
Minimum Charge (P/First 10 cu.m.)
11-20 cu.m. (P/cu.m.)
21-30 cu.m. (P/cu.m.)
31-40 cu.m. (P/cu.m.)

41 Up cu.m. (P/cu.m.)

Average Family Income of Low
Income Group & 5% Minimum
Charge ceiling

Incremental increase, i.e., the difference in
the water rate per block must be increasing.
Average Family Income of Low Income
Group (LIG) – household in bottom 30
percent income group (lowest 3 income
deciles combined per Philippine Statistics
Authority/NSCB Family Income and
Expenditure Survey or Annual Poverty
Indicators Survey.
Affordability Threshold – Minimum Charge
does not exceed 5 percent of the average
family income of the LIG.

Sensitivity tests shall be performed to examine the impact of altering the following key
conditions on the cash position of the WD:
a) 10% Reduction in Revenues
b) 10% Increase in O&M
c) 20% Increase in Project Cost
To further assess the benefits of the proposal, an attribution analysis, wherein with or without
scenarios on the following components, shall likewise be presented:
a) Proposed CAPEX program funded either by external or internal sourced
b) Debt Relief Assistance
c) Tariff Adjustment
WDs and other water Service providers are now mandated by various laws and regulations to
implement sanitation measures.
Legal and Policy Frameworks


RA 7160 (LGC of 1991)



PD 198 Provincial Water Utilities Act of 1973)



PD 856 (Sanitation Code of 1975)



RA 9275 (Clean Water Act of 2004)



National Plumbing Code
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THE SUBMERSIBLE PUMP
The Submersible pump is a precision built machine. It will give you many years of trouble - free
service if care is exercised in the installation. Please follow the instructions carefully to ensure top
sufficiency of the unit. Keep the instructions of the pump for ready reference.
Receiving Submersible Pump
1. Inspect the pump when you receive it to make sure there was no damage during delivery
2. Check the Pump Package to see that it includes a built-in check valve in the discharge head
3. Check the rotation of the pump if it is okay
Safety Instruction
1. Review all instruction before operation failure to follow the instruction could cause badly
injured and / or property damage
Materials needed to install Submersible Pump Wire and Motor
1. PVC Electrical Tape
2. Rubber Tape
3. Copper Tube
4. Crimping Plier Splicing Submersible Cable Method or Cable Joining Procedure:
A. Strip the wire about 1 1/2" of installation from cable wire to end
B. Cut Copper Tube 1 1/2" long
C. Connect Cable wire and lead end with copper tube
D. Use the Crimping Pliers to connect the wire with copper tube and cramp it with help

crimping pliers
E. Use the Rubber tape first wrap tightly around the copper tube and PVC Electrical Tape

again use rubber tape and Pvc Electrical Tape until meet the standard
Tools & Materials Required for Assembly
1. Pipe Wrench
2. Chain Wrench
3. Tripod with chain
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4. Tapelon
5. Pull -Out Machine with accessories
6. Screw Driver
7. Cable Tie
8.

Electrical Tape

9.

Abaca or Plastic Rope

INSTALLATION
General Information
The most important thing we should know about our well are:
1. Well total depth - the distance from the ground level to the bottom of the well
2. Depth of water - measure from the ground level to the water level in the well when the

pump is not operated
3. Draw down water level - the distance from ground level to the water while water is being

pumped from the well the water level drops when is being pumped
Electrical Connection
1. Attach the Cable to the pipe just above the bore well cover
2. Bring he cable up to the control panel
3. Do a megger test before connecting the cable leads to the control panel connect only if the

megger test gives an okay verdict value should be more than 20MΩ
4. Clean dust, rust from earthing point on motor body properly before doing earthin
5. Connect the earthing wire to the delivery pipe and ensure that it is optimally earthered
6. Put the main switch on position and check the voltage. The pump not be started till therated

voltage is achieved
7. Start the pump and let the motor pick up full speed also open the delivery valve fully
8. Switch on the pump set and check the flow of water. If adequate quality of water is no

discharge by the pump. Interchange the wire connection in any of two wire and change the
direction of rotation of the pump. Higher discharge indicates the correct direction of
rotation
9. If the water comes from the discharge pipe line is crystal clear, then distribute the water to

the concessionaires.
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PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE CONSIST OF
ELECTRICAL
CONTROL PANEL
1. Check and Re-tightened all Termination
2. Inspect t and Test Control Panel Operation
3. Test Telemetry
4. Record Voltage
5. Identify and Correct any issues

MOTOR
1. Ampere Reading
2. Motor Winding Resistance
3. Megger Readings
4. Over temp./Leakage Sensor

Always Read & Follow the Instruction & Safety Precaution in your Operation Manual
OPERATION
TROUBLE

LIKELY CAUSES

REMEDIES

Pump Operator Fail

1

Low Voltage

Check Voltage

to Start

2

Broken of Fuse / Loose

Check Voltage Balance

Connection

between all phases on the
load side of pump

3

Loose of Termination

Check and Re- tighten All
Termination

4

5

Locate and Repair the
Damage Cable Installation

damage cable

Low of Mega ohms less than

Replace the unit

20
6

Check the Insulation of
Electrical Condition

7

Power Cable
Check any unusual noise in

High Ampere

the upper and lower bearing

3

8

Motor Winding Resistance is
not accurate

9

Inspect & Test Control Panel
Motor Control

Pump runs but

1

delivers
little or no water

2
Clogging Impeller with Scale

Remove Scale

Leak on Impeller Casing

Check and Replace the unit
Pull-Out and De-clogged the

Corroded of Discharge Pipe
5

Discharge Pipe / or Replace
Using Air Compressor to

Sand Pumping
6

Remove the Sand
Pull-Out and Clean Check

Check Valve may be clogged

Valve

Suction Grid Obstructed by
Straw, Leaves of Plastic

8

9

pulling out one joint at a time
Pull Out of Pump Unit and
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7

/Check Load Current
Examine discharge line by

Discharge Pipe leaking

3

Replace the unit

Very Causes & Clean
Replace the Pump with

Insufficient Pressure of the

another of Higher

Pump

Performance

Inadequate water in bore well

Lower the pump setting

POSITIVE DISPLACEMENT OF PUMP (DOSING PUMP)
Positive Displacement pump brake a fluid move by tapping a fixed amount and forcing
(Displacing) that the
trapped volume into the discharge pipe. Some Positive
Displacement Pump use and expanding cavity on the suction side & a decreasing cavity on the
discharge side.
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Pump Inlet Problem
The inlet conditions are often among the first items to investigate when a system loses
pressure many things can cause cavitation and result in a gradual loss or fluctuation of
system pressure
Problem in other inlet accessories can also contribute to losing system pressure. Clogged
filter are prime target. These should be inspected and cleaned regularly. All fittings and
Pump should be periodically inspected for leaks as this will also contribute to a loss in the
pressure
Discharge Line Problem
a. Scale / Corrosion inside the discharge line can reduces the internal diameter leading
to reduction in the discharge line
b. Water hammer pressure disturbs the joints resulting in leakage
c. Imperfect of jointing causing leakage
d. Corrosion progress inside the discharge line they become weak and readily burst
whilst still in service
Pump Drive Problem
a. Extreme Noise
b. High Power Consumption
c. Loss of Pressure
d.

Loss of lift ability

WATER SOURCES OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
DEEPWELLS
Well performance check consists of the following:
1. STATIC WATER LEVEL (SWL) – before starting the pump, carefully measure the static
level and record.
2. PUMPING WATER LEVEL (PWL) – measure water level after pump has operated to
several hours, enough for the water to stabilize
3. Whenever opportunity presents, measure well depth. With this check, the operator can
diagnose the general condition of the well and the developing problems.
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Following are some information to be gained:
1. If the static level drops but the computed drawdown remain unchanged, it suggests the
water table to be dropping. This means that the aquifer is being depleted faster than it can
be recharged.
2. If the static level is unchanged but the drawdown is increased, it is usually a symptom of
screen or gravel pack clogging and water flow in the well is restricted.
3. If the static level is unchanged but the drawdown is decreased, the pumpset has deceased
its capacity and probably also its efficiency.

CAUSES OF DECREASED WELL YIELD:
1. Incrustation of clogging of water bearing formation next to the screen and/or in the opening
of the screen itself due to build-up of mineral deposits or clay.
2. Metal corrosion deposits in screen opening.
3. Accumulation of sand and silt in the bottom of well until part of the screen is blocked.
4. Bacterial deposits – some bacteria feed on iron or carbon compounds in the water,
producing a biologically harmless slime which collects on the screen or surrounding
formation.
ROUTINE MAINTENANCE
a. Add make-up gravel – remove gravel chute gap and with pump running, gravel added
slowly as necessary to fill the gravel chute up to the top. A sudden drop in the gravel may
indicate a hole in the casing.
b. Periodic Chlorination – once every six (6) months, the well should be chlorinated to help
prevent the build-up of encrustation.
(1) Dump sufficient 70% powdered chlorine to produce 50-100 ppm dosage to well,
and let sit for 20-30 minutes to dissolve.
(2) Run pump (discharging to waste) until an odor of chlorine is detectable in every
short time.
(3) Shut the pump down and let sit for several hours, preferably overnight.
(4) Before putting back in service, operate gain until chlorine odor is no longer
detectable at the outlet.
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DEEPWELL MAINTENANCE
Periodic chlorination
1. Dump 70% powdered chlorine to well, and let sit for 20-30 minutes to dissolve.
2. Run pump (discharging to waste) until an odor of chlorine is detectable at the pump
discharge.
3. Shut-down the pump and let sit for several hours, preferably overnight.
4. Before putting back in service, operate (again discharging to waste) until chlorine odor is
no longer detectable at the outlet.
5. If there is no odor of chlorine residual during this final pumping, put back pump into the
system service.
Note: Well should be chlorinated every six months to help prevent the build-up of encrustation.
CORRECTIVE MEASURES
Procedures:
1. Remove the well pump from the well; remove the strainer and foot valve.
2. Prepare a perforated length of 100 mm. PVC pipe, 4 meters long, with 3 mm diameter
stainless steel cable long enough to reach down on the water bearing formation.
3. Fill the perforated cylinder with calcium hypochlorite granules and cap both ends.
4. Lower cylinder to the bottom and top of the screen section, agitating briskly to dissolving
the chlorine powder.
5. Let well sit overnight.
6. Install the well pump.
7. Alternately start and stop the pump at two or three-minute interval for about one (1) hours.
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DEEPWELL MAINTENANCE
Adding Make-up Gravel
1. Remove the gravel chute cap
2. Determine if gravel pack has settled using a measuring stick through the gravel chute hole.
3. If gravel pack has lowered with the pump running, add gravel slowly to fill the gravel chute
up to the top.
4. Capped gravel chute after filling-up with gravel.
5. Inspect and determine any lowering of the gravel added every three (3) months.
6. Record any observation during inspection.
Note:
a. Refer to well design for correct size and shape of gravel to be used.
b. Sudden drop of gravel may indicate a hole in the casing. In that case, remove pump and
consult a well drilling contractor.

Well Sanitation Aspects
1. All well must be adequately protected from sources of contamination of pollution such as
septic tank, private or public sewage disposal facilities, animals, fertilizers, and pesticides.
2. The casing head or discharge head, and all vents into the well should be properly
constructed and maintained to prevent contamination.
3. Unused wells should be filled with clean, disinfected sand to appoint above the aquifer,
then with selected soil, then concrete for the top 2-3 meters.
4. Pump houses should be kept clean, adequately drained and protected from flooding.

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF WELLS
1. Common Causes of Well Failure:

Over pumping – (Bad Effect of Result)
o Pumping of sand and eventually in the clogging of the well screen
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o Lowering of the water level in the well and the surrounding groundwater table,
consequently reducing the well yield and capacity.
Corroded Well Casing
o Well causing could be damaged if corrosive bases are present in water.
o Corrosion could also be brought about by the direct reaction between water and
casing material.
Corroded Well Screen – a damaged well screen or perforated pipe will permit caving
materials into the well hole.
Causes of Incrustation of Clogging of Well Screen:
o Direct deposition of suspended matter or fine sand
o Formation and deposition of calcium carbonate on the screen
o Deposition of slimy matter resulting from biological activity of bacteria
o Calcium carbonate is the principal encrusting which forms scales on the screen and
cements deposited particles.
o Incrustation caused by the deposition of suspended matter and/or scale could be
corrected by surging or by muriatic acid treatment
o Clogging due to bacteria can be corrected by chlorination.

COMMON CAUSES OF WELL TROUBLES AND THEIR REMEDIES

INDICATION
1. Incrustation or clogging of

PROBABLE CAUSE
Over pumping

well screen

REMEDY
Reduction of the pumping
rate

Deposition of suspended

Surging or acid treatment

matter or fine sand and
calcium carbonate
Formation of slimy layer by

Chlorination

bacteria
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2. Lowering of water level in

Over pumping

the well and the surrounding

Deepening of the well or by
reducing the pumping rate

ground table
3. Damaged well casing

Corrosion

If the diameter of the well
casing is a minimum size drill
a new well
If the diameter of the old
casing is large, insert a new
casing (with diameter 2 sizes
smaller than the original)
inside the damaged casing

4. Damaged well screen

Corrosion

If the casing is still in good
condition, pull it out from the
hole and replace the screen
with a new one.
If both the casing and screen
are corroded, see subsections
b and c for the solution

5. Deterioration of water

Formation of slimy layer by

quality

bacteria

Chlorination

Leaks in well casing or

Grounding and/or

infiltration of surface water

chlorination

REMOVING OF INCRUSTING OR CLOGGING MATERIAL
The Airlifting Process
The submersible pumping system is pulled from the well and a rigid pipe is put to the bottom of
the well. A 185 cfm air compressor is used to facilitate the removal of large amounts of sediment.
The sediment builds up over time at the bottom of the well and along the sides of the well casing,
causing low production or poor water quality. The air pressure blows the debris/sediments out over
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the top of the well head. This process is continued up the entire column of the well, until the well
has increased production & water clarity.
This process usually takes anywhere from 5-10 hours. The well is then put back into service. A
great time to consider airlifting your well is when the pumping system needs to be replaced. This
can save on cost and it also allows your new pump to operate in the best of conditions.
Principle
The only energy required is provided by compressed air. This air is usually compressed by a
compressor or a blower. The air is injected in the lower part of a pipe that transports a liquid. By
buoyancy the air, which has a lower density than the liquid, rises quickly. By fluid pressure, the
liquid is taken in the ascendant air flow and moves in the same direction as the air.

BASIC LAYOUT OF AN AIRLIFT
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STARTING PUMP STEP
DIAGRAM

TROUBLESHOOTING
NOTE: Before removing the terminal box cover and before any removal/dismantling of the pump.
Make sure the electricity supply has been switched off and that cannot be accidentally switched
on.
FAULT

CAUSE

REMEDY

Motor does not run when

-Supply Failure.

-Connect the electricity

started

-Fuses are blown.

supply
-Replace fuses
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-Motor starter overload has

-Reactivate the thermal

tripped out.

protection

-Main contacts in motor

-Replace contacts or

starter are not making contact

magnetic coil

or the coil is faulty

-Repair the control circuit

-Control circuit is defective.

-Replace the motor

-Motor is defective
Motor Starter overload trips

-One fuse/automatic circuit

-Cut in the fuse

out immediately when supply

breaker is blown

-Replace motor starter

is switched on

-Contacts in motor starter

contacts

overload are faulty

-Fasten or replace the cable

-Cable connection is loose or

connection

faulty

-Replace the motor

-Motor winding is defective

-Remove the mechanical

-Pump Mechanically blocked

blocking of the pump

-Overload setting is too low

-Set the motor starter
correctly

Motor starter overload trips

-Overload setting is too low

-Set the motor starter

out occasionally

-Low voltage at peak times

correctly
-Check the electricity supply

Motor starter has not tripped

-Supply failure

out but the pump does not run -Fuses are blown

Pump capacity not constant

-Connect the electricity
supply

-Thermal protection has

-Replace fuses

tripped out

-Reactivate the thermal

-Main contacts in motor

protection

starter are not making contact

-Replace contacts or

or the coil is faulty

magnetic coil

-Control circuit is defective

-Repair the control circuit

-Pump inlet pressure is too

-Clean the pump or suction

low (cavitation)

pipe
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-Suction pipe/pump partly

-Repair the foot or non-return

blocked by impurities

valve

-Pump draws in air

-Repair the suction tape
-Check the suction conditions
-Change the direction of
rotation of the motor

Pump runs but gives no water

-Suction pipe/pump blocked

-Clean the pump or suction

by impurities

pipe

-Foot of non-return valve

-Repair the foot or non-return

blocked in closed position

valve

-Leakage in suction pipe

-Repair the suction pipe

-Air in suction pipe or pump

-Check the suction conditions

-Motor rotates in the wrong

-Change the direction of

direction

rotation of the motor

Pump runs back-wards when

-Leakage in suction pipe

-Repair the suction pipe

switched off

-Foot or non-return valve is

-Repair the foot or non-return

defective

valve

Leakage in shaft seal

-Shaft seal is defective

-Replace the shaft seal

Noise

-Cavitation occurs in the

-Check the suction conditions

pump

-Adjust the pump shaft

-Pump does not rotate freely

-Improve system or choose a

(friction resistance) because

right pump

of the incorrect pump shaft

-Check the frequency

position

converter operation

-System head and pump head
ratio too low
-Frequency converter not run
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PUMPSET PERFORMANCE TESTING
Periodic checking of the pump set will disclose deterioration of operation before any
serious problem develops. Performance checks should be carried out every year or as often as
required, especially when the pump is subjected to severe conditions such as corrosion sand
pumping, abrasion and or cavitation.
Pump tests should be carried out at the pump’s normal operating condition, and at two
points above and below this condition. Shut off and fully open points should also be checked (not
exceeding 30 seconds for shut off). Test data are then compared with previously obtained ratings.
Definition of terms, constant and formulas
a. Pump capacity (Q) – expressed in GPM or cubic meter per hour, pertains to the amount
or volume of water delivered at a certain period.
b. Discharge pressure (DP) – expressed in PSI or Kg/Sq. Cm; pressure delivered by the
pump as measured at the discharge pipe by a pressure gauge.
c. Pumping Water Level (PWL) – expressed in feet or meters; at level of water in the
source being sucked out by the pump, measured from the center of the discharge pipe.
d. Friction Head Loss (FHL) – expressed in feet or meters; loss in discharge/suction live
caused by restriction in flow (see friction loss table)
e. Total Dynamic Head (TDH) – in feet or meters; summation of all head created by the
pump.
TDH = DP + PWL + HL
f. 1 psi – 2.3 feet of water
1 meter = 3.28 feet
1 cubic meter = 264 gallons
1 drum = 200 liters
g. Water horsepower (WHP) – the amount of power required to deliver Q of water at a
certain TDH
WHP = (Q x TDH) / 3960, where 3960 is a conversion constant
h. Input horsepower (IHP) – the total power supplied to the pump set
Electrical IHP = (√3 x PF x 1

x

Ave.

V ) / 746
Ave.
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Where: PF = power factor, usually 0.80
(Verify with the local power coop)
1 ave = average of the three line currents
V ave =

average of the three line voltages

746 =

conversion constant

Diesel engine IHP = (SFC) (2.2 lb/kg) (21,500 btu/lb)
(SG)

(Kg.lit)

_________________________________________
2545 btu/hphr
Where: SFC (Specific Fuel Consumption) – Liters/hour
SG (Specific Gravity of Fuel) = 0.88-0.92
21,500 btu/lb higher heating value of diesel fuel (average)
i.

Motor Efficiency (ME) – average of 88% - 84% for VHS
Induction motor of 10-60 Hp
Rating at 1800 rpm speed

j.

Motor BHP output (BHP motor output) = IHP x ME

k. Engine Efficiency (EE) – average of 33% - 30% for a brand new diesel engine of 20
Hp rating and up (Speed range of 1600-2000 rpm)
l.

Engine BHP output (BHP engine output) = IHP x EE

m. Mechanical Transmission Efficiency (MTE) employing: flexible propeller shaft and
Right Angle Gear Drive (RAGD) - @ 95%
Vibrations cause reduction of transmission efficiency
n. BHP pump input – BHP output of motor or engine (MTE)
o. Pump Efficiency (PE) = WHP/BHP pump input
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PERFORMANCE TEST PROCEDURE
a. Flow Measurement – The pumping station has two provisions for flow measurement, one
using the orifice equipped by-pass and table values, and the other by direct reading in the
flowmeter
b. Close distribution discharge valve and half-open by-pass valve
c. Start operating pump set and let it operate it operate for five minutes for water level to
stabilize.
d. Manipulate discharge valve to the following setting:
1. Fully open (DP = 0)
2. Operating pressure
3. Operating pressure less 10 psi
4. Operating pressure less 20 psi
5. Operating pressure plus 10 psi
6. Operating pressure plus 20 psi
7. Shut-off pressure (do not exceed 30 seconds test for shut-off)
e. For every setting get reading for:
1. The three voltages
2. The three line currents
3. Head of water at the orifice hose
4. Time duration for a cubic meter of flow meter or direct reading of lps rate
5. Pumping water level
f. Compute for:
1. Q in gpm
2. TDH in feet or meters
3. V average, I average
4. WHP, IHPBHP, MTE,
5. Pump Efficiency
g. When using the diesel engine drive, measure liter fuel consumption per unit time,
measure engine/pump speed.
h. Transform obtained data into graphic representation, indicating Q vs TDH, or Q vs PE, Q
vs KW-Hr (liter fuel) consumed, and compare to that previously obtained.
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ENGINE SERVICING
When servicing the diesel engine, have someone who has sufficient knowledge to conduct
repair. Always consult the manufacturer’s furnished service and maintenance manual. Investigate
cause of problem and provide preventive measures during repair. Keep engine logbook updated.
Conduct test run every after repair or servicing.
MAINTENANCE DEEPWELL SOURCE
a. Keep adequate sanitary protection for the well. Limit opening of probe hole other entry
point.
b. Yearly check static water level and keep log. Yearly subject water to physical and chemical
examination.
c. Conduct three hours over pumping every six months to get rid of accumulated silt. A twominute start stop for 30 minutes is recommended to keep screen from clogging.
d. Yearly check on gravel packing, add if necessary.
e. Whenever the opportunity is present, measure well depth.
EQUIPMENT TROUBLE SHOOTING AND SERVICING
Before conducting repair or servicing any of the station equipment, record consultation is
best recommended. This will facilitate repair or servicing with the updated data (latest repair,
replacement, testing made and condition rating) where trouble or reflects could be deduced and
anticipated, saving the water district of man-hour and loss due to service interruptions. Whenever
repair or servicing or respective equipment logbook. A list of common equipment trouble with
possible causes and remedies are shown below:
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DIESEL ENGINE TROUBLE SHOOTING
Troubles and Symptoms
1. Hard starting or failure to start

Possible Causes
-Malfunction in the fuel transfer pump
-Water in fuel
-Binding in valve body and nozzle valve
-Malfunction in the fuel injection pump
-Improper adjustment of nozzle
-Long idle periods
-Cylinder head gasket blow-off or leaking
-Valves not seating
-Engine needs overhaul
-Incorrect valve timing
-Incorrect injection timing

2. Engine misses

-Poor fuel quality
-Air leaks in the suction line
-Restricted fuel lines
-Clogged nozzle orifice
-Water in fuel
-Binding in valve body and nozzle valve
-Malfunction in the fuel injection pump
-Improper adjustment of nozzle
-Long idle periods
-Unbalanced or loose flywheel
-Valves not seating

3. Excessive smoke at idling

-Poor fuel quality
-Restricted fuel lines
-Water in fuel
-External water leaks
-Vibration damper malfunctioning
-Valves not seating
-Engine needs overhaul
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-Damaged main or rod bearings
-Broken tooth in gear train
-Excessive gear backlash
4. Excessive smoke under load

-Restricted air intake
-High exhaust back pressure
-Turbo charger malfunctions
-Poor fuel quality
-Air leaks in the suction line
-Restricted fuel lines
-Clogged nozzle orifice
-Malfunction in the fuel transfer pump
-Throttle linkage
-Binding in valve body and nozzle valve
-Improper adjustment of nozzle
-Dirty fuel filters
-Long idle periods
-Cylinder head gasket blow-off or leaking
-Unbalanced or loose flywheel
-Valves not seating
-Broken or worn piston rings
-Valves not seating
-Damaged main or rod bearings
-Broken tooth in gear train
-Excessive gear backlash

5. Lower power or loss of power

-Restricted air intake
-High exhaust back pressure
-Turbo charger malfunctions
-Poor fuel quality
-Air leaks in the suction line
-Restricted fuel lines
-Clogged nozzle orifice
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-Malfunction in the fuel transfer pump
-Throttle linkage
-Binding in valve body and nozzle valve
-Malfunction in the fuel injection pump
-Improper adjustment of nozzle
-Dirty fuel filters
-Long idle periods
-Cylinder head gasket blow-off or leaking
- Valves not seating
-Broken or worn piston rings
-Incorrect bearing clearance
-Incorrect injection timing
-Worn or scoured sleeves or piston
-Nozzle needs adjustment
6. Excessive fuel consumption

-Restricted air intake
-High exhaust back pressure
- Turbo charger malfunctions
-Poor fuel quality
-Clogged nozzle orifice
-Binding in valve body and nozzle valve
-Malfunction in the fuel injection pump
-Improper adjustment of nozzle
-Oil level too high
-Thermostat malfunctioning
-Long idle periods
-Valves not seating
-Incorrect bearing clearance
-Engine needs overhaul
-Incorrect injection timing
-Worn or scoured sleeves or piston
-Nozzle needs adjustment
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7. Can reach governed RPM

-Restricted fuel lines
-Throttle linkage
-Water in fuel
-Malfunction in the fuel injection pump

8. Poor declaration

-Restricted fuel lines
-Malfunction in the fuel injection pump

9. Erratic idle speed

-Air leaks in the suction line
- Clogged nozzle orifice
- Binding in valve body and nozzle valve
- Improper adjustment of nozzle
- Valves not seating
- Incorrect valve timing
- Nozzle needs adjustment

10. Engine dies frequently

-Poor fuel quality
-Air leaks in the suction line
-Restricted fuel lines
- Malfunction in the fuel transfer pump
- Water in fuel
- Malfunction in the fuel injection pump
- Nozzle needs adjustment

11. Surging governed speed

- Air leaks in the suction line
- Nozzle needs adjustment

12. Excessive lube oil consumption

-Turbo charger malfunctions
-External and internal oil leaks
-Faulty cylinder oil control
-Wrong grade of oil
-Oil level too high
-Broken or worn piston rings
-Engine needs overhaul
- Nozzle needs adjustment

13. Crankcase sludge

- Dirty lube oil filters
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- Thermostat malfunctioning
- Internal water leaks
- Dirty fuel filters
-Long idle periods
-Dirty lube oil
-Cylinder head gasket blow-off or leaking
14. Low lube oil pressure

-Oil suction line restriction
-Faulty oil pressure regulator valve
-No oil crankcase
-Wrong grade of oil
-Oil level too high
-Oil pressure gauge malfunctioning
-Malfunctioning oil lube pump
-Oil line broken inside crankcase
-Insufficient coolant
-Water pump malfunctioning
-Thermostat malfunctioning
-Damaged water hose
-Loose belts
-Clogged water passages
- Radiator tube opening dirty
-Air in coolant
-External water leaks
-Engine overload
-Engine exterior caked with dirt
-Incorrect bearing clearance
-Engine needs overhaul
-Damaged main or rod bearings

15. Coolant temperature too high

-High exhaust back pressure
-Insufficient coolant
-Water pump malfunctioning
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-Thermostat malfunctioning
-Damaged water hose
-Loose belts
-Clogged water passages
-Radiator tube opening dirty
-Air in coolant
-External water leaks
-Engine overload
-Engine exterior caked with dirt
16. Lube oil too hot

-No oil crankcase
-Oil level too high
-Malfunctioning oil lube pump
-Insufficient coolant
-Water pump malfunctioning
-Thermostat malfunctioning
-Damaged water hose
-Loose belts
-Clogged water passages
-Radiator tube opening dirty
-Air in coolant
-External water leaks

17. Piston sleeve and ring wear

-Air leaks between cleaver and engine
-Faulty cylinder oil control
-Clogged oil passages
-Oil suction line restriction
-Faulty oil pressure regulator valve
-No oil crankcase
-Wrong grade of oil
-Malfunctioning oil lube pump
-Oil line broken inside crankcase
-Clogged water passages
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-Dirty fuel filters
-Engine overload
-Dirty lube oil
-Engine needs overhaul
-Worn or scoured sleeves or piston
18. Wearing of bearing and journals

-Air leaks between cleaver and engine
-Dirty lube oil filters
-Clogged oil passages
-Oil suction line restriction
-No oil crankcase
-Malfunctioning oil lube pump
-Oil line broken inside crankcase
-Dirty fuel filters
-Engine overload
-Dirty lube oil
-Incorrect bearing clearance
-Excessive crankshaft endplay
-Engine needs overhaul
-Damaged main or rod bearings

19. Worn valves or guides

-Air leaks between cleaver and engine
-Improper adjustment of nozzle
-Clogged oil passages
-Oil suction line restriction
-Faulty oil pressure regulator valve
-Malfunctioning oil lube pump
-Oil line broken inside crankcase
-Dirty fuel filters
-Engine overload
-Dirty lube oil
-Valves not seating
-Engine needs overhaul
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-Incorrect valve timing
20. Fuel knocks

-Poor fuel quality
-Air leaks in the suction line
-Engine overload
-Incorrect injection timing
-Nozzle needs adjustment

21. Mechanical Knocks

-Engine overload
-Vibration damper malfunctioning
-Unbalanced or loose flywheel
-Broken or worn piston rings
-Incorrect bearing clearance
-Excessive crankshaft endplay
-Worn or scoured sleeves or piston

22. Gear train whines

-Incorrect bearing clearance
-Excessive crankshaft endplay
-Engine needs overhaul
-Broken tooth in gear train
-Excessive gear backlash

23. Engine dies suddenly

-Out of fuel or fuel line shut-off
-Broken fuel pump drive shaft
-Malfunction in the fuel injection pump

24. Engine vibrates excessively

-Vibration damper malfunctioning
-Unbalanced or loose flywheel
-Excessive crankshaft endplay
-Loose mounting bolts

25. Engine lube oil pressure

-Faulty oil pressure regulator valve
-Wrong grade of oil
-Oil pressure gauge malfunctioning
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REMEDIES AND CHECKS
1. Check fuel supply. Note quality of fuel as shown in tank, drain to get rid of sediments. Bleed
afterwards.
2. Check for leaks and restriction in the fuel lines. Flush and bleed if necessary.
3. Inspect fuel pump, conduct necessary correction for noted defects.
4. Change fuel filters as required in the maintenance. Bleed afterwards.
5. Clean nozzle valve, nozzle orifice and calibrate valve timing.
6. Calibrate injection timing.
AIR FUEL SYSTEM
1. Check inlet valve timing. Clean valve seat. Check valve springs.
2. Note for loose compression
3. Check operation and turbo-charger. Note for drive condition and leaks.
4. Check for air intake leaks and restriction
5. Clean oil bath air cleaner and empty dust bowl on dry type air cleaner
LUBRICATION SYSTEM
1. Check lube oil level in crankcase, add or drain following required level
2. Change lube oil as required. Use recommended grade or oil.
3. Change oil filter as required
4. Check lube oil piping. Note for leaks, loose connections, connection to gauge and pressure
switch and oil pump.
COOLING SYSTEM
1. Check coolant level, and keep at required level. Use mineral free water and keep free of air
2. Check for coolant line leaks and restriction and/or loose connections
3. Inspect radiator, keep free of dirt. Check belt drive and propellers and conduct necessary
tightening. Note circulatory pump operation
4. Check thermostat control
MECHANICALS
1. Replace worn piston rings and gaskets. Use equivalent replacement
2. Dismantle and clean engine head and replace head gasket
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3. Overhaul engine, conduct cleaning and check for:
a. Worn-out main and connecting rod bearings; check clearances
b. Scouring/ checking in the crankshaft and clearances
c. Dynamic balance and mounting of flywheel
d. Condition of gear train
e. Lubrication passage way for restriction
f. Worn, scoured and or glazed cylinder wall or piston
g. Gears with excessive backlash
h. Clogged water jackets
Internal lubrication system
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PUMP OPERATION
DELTA
Preparations before Start-up
Carefully check the following items before proceeding.
o Make sure that the wiring is correct. In particular, check that the output terminals U, V, W.
are NOT connected to power and that the drive is well grounded.
o Verify that there are no short-circuits between terminals and from terminals to ground or
mains power.
o Check for loose terminals, connectors or screws.
o Verify that no other equipment is connected to the AC motor
o Make sure that all switches are OFF before applying power to ensure that the AC motor
drive doesn’t start running and there is no abnormal operation after applying power.
o Make sure that the front cover is correctly installed before applying power.
o Do NOT operate the AC motor drive with humid hands.
o Check the following items after applying power:


The keypad should light up as follows (normal status with no error)

When power is ON, LEDs "F", "STOP" and
"FWD" should light up. The display will
show "60.00" with the least signification
"0" flashing.



If the drive has built-in fan (2.2kW and above) it should run. The factory setting of
Fan Control Pr.03-12=00 (Fan always on).
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Operation Method
The operation is usually used as shown in the following table.

Trial Run
After finishing checking the items in “3.1 preparation before start-up”, you can perform a trial run.
The factory setting of the operation source is from the keypad (Pr.02-01=00).
1. After applying power, verify that LED “F” is on and the display shows 60.00Hz.
2. Setting frequency to about 5Hz by using
3. Pressing

key for forward running. And if you want to change to reverse running,

you should press
please press

key.

key in

page. And if you want to decelerate to stop,

key.

4. Check following items:


Check if the motor direction of rotation is correct.



Check if the motor runs steadily without abnormal noise and vibration.



Check if acceleration and deceleration are smooth.

If the results of trial run are normal, please start the formal run.
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1. Stop running immediately if any fault occurs and refer to the troubleshooting guide for
solving the problem.
2. Do NOT touch output terminals U, V, W when power is still applied to L1/R, L2/S, L3/T
even when the AC motor drive has stopped. The DC-link capacitors may still be charged
to hazardous voltage levels, even if the power has been turned off.
3. To avoid damage to components, do not touch them or the circuit boards with metal objects
or your bare hands.
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LS 650 MODEL
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INTRODUCTION OF FUNCTION KEYS
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PARAMETER SETUP MODE
This mode is for changing the set values of internal parameters. Please use the Increment,
decrement, and shift keys to change the parameter settings, and press the ENTER/DATA key to
save the changed data in DSP (interior EEPROM) automatically and exit the setup mode. For more
details of parameters, please see the “Summary of parameter settings” in the Appendix.

Flow process for parameter setup mode
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Pre-start checkups:
 After the completion of wirings and before supplying the power for test run, please go through
the following checkups:
1. Check if wirings are correct. [The input terminals R.S.T shall be wired to power supply
while the output terminals U.V.W shall be connected to 3-phase induction motor]. Phase
reversal at input/output terminals is not allowed.
2. Look around the interior and all the wiring terminal blocks inside the ac drive to see if there
are any wire chips of leads; make sure to remove them thoroughly.
3. Check if terminals and screws, etc. components are firmly and tightly fastened?
4. Check if there is short-circuit or grounding condition among the terminals?
5. Check if the voltage of the input power supply is the same as the rated voltage of the ac
drive.
200V class: Single/3-phase AC200 ~ 240V 50/60HZ
400V class: 3-phase AC380 ~ 460V 50/60HZ
Test run
 A factory default setting, an open loop V/F control mode, was made to the ac drive to set F7=0
that leaves the operation control method to digital operation panel and F8=1 that takes the
frequency command source to control the Potentiometer (V.R.) in operation panel. Before
supplying power to perform the test run, please turn the knob of Potentiometer (V.R.) counterclockwise to the end position and then input the power supply. Please perform the test run in
accordance with the following steps:
1. Turn on the power supply.
2. Verify the indicating status is shown the target frequency.
3. Enter into the operation control mode (Press the FWD key to enter into the operation
control for forward rotation).
4. Input the speed command (rotate slowly the potentiometer knob in operation panel
clockwise and perform the test run within 10Hz)
5. Press STOP key to slow down and stop the motor.
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Operation checklist:
1. Check if motor runs in correct direction of rotation. (Interchange any two of the phase lines
to change the motor’s direction of rotation.)
2. Check if motor runs smoothly?
3. Check if motor vibrates abnormally?
4. Check if acceleration and deceleration are smooth?
5. Check if output load current is normal? (Press the
output current or

key to access parameter F4=2:

right-shift cyclic key to monitor the output load currents.)
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BASIC PARAMETERS SETUP
Parameter Code
F4

Description
Setting Range
Unit
Ex-Factory Setting
Page No.
Selection of variables to be shown in
0-16
1
P5-1
the
operation panel
0 : Frequency command (F)
5 : Normal voltage at DC side(Vdc)
10 : PID output (%)
1 : Output frequency(H)
6 : Voltage at DC side before start up(Vdc) 11 : Input status value at digital
terminals
2 : Output current(A)
7 : Digital operation panel Ai(V.R)%
12 : Water pressure of water pump
3 : Output voltage (E)
8 : Ai1(V/mA)%
13 : Cycle No., Stage No.
4 : Unitless(U)
9 : Ai2(V)%
14 : Software version
15 ~ 16 : Reserved
F7
Operation control source
0-1
0
P5-3
0：Digital operation panel or MODBUS communication
1：Digital input terminal
F8
Frequency command source
0-8
1
P5-3
0：Digital operation panel (main speed)
3：Ai2
6：Ai1、Ai2／MIN
1：Operation panel Ai (V.R)
4：Ai1+Ai2
7：PID
2：Ai1
5：Ai1、Ai2／MAX
8：Digital terminal for acceleration &
deceleration
F11
Stop mode
0-2
1
P5-4
0：Free run
1：Dynamic shutdown
2：Dynamic +DC brake
F14
Constraint of rotational direction
0-3
1
P5-4
0：Forward & backward rotation
2：Backward rotation only
1：Forward rotation only
3 : Backward rotation available for negative bias
F15
Lower limit of frequency
0.00~300.00
Hz
0.00
P5-5
(※F15≦F16)
F16
Upper limit of frequency
0.00~300.00
Hz
60.0 / 50.0
P5-5
(※F15≦F16)
F17
Selection for Min. output frequency
0-1
0
P5-6
0：Can be zero speed
1：To set the Min. output frequency (F101)
F35
Main speed, inching acceleration time
0.0~3000.0
Sec
10.0
P5-7
F36
Main speed, inching acceleration time
0.0~3000.0
Sec
10.0
P5-7
F37
0~2
P5-14
Di1、Di2 setup
0：Di1(FWD/STOP)，Di2(REV/STOP)
1：Di1(RUN/STOP)，Di2(FWD/REV)
2：3-wire shutdown: Di3(FWD/REV), Di2(Stop), Di1(Running), disable F68 setup automatically at the
same time.
F80
Stall protection setup
0~31
7
P5-19
bit4：AVR Voltage-regulating function
bit3：Protection function F84
bit2：Protection function F83
bit1：Protection function F82
bit0：Protection function F81
F81
Stall voltage setup for deceleration
330.0~400.0
Vdc
380.0
P5-20
660.0~800.0
760.0
F82
Stall voltage setup for acceleration
30.0~200.0
%
170.0
F83
Stall current setup for operation
30.0~190.0
%
160.0
F84
Current level for electronic thermal
1.01~2.00
F90
1.50
P5-21
relay
F85
Acting time for electronic thermal
0.1~120.0
Sec
60.0
relay
∫ ( I²A(pu-1 ) dt ( I* OL ²-1 )×TOL
F88
Rated frequency
40.00~70.00
Hz
60.0
50.0
P5-21
F89
RST input voltage (rms)
150.0~255.0
Vac
220.0
200.0
300.0~510.0
440.0
380.0
F90
Rated current (rms)
0.1~(F95×1.3)
A
F95
F93
PWM switchover frequency
2000~16000
Hz
5000
P5-23
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Control mode setup
o LS650 is categorized to a simple V/F voltage vector control in possession of slip offsetting
function and V/F curve setting.
o LS650 has been setup a CT mode or VT mode according to the need of user at ex-factory.
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SINUS MANUAL
PRODUCT DETAILS

Inside view after front cover is removed.
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To remove the front cover: Lightly press both the indented sides of the cover and pull up.

To change the inverter fan: Press the both sides of bottom cover lightly and pull out.
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Keypad Function
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Frequency Setting and Basic Operation
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CNWL - 9000
Operation and Running
Operation Introduction
WL-8000 series frequency inverter supply kinds of operation and display methods for user.
o Units below 37KW select WL001 keyboard.
o Units above 45KW select WL002 keyboard.

WL-001 keyboard

WL-002 keyboard

The explanation of function keys
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The function explanation of state indication lamp

The operational mode of keyboard
There are 4 kinds of operational mode:

Press

key, could choose one operational mode between “Control operating mode” and

“Monitor operating mode”. When “Hz” and “I” LED is not lighting, means “Control operating
mode”.
The user could control the running direction of frequency converter and adjust the operation
frequency. When the jumper-wire JP3 of V3 is at the PAN position, and F040 frequency is set as
25, means adjust speed by keyboard potentiometer.
Function of pressing keys ：
For controlling forward running of frequency inverter
For controlling reverse running of frequency converter
For stopping frequency converter
When F040=3 or 8, change the operational frequency directly by pressing key.
When F040=8, the set frequency write in F000 directly.
Key, Read out information of F000. (Minimum value is set value of F016)
Key, for moving the cursor
Key, to raise the operational frequency or change the information read out by F000
Key to reduce the operational frequency or change the information read out by F000
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Monitor operating mode
Press
key, choose one mode between “control operating mode” and “Monitor
operating mode.” By “Monitor operating mode”, user could monitor two kinds of data (such as,
operational frequency Hz”,” output current I”) easily, and could control the forward running,
reserve running and stopping of frequency converter.
When lamp of “HZ” lighting, the frequency converter is “Monitor operating mode” and
the LED display shows “Hz” information. (Or choose other information decided by F099.)
When lamp of “I” lighting, the frequency converter is “Monitor operating mode” and the
LED display shows “I” information. (Or choose other information decided by F098.)
Function of pressing keys ：
Key for controlling forward running of frequency converter
Key, For controlling reverse running of frequency converter.
Key for stopping frequency converter
Key Choose “Hz” or “I” information
Key Choose “Hz” or “I” information
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Parameter Remending Mode
key, Change over between “parameter remending mode” and “fault display mode”.

Press

If LED display shows “Fnnn”, frequency converter is in “parameter remending mode”, Lamps of
“Hz”and“I”lighting at the same time, users could remend or monitor all inner parameter. The
operating steps to remend parameter are as the following:
Step 1：Press Key, LED display shows “Fnnn”, nnn is parameter No.
Step 2：Press

or

key to choose parameter No. needed, press

key to move the

cursor.
Step 3：Press“

”key to read the content value of set parameter, and LED display now shows

parater content value.
Step 4：Press

key to remend the parameter value press“

or

”key to move the

cursor position.
”key, Write the numerical value into the “EPROM” memorizer. If need to

Step 5：Press“

remend, operate according to the above steps.
Fault display mode
Press“

”key, Change over between “parameter remending mode” and “fault

display mode”.
If LED display shows “0. xx”, frequency converter is in “fault display mode”, user could
monitor the trouble state or execute the reset function.

Press
Press“

or

key to could examine reasons of the recent 4 kinds of fault.

”key, frequency converter would reset.

Using of operation keyboard
Change the parameter value of function code (change the parameter value of F002 from 10S to
5S)
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The correspondence between the displayed code of parameter F063、F064、F065 and the state
of outer input output terminals are as the following:

0： means terminal input is inefficient.
1：means terminal input is availability.
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RHYMBUS MANUAL
The Setting of Keypad
Digital Type Keypad (KP-201C) for RM5G/P

NOTE:
o KP-201C transmission cable can select 8-pin telephone cable (flat) or network cable
(AMP)
o 8-pin telephone cable: The length must be within 5 meters.
o Network cable (AMP): The length can be over 5 meters (the longest length is 25 meters)
o There are 6 lengths of specifications of network cable (1M, 2M, 3M, 5M, 7M, 10M).
Analog Type Keypad (KP-202) for RM5G/P

NOTE:
o KP-202 transmission cable can select 8-pin telephone cable (flat) or network cable
(AMP)
o 8-pin telephone cable: The length must be within 5 meters.
o Network cable (AMP): The length must be within 5 meters.
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The Operation of Keypad (KP-201C) and Monitor Mode
Operation of Keypad
The operation of the digital keypad includes fault messages and three modes. The switching
methods are shown as below figure:

The operation steps are shown as below table (by default setting)
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Error message display:

Description of Monitor Mode
There are seven displays can be selected in the monitor mode. Press

to switch the display

in accordance with below sequence under monitor mode. User can determine one of seven
displays as the main display from function F_006 (Selection of Main Display). Please refer to the
following illustrations:
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a. Select one of seven displays as the main display from function F_006 (Selection of Main
Display).
b. Determine one of seven displays as the main display according to the application. When
the parameter of function is completed without pressing

key, the drive will

automatically switch back to the main display after 3 minute.

Description of Function Setting Mode
In function setting mode, there are 135 functions (F_000 ~ F_134) can be selected for RM5G/P
series drive, and the setting steps are as below:

Description of Parameter Setting Mode
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Operation at Monitor Mode
In the monitor mode, the frequency command can be changed. Please refer to below example of
changing frequency from 60Hz to 50Hz.

Start / Stop Operation of Drive
To start / stop the drive, the display must switch to monitor mode.
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GENERATOR SET OPERATION
Power Wizard Control Module Description
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BASIC OPERATION
START Mode

STOP Mode

AUTO Mode
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Fault / Alarm Reset Process
Fault / Alarm Reset Process

Fault / Alarm Reset

Fault / Alarm Reset

Fault / Alarm Reset. The display will show:
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User Interface Overview
Function Keys
AC Overview hot-key – The AC Overview key will navigate the display to the first screen of
AC information. The AC Overview information contains various AC parameters that summaries
the electrical operation of the generating set. (Use the up/down keys to navigate within the AC
parameters).

Engine Overview hot-key – The Engine Overview key will navigate the display to the first
screen of engine information. The Engine Overview information contains various engine
parameters that summaries the operation of the generating sets. (Use the up/down keys to
navigate within the Engine parameters).

Lamp Test – Pressing and holding the Lamp Test key will cause all of the LED’s and the
display screen pixels to turn on.

RUN – Pressing the Run key will cause the engine to enter the run mode.

AUTO – Pressing the Auto key will cause the engine to enter the auto mode.

STOP – Pressing the Stop key will cause the engine to enter stop mode.

Menu Navigators
Scroll Up – The Scroll Up key is used to navigate up through the various menus or monitoring
screens. The Scroll Up key is also used during set point entry. During numeric data entry the
Scroll Up key is used in order to increment the digits (0-9). If the set point requires selection
from a list, the Scroll Up key is used to navigate through the list.

Escape – The Escape key is used during menu navigation in order to navigate up through the
menu/sub-menu structure. Each key press causes the user to move backwards/upwards through
the navigation menus. The Escape key is also used to exit/cancel out of data entry screens
during set point programming. If the Escape key is pressed during set point programming,
none of the changes made on screen will be saved to memory.

Scroll Right – The Scroll Right key is used during set point adjustment. During numeric data
entry, the Scroll Right key is used to choose which digit is being edited. The Scroll Right key
is also used during certain set point adjustments to select or deselect a check box. If a box has
a check mark inside, pressing the Scroll Right key will cause the check mark to disappear,
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disabling the function. If the box does not have a check mark inside, pressing the Scroll Right key will
cause a check mark to appear, enabling the function.

Enter – The Enter key is used during menu navigation to select menu items in order to navigate
forward/downward in the menu/sub-menu structure. The Enter key is also used during set point
programming in order to save set point changes. Pressing the Enter key during set point
programming causes set point changes to be saved to memory.
Scroll Down – The Scroll Down key is used to navigate down through the various menus or
monitoring screens. The Scroll Down key is also used during set point entry. During numeric
data entry the Scroll Down key is used in order to decrement the digits (0-9). If the set point
requires selection from a list, the Scroll Down key is used to navigate down through the list.

Scroll Left – The Scroll Left key is used during set point adjustment. During numeric data
entry, the Scroll Left key is used to choose which digit is being edited. The Scroll Left key is
also used during certain set point adjustments to select or deselect a check box. If a box has a
check mark inside, pressing the Scroll Left key will cause the check mark to disappear,
disabling the function. If the box does not have a check mark inside, pressing the Scroll Left
key will cause a check mark to appear, enabling the function.

Alarm Indicators
Yellow Warning Light – A flashing yellow light indicates that there are unacknowledged
active warnings. A solid yellow light indicates that there are acknowledged warnings active. If
there are any active warnings, the yellow light will change from flashing yellow to solid yellow
after the Alarm Acknowledge key is pressed. If there are no longer any active warnings, the
yellow light will turn off after the Alarm Acknowledge key is pressed.

Red Shutdown Light – A flashing red light indicates that there are unacknowledged active
shutdown events. A solid red light indicates that there are acknowledged shutdown events
active. If there are any active shutdown events the red light will change from flashing red to
solid red after the Alarm Acknowledge key is pressed. Any condition that has caused a
shutdown event must be manually reset. If there are no longer any active shutdown events,
the red light will turn off.

Alarm Acknowledge – Pressing the Alarm Acknowledge will cause the horn relay output to
turn off and silence the horn (if installed). Pressing the key will also cause any yellow or red
flashing lights to turn off or to become solid depending on the active status of the alarms. The
Alarm Acknowledge may also be configured to send out a global alarm silence on the J1939
Data Link, which will silence horns on annunciators. Pressing and holding the Alarm
Acknowledge key can be used to reset all active warnings or shutdowns.
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TECHNICAL OPERATION
Engine Starting Sequence
1. The Power Wizard receives an engine start signal. The signal will be one of four:
o The operator presses the run key
o The control is in auto and the remote initiate digital input becomes active
o The control receives a start command via the RS-485 SCADA Data Link (PowerWizard
2.0 only)
o The control has a program cycle timer (PCT) configured that becomes active
(PowerWizard 2.0 only).
2. The PowerWizard checks the system before beginning the cranking sequence. The
PowerWizard checks that there are no shutdown events present and that all previous shutdown
events have been reset.
3. If the engine is equipped with a form of start aid such as thermostat it will enter a prestart
sequence.
4. The PowerWizard begins the crank sequence by activating the engine crank relay and the fuel
control relay:
o If the engine reaches the set point for crank terminate speed the engine is deemed running
and the engine crank relay will be deactivated
o If the engine fails to start within a preset duration (normally seven seconds) the
PowerWizard will stop cranking and wait for a pre-set time (normally seven seconds)
before attempting to start again
o

If the PowerWizard fails to start within a pre-set number of crank attempts (normally three)
the PowerWizard will activate a “Fail to Start shutdown”.

Engine Stopping Sequence
1. The PowerWizard receives an engine stop signal. The signal will be one of four:
o The operator presses the Stop key
o The control is in auto and the remote initiate digital input becomes inactive
o The control receives a stop command via the RS-485 SCADA Data Link (PowerWizard
2.0 only)
o The control has a program cycle timer (PCT) configured that becomes inactive
(PowerWizard 2.0 only).
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2. The PowerWizard begins the cool down period. In order to bypass the cool down hold
down the stop key for 3 seconds. The options “PRESS ENTER TO BYPASS” and “PRESS
ESCAPE TO CONTINUE” will be shown on the display. Press the Enter key to bypass the
cool down sequence or press the Escape key to continue the cool down sequence.
3. After the cool down cycle, the PowerWizard stops the engine by turning off the fuel control
relay.
Event System
The PowerWizard module uses the J1939 standard format for events, whereby an event is
defined as a combination of a suspect parameter number (SPN) and a failure mode identifier (FMI).
The SPN defines what is at fault and the FMI defines how it is at fault (e.g. SPN = 100 = Oil
Pressure, FMI = 1 = Low Shutdown would mean the set has shut down on a low oil pressure fault).
A list of SPN/FMI combinations can be found in appendix A.
PowerWizard modules have separate event logs for events raised by the module itself and
those raised by ancillaries such as the engine ECM.
Event State
Events in PowerWizard may exist in one of three states: present, active and inactive.
Present – The condition causing the event is ongoing and affecting system behavior. If an event
is present it cannot be reset.
Active – The event is no longer present and can be reset by the user. However, it has been latched
by the event system and needs to be reset before the engine can be restarted.
Inactive – The event was active at some time but is no longer active and is not affecting system
behavior. Inactive events exist for historical purposes only.
Event Viewing
1. From the main menu, highlight “EVENT LOGS” and press the enter key. A list of all installed
ECMs will be displayed; the number opposite represents the total of present and active events
in each log.
2. Highlight an ECM and press the Enter key to view that ECMs event log.
3. In order to scroll through the events, use the Up and Down keys. Events are ordered with
present events first, active events next and inactive events last. Within these classifications
they are ordered by engine run hours (or real time clock on PowerWizard 2.0).
4. Press enter after highlighting an event to see additional information such as SPN, FMI, time
and date of first occurrence, time and date of last occurrence (PowerWizard 2.0 only), engine
hours at first occurrence and engine hours at last occurrence.
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Single Event Resetting
A flashing red shutdown light indicates there is an unacknowledged shutdown event. The red
shutdown light will change from flashing red to solid red when the Alarm Acknowledged key is
pressed. Once a fault has been checked and the cause rectified, use the following procedure in
order to reset the event:
1. Press the Stop key.
2. Enter the “EVENT LOGS” option from the main menu.
3. Select an ECM from the list.
4. Scroll through the events in order to highlight the event to be reset.
5. Make sure the event status is active (not present).
6. Press the Enter key.
7. “RESET” will be highlighted if the condition is no longer present and the control is in Stop.
8. Press the Enter key again. The fault will clear.
9. Press the Escape key 3 times in order to get back to the main menu.
Quick Event Resetting
In addition to the above procedure there is also a simplified process for resetting all events. To
reset all events:
1. Press the Stop key.
2. Press and hold the Alarm Acknowledge key for three seconds.
3. Press Enter to reset all events, press Escape to cancel.
Note – the PowerWizard must be in stop mode to reset events.
Note – present events cannot be reset.
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DCP-10 & DCP-20

1. Radiator
2. Radiator Fill
3. Battery Charging Alternator
4. Exhaust
5. Turbo
6. Oil Filter
7. Air Filter
8. Alternator
9. Emergency Stop Pushbutton
10. Control Panel
11. Circuit Breaker
12. Base Frame
13. Cable Entry
14. Starter Motor
15. Battery

16. Fuel Fill
17. Lifting Points
18. Jacket Water Heater
19. Anti-Vibration Mounts*
20. Drag Points
21. Fan Guards
* = Opposite side
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General Information – 1002T Control Systems

Controller version is dictated by product configuration, a 1002T panel may be fitted. 1002T control
systems provide for manual starting and stopping of the generator set and provide protection for
the engine against critical failures.
Pre-Start Checks
Warning
The following checks detailed below are the only tasks that an operator should undertake.
The following checks should be performed prior to starting the generator set:
1. Ensure the Control Switch / Key Switch is Off.
A visual inspection should take only a few minutes and can prevent costly repairs and
accidents – For maximum generator set life, visually inspect the generator set before
starting. Look for items such as:
o Loose fastenings / fixings, worn belts or loose connections. Repair as necessary.
o The fan and exhaust guards must be at the correct positions and securely fixed.
o Repair damaged / loose guards or renew missing guards.
o Wipe clean all filler caps before the engine is serviced or fluids are topped up to reduce
the chance of any system contamination.
o For any type of leak (coolant, lubricating oil or fuel), clean away the fluid. If a leak is
observed, find the source and correct the leak. If a leak is suspected, check the fluid
levels frequently until the leak is found and repaired.
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o Accumulated grease and/or oil on an engine is a fire hazard. Remove it by steam
cleaning or by the use of a high pressure • water jet. Avoid high–pressure water on the
electronic / electrical components, provide suitable protection were possible.
o Ensure that the coolant pipes are fitted correctly and that they are secure. Check for
leaks. Check the condition of all pipes • for splits or signs of rubbing.
Fluid levels
2. Check the engine oil and coolant levels – replenish as necessary. Ensure fluids used are as
recommended within the engine handbook.
Warning:
Do not remove the radiator cap or any component of the cooling system while the engine is
running and while the coolant is under pressure, because dangerous hot coolant can be
discharged, posing a risk of personal injury. Do not add large amounts of cold coolant to a
hot system as serious engine damage could result.
Note:
o Diesel engines normally consume lube oil at a rate of 0.25% to 1% of the fuel consumption
at full load.
o When adding coolant to the radiator system, always pour slowly to help prevent air from
becoming trapped in the engine. • Always top up when engine is cold.
Warning:
When filling the fuel tank, do not smoke or use an open flame in the vicinity.
3. Check the fuel level – fill as necessary.
Warning:
Before tightening the fan belts, disconnect the battery negative (–) lead to ensure the engine
cannot be accidentally started.
4. Check the condition and tension of the fan and engine alternator belts – tighten as
necessary.
5. Check all hoses for loose connections or deterioration – tighten or replace as necessary.
6. Check the battery terminals for corrosion – clean as necessary.
Warning:
When working with the batteries do not smoke or use an open flame in the vicinity. Hydrogen
gas from batteries is explosive.
Do not short the positive and negative terminals together.
7. Check the battery electrolyte level – fill with distilled water as necessary.
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8. Check the control panel and the generator set for heavy accumulation of dust and dirt –
clean as necessary. These can pose an electrical hazard or give rise to cooling problems.
9. Check the air filter restriction indicator, if fitted – replace the filter as necessary.
10. Clear the area around the generator set of any insecure items that could inhibit operation
or cause injury. Ensure cooling air ventilation screens are clear.
11. Visually check the entire generator set for signs of leaks from the fuel system, cooling
system or lubrication seals.
12. Periodically drain exhaust system condensate traps, if equipped.
13. Ensure the alternator output circuit breaker is in the “OFF” (handle down) position.
Normal Startup / Shutdown – Key Start Panel (1002T)
The following procedure should be used for normal starts on a generator set equipped with a
1002T Series Key Start Control System:
Note:
The generator set may be stopped at any time by turning the Key Switch to Position “0” (Off).
1. Complete Pre-Start checks
2. Check the battery voltage by turning the Key Switch from Position “0” (Off) to
Position “1” (On) and reading the battery voltmeter. A fully charged battery will
indicate 12 to 14 volts on a 12-volt system or 24 to 28 volts on a 24-volt system.
Return the Key Switch to Position “0” (Off).
Note:
o In the event of low battery voltage, the LED will indicate on the 1002T PCB (see Figure
5a – 8). There is no battery voltmeter on 1002T panel.
o The engine will not start if any fault indicators are illuminated. Reset the control system
by turning the Key Switch to Position “0” (Off). Ensure the faults have been corrected
prior to attempting to start the generator set.
WHEN ENGINE HAS STARTED
1.
2.
3.
4.

Check for any abnormal noise or vibration.
Carry out visual checks for system leaks.
Check the control panel for indications of engine temperature and oil pressure
Switch the alternator output circuit breaker to “ON” (handle up).
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Warning:
The Key Switch must not be turned to position “
the engine is running.

” or position “

”,

while

5. Start: Turn the Key Switch from Position “0” (Off) through Position “1” (On) to
Position “

.” (Thermo) to activate the thermostat, if fitted. Hold for 7 seconds

to preheat the induction air. After this time, the Key Switch should be further turned
to Position

” (Start) to crank the engine. When the engine starts, release the

Key Switch immediately allowing it to return to Position “1” (On).
Do not crank the engine for more than 5 to 7 seconds should the engine fail to start.
Allow an interval of 10 seconds and always turn the Key Switch to Position “0” (Off)
between cranking attempts. If, after 4 cranking attempts, the engine still has not
started, please refer to a qualified generator set technician to determine the cause of
failure to start.
Note:
Load can now be applied to the generator set. However, the maximum step load that can be
accepted in any one step is • dependent on the operating temperature of the generator set.
Shutdown:
6. To shut the generator set down, turn off the load by switching the Alternator Output
Circuit Breaker to “OFF” (handle down). 8. Allow the generator set to run without
load for a few minutes to cool. Then turn the Key Switch to Position “0” (Off). The
generator set will shutdown. In case of an emergency where immediate shutdown is
necessary, the Key Switch should be turned to Position “0” (Off) immediately without
disconnecting the load.
Note:
o Turning the Key Switch to Position “0” (Off) will also reset the protective circuits after a
fault has been detected. Ensure that the fault has been rectified prior to restarting the
generator set.
When high engine temperature is sensed, the red colored fault lamp labeled “HIGH ENGINE
TEMPERATURE” illuminates (see Figure 5b) and the generator set is automatically shut down.
The fault lamp will remain illuminated and the engine locked out until the fault has been
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acknowledged and reset by turning the Key Switch to Position “0” (Off). On some larger models
a low coolant level sensor will also cause the generator set to shut down and will also illuminate
the “HIGH ENGINE TEMPERATURE” fault lamp even though the temperature may be in the
normal range.
When low lube oil pressure is sensed the “LOW OIL PRESSURE” fault lamp illuminates and the
generator set is automatically shut down. Reset is effected by turning the Key Switch to Position
“0” (Off).
Warning
If at any time the generator set stops because of a fault, the fault should be rectified before
trying to restart the generator set.
Control System Fault Finding / Trouble Shooting Guide 1002T
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DCP-10 and DCP-20 General Information

DCP-10 and DCP-20 Control Panels
Illustrated above are the Automatic Start Control Modules (DCP-10 & DCP-20) designed to
automatically start and stop the generator set.
The modules also monitor and protect the engine, indicating operational status, fault conditions
and metering on the front panel LCD and LED’s.
DCP Control Module Description
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DCP-10 and DCP-20 Control Module Description
1. Display Screen
2. Scroll Button – Scroll menu, enter into or exit configuration menu
3. Mute\Lamp Test – For Lamp test press and hold for 2 seconds
4. Start Button
5. Stop Button
6. Manual Mode
7. Auto Mode
8. Common Failure LED (DCP-10 only) – Flashes when Warning occurs, Illuminates
permanently when shutdown occurs.
9. Warning LED (DCP-20 only) – Illuminates permanently until the warning is rectified then
automatically turns off.
10. Shutdown LED (DCP-20 Only) – Illuminates permanently shutting engine down
11. Test Mode
Pre-Start Checks (applicable to all control systems)
Warning
The following checks detailed below are the only tasks that an operator should undertake.
The following checks should be performed prior to starting the generator set:
1. A visual inspection should take only a few minutes and can prevent costly repairs and accidents
– for maximum generator set life, visually inspect the generator set before starting. Look for
items such as:
o Loose fastenings / fixings, worn belts or loose connections. Repair as necessary.
o The fan and exhaust guards must be at the correct positions and securely fixed. Repair
damaged / loose guards or renew missing guards.
o Wipe clean all filler caps before the engine is serviced or fluids are topped up to reduce the
chance of any system contamination.
o For any type of leak (coolant, lubricating oil or fuel), clean away the fluid. If a leak is
observed, find the source and correct the leak. If a leak is suspected, check the fluid levels
frequently until the leak is found and repaired.
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o Accumulated grease and / or oil on an engine is a fire hazard. Remove it by steam cleaning
or by the use of a high pressure water jet. Avoid high-pressure water on the electronic /
electrical components provide suitable protection were possible.
o Ensure that the coolant pipes are fitted correctly and that they are secure. Check for leaks.
Check the condition of all pipes for splits or signs of rubbing.
Fluid levels
2. Check the engine oil and coolant levels – replenish as necessary. Ensure fluids used are as
recommended within the engine handbook.
Warning:
Do not remove the radiator cap or any component of the cooling system while the engine is
running and while the coolant is under pressure, because dangerous hot coolant can be
discharged, posing a risk of personal injury. Do not add large amounts of cold coolant to a
hot system as serious engine damage could result.
3. Check the engine oil and coolant levels – replenish as necessary.
Note:
o Diesel engines normally consume lube oil at a rate of 0.25% to 1% of the fuel
consumption.
o When adding coolant to the radiator system, always pour slowly to help prevent air from
becoming trapped in the engine. Always top up when engine is cold.
Warning:
When filling the fuel tank, do not smoke or use an open flame in the vicinity.
4. Check the fuel level – fill as necessary.
Warning:
Before tightening the fan belts, disconnect the battery negative (–) lead to ensure the engine
cannot be accidentally started.
5. Check the condition and tension of the fan and engine alternator belts – tighten as necessary.
6. Check all hoses for loose connections or deterioration – tighten or replace as necessary.
7. Check the battery terminals for corrosion – clean as necessary.
Warning:
When working with the batteries do not smoke or use an open flame in the vicinity.
Hydrogen gas from batteries is explosive.
Do not short the positive and negative terminals together.
8. Check the battery electrolyte level – fill with distilled water as necessary.
9. Check the control panel and the generator set for heavy accumulation of dust and dirt – clean
as necessary. These can pose an electrical hazard or give rise to cooling problems.
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10. Check the air filter restriction indicator, if fitted – replace the filter as necessary.
11. Clear the area around the generator set of any insecure items that could inhibit operation or
cause injury. Ensure cooling air ventilation screens are clear.
12. Visually check the entire generator set for signs of leaks from the fuel system, cooling system
or lubrication seals.
13. Periodically drain exhaust system condensate traps, if equipped.
14. Ensure the Alternator Output Circuit Breaker is in the “OFF” (handle down) position.
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ARMY TM 9-6115-642-10
AIR FORCE TO 35C2-3-455-11
MARINE CORPS TM 09247A/09248A-10/1
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
GENERAL
This section describes and illustrates the controls and indicators to ensure proper operation of the
generator set.

CONTROL PANEL ASSEMBLY
The control panel assembly contains most of the operating controls and indicators for the
generator set. Figure 2-1 describes each control and indicator.
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Operator’s Controls and Indicators
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Control Panel Controls and Indicators

Key
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Control or Indicator
FUEL LEVEL indicator
Panel lights
COOLANT TEMPERATURE
indicator
OIL PRESSURE indicator
EMERGENCY STOP
pushbutton
FREQUENCY meter (HERTZ)
Ammeter (PERCENT RATD
CURRENT METER)
AM-VM transfer switch

Function
Indicates fuel level
Illuminates control panel
Indicates engine coolant temperature
Indicates oil pressure
Shuts down generator set
Indicates generator set output
frequency
Indicates generator set load current
as a percent of rated current
Allows selection of current and
voltage readings between output load
terminals as follows:
Switch
PositionVoltageCurrent
L1-L2
L1-L2
(3 Phase)
L2-L3
L2-L3
(3 Phase)
L3-L1
L3-L1
(3 Phase)
L3-LO
L3-LO
(3 Phase)
L3-L1
L3-LO
(1 Phase)
L3-LO
L3-LO
(1 Phase)

9

AC Voltmeter (VOLTS AC)

10
11

VOLTAGE adjust potentiometer
BATTLE SHORT light

12

BATTLE SHORT switch

L1
L2
L3
L3
L3
L3

Indicates output voltage of generator
set
Adjusts generator set voltage
Amber light indicates battle short
switch on
Bypasses protective devices
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13

PANEL LIGHTS switch

14

AC CICUIT INTERRUPTER
switch
AC CIRCUIT INTERRUPTER
light
MASTER SWITCH

15
16

ON – Activates or deactivates panel
lights
Opens and closes AC circuit
interrupter relay
Green light indicates AC circuit
interrupter relay is closed
PREHEAT – Energizes heater plugs
OFF – De-energizes all circuits,
except panel lights.
PRIME & RUN AUX FUEL –
Energizes generator set run circuits
with fuel pump operating and with
auxiliary fuel pump system activated
PRIME & RUN – Energizes
generator set run circuits with fuel
pump operating and auxiliary fuel
system de-energized.

17

Time meter (TOTAL HOURS\)

18

BATTERY CHARGE ammeter

19

20

21

START – Energizes starter
Indicates charge/discharge rate of
batteries
Indicates charge/discharge rate of
batteries
Energizes or de-energizes DC
circuits

DC CONTROL POWER circuit
breaker (CB1) (Located Behind
Control Panel)
AC Voltage Reconnection Switch Selects 120/208 VAC, three-phase;
(Located Behind Control Panel) 120 VAC, single phase; or 120/240
VAC, single phase output at load
terminal board
BATTERY CHARGER FUSE Protects battery charging alternator
(FU1)
(Located Behind Control Panel)
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MALFUNCTION INDICATOR PANEL
The malfunction indicator panel (Figure 2-2) is located to the left of the control panel. It contains
a series of lights which indicate a generator set failure or abnormal operating condition. TABLE
2-2 describes each indicator light.
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Malfunction Indicator Panel

Key
1

Control or Indicator
NO FUEL indicator

2

COOLANT HIGH
TEMPERATURE indicator

3

OVERVOLTAGE indicator

4

PUSH TEST RESET LAMPS

5

OVER LOAD indicator

6

GROUND FAULT CIRCUIT
INTERRUPTER TEST pushbutton
Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter
indicator

7

8

Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter
PUSH TO TEST Pushbutton

9

SHORT CIRCUIT indicator

10

LOW OIL PRESSURE indicator

11

Convenience Receptacle Overload

Function
Lights when fuel level in fuel
tank in below preset level
Lights when engine coolant
temperature exceeds 225 º ± 5º F
(107º ± 3º F)
Lights when voltage in 120 volt
generator coil exceeds 153 ± 3
volts
Tests and resets fault indicator
lamps
Lights when current in any phase
exceeds 110 percent of rated
current
Tests Ground Fault Circuit
Interrupter
Mechanically trips red indicator,
at ground fault condition in
circuit of convenience receptacle
Depress to reset Ground Fault
Circuit Interrupter after test or
ground fault has occurred
Lights when generator set output
in any phase exceeds 425 ± 25
percent of rated currents
Lights when engine lubrication
systems pressure is less than 15 ±
3 psi (103.4 ± 20.7 kPa) during
engine operation
Circuit breaker trips on when
load on convenience receptacle
exceeds 10 amps (fuse blows on
generator sets, contact number
DAAK01-88-D-D080
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FREQUENCY ADJUST CONTROL
The frequency adjust control (FIGURE 2-3), is to the left and below control panel. Table 2-3
describes each part and its functions.

FIGURE 2-3 Frequency Adjust Control
Key
1

Control or Indicator
Locking Ring

2

Frequency adjust button

3

Frequency adjust knob

Function
Turn locking ring counterclockwise to
unlock frequency adjust control. Turn
locking ring clockwise to lock frequency
adjust control at desired setting
Press frequency adjust button and pull
frequency adjust knob to increase
frequency. Press frequency adjust button
and push frequency adjust knob to decrease
frequency. This enables a rapid adjust of
frequency.
Turn knob clockwise to increase frequency
and counterclockwise to decrease
frequency. This provides a fine adjustment
in frequency.

WARNING
Exhaust discharge contains deadly gases. Do not operate the generator set in enclosed areas unless
exhaust discharge is properly vented outside. Severe personal injury or death due to carbon
monoxide poisoning could result.
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STARTING PROCEDURE
WARNING
Never attempt to start the generator set if it has not been properly grounded. Failure to observe this
warning could result in serious injury or death by electrocution.

CAUTION
Do not crank engine in excess of fifteen seconds. Allow starter to cool at least fifteen seconds
between attempted starts. Failure to observe this caution could result in damage to the starter.

NOTE
At temperatures below 40º F (4ºC) it may be necessary to use the Cold Weather Starting Aid.

NOTE
Ensure all generator set access doors, except control panel access door, are closed.
a. In cold weather conditions, place MASTER SWITCH to PREHEAT position for
approximately 30 seconds.
b. Rotate MASTER SWITCH to START position.
c. Hold MASTER SWITCH in START position until oil pressure reaches at least 25 psi (172
kPa), voltage has increased to its approximate rated value, and engine has reached stable
operating speed.
d. Release MASTER SWITCH to PRIME AND RUN position.
e. If operating with an auxiliary fuel source, rotate MASTER SWITCH to PRIME AND RUN
AUX FUEL position.
Under normal conditions warm up engine without load for five minutes. (If required, load can be
applied immediately)
f. Check COOLANT TEMP [170-200º F (77-93ºC)] and OIL PRESSURE [25-60psi (172414 kPa)] indicators for normal readings.
g. Using VOLTAGE adjusts potentiometer (FIGURE 2-1) and Frequency Adjust Control
(FIGURE 2-3), adjust voltage and frequency to rated values.
h. Press GROUND FAULT CIRCUIT INTERRUPTER TEST pushbutton. Ensure indicator
window is clear. Press RESET pushbutton and ensure indicator is red.
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i.

Place AC CIRCUIT INTERRUPTER switch to CLOSED position

j.

Ensure frequency and voltage is still at required values. Adjust if necessary.

k. Rotate AM-VM transfer switch to each phase position while observing ammeter
(PERCENT RATED CURRENT meter). If more than rates load is indicated in any phase,
reduce load.

WARNING
High voltage is produced when this generator set is in operation. Improper operation could result
in personal injury or death.

WARNING
With any access door open, the noise level of this generator set when operating could cause hearing
damage. Hearing protection must be worn when working near the generator set while running.
1. Perform all DURING (D) OPERATION PMCS requirements in accordance with TABLE
2-4
Stopping Procedure
a. Place AC CIRCUIT INTERRUPTER switch in OPEN position
b. Allow generator set to operate five minutes with no load applied
c. Place MASTER SWITCH in OFF position.
d. Place DEAD CRANK switch to OFF position.
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MAINTENANCE OF PUMP STATION AND SURROUNDINGS
The operator checks any maintain the cleanliness of the pump station and its surroundings, the
pump station and the surrounding should be periodically clean by the pump operator. The dust in
the floor must be swept out; rubbish should be disposed; remove the dust in the panel board or
control; and pouring of chlorine in the perimeter area of the pump station to disinfect the bacterial
surrounding in the pump station, and repaint the pump station if necessary.
Every Month
1. Check motor housing temperature
2. Check the circuit breaker if have loose
3. Check the horse power under load
4. Check electric wiring if have loose
DIESEL ENGINE MAINTENANCE
In almost all cases, diesel engine is designed as standby unit. This must be using for emergency
like brown-out and others. Listed below is suggested preventive maintenance.

Every Third Day
Operator warm-up the diesel at about 3 to 5 minutes, this would allow the lubricant and coolant to
circulate around the engine

Every 8 hours
1. Check the coolant level
2. Check the fuel level or fuel leaks
3. Check the oil reservoir
4. Clean oil bath cleaner
5. Bleeding the fuel system
6. Check the thermostat

Every 600 hours of operation
1. Changing and cleaning fuel filters
2. Changing the anodes
3. Check transmission of drive belt
4. Checking the battery
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5. Checking the rotary seal
6. Lubricate dynamo rear brush

Every 400 hours of operation
1. Check hose and clips if damage
2. replace the oil filter if necessary
3. check and replace the drive shaft
4. check the heat exchange cap
5. clean lift pumps sediment chamber

Every 2,400 hours of operation
1. Check the torque for standard bolts
2. Service the direct cooling system
3. Service the indirect cooling system
4. Check and adjust the valve clearance
5. Service the injection units

Every year
1. Vacuum all dust of winding and motor case
2. Drain lubricant, flush out oil reservoir with kerosene and replace the material if necessary
with the factory approved lubricant

Every three years
1. Examine motor if have a damage
2. Clean oil connection and contact points with a smooth cloth
3. Inspect shaft and bearing and the bolts if have a damage
4. Check the input horse power under load
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CHLORINATOR AND ROUTINE MAINTENANCE
1. For maintenance purpose it is essential to clean the strainers and tubing as often as
necessary at least twice a week;
2. Check the chlorinator if functioning;
3. Check the houseline for every monitoring, if have a cracks or weak spots;
4. Check the vacuum regulator valve and the nozzle injector if not functioning change the
nozzle injector, the resulting in lowered maximum capacity of the feeder;
5. Always check the water level of the chlorinator tank;
6. Refill dosage chlorine and check the adjustment of setting dosage of every pump station.
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